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ABSTRACT
EXPRESSIVISM AND ITS (DIS)CONTENTS:
TRACING THEORY AND PRACTICE FROM HISTORY TO HERE AND NOW
by
Sasha Maceira
Advisor: Mark McBeth
This dissertation explores the theory and practice of expressivism as a pedagogy viable for
the twenty-first century. Expressivism, in its inception (1960s), was wrongly perceived in
many ways for the seemingly superfluous nature of its intentions; mainly it was targeted as
an elitist, individualistic approach to the teaching of composition, only seen as suitable for a
privileged student body. What was entirely overlooked that expressivism offered, were the
more conventional ideologies and activities, such as process theory and peer review—
things we use and cherish to this day. What I discovered through archival research was
that expressivism then was inadvertently divided into two camps: the radical expressivists
and the moderate expressivists. The former camp having no direct names of association,
the latter holding some of the biggest names in the field of composition pedagogy: Peter
Elbow, Donald Murray, and Ken Macrorie. It was the former camp that stigmatized
expressivism with the label that it has carried all these decades, while the important work
that we continue to use has been disregarded as belonging to expressivism in the first
place. Despite its sordid past and current reputation, I look to expressivism, in all it has to
offer, as not only being a useful means of composition pedagogy, in general, but particularly
for more diverse and underprivileged student bodies, seeing how certain elements, such
iv

narrative and journaling, can lead to awareness and even activism through sharing stories
and experiences in the classroom. I turn to my own classroom experiences and the work of
my students, who mainly come from working-class and/or backgrounds of poverty, to
show how the use of expressivist frameworks has proven beneficial in our composition
classrooms. I look to the history of expressivism first to see how it was used, where it was
used and in what contexts, seeing its short-lived stint in college composition. I then look to
the history of CUNY (The City University of New York) where I teach, to see how
expressivist frameworks may or may not have been used in the composition classroom as
the time of expressivism’s inception intersects with CUNY’s Open Admissions Policy. From
here, I turn to the current-day classroom to confront the issues of sharing personal
experiences and stories in public spaces, as expressivism does, and lastly I confront the
issue of students’ use of their own language in writing—an ideal I feel coincides very much
with expressivist practice in regards to adhering to the authenticity of the writer. I have
come to call this practice “neo-expressivism,” as in my research and writing I have had to
consider both the good and bad that came with expressivism—not to disregard “the bad,”
but to reconsider it, rework it, and create a pedagogy that welcomes everyone and their
unique experiences.
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INTRODUCTION
Expressivism in an Age of Professionalism:
Why People Really Enter the Academy

The history of expressivism is a complicated one. The current state of it is as well. While
often regarded as a problematic pedagogy that was mainly superfluous in nature and,
therefore, only suitable for an elite student body (if suitable for any student body at all),
since its inception in the 1960s, much of its value has been overlooked: the focus on writing
as a process; the important emphasis on student agency and authority in the classroom; the
focus on personal experience as worthy of contextual study; and, perhaps, most
imperatively, its allowance for solidarity and eventual / potential change within
communities and society. Despite popular critique of expressivism, I see its value as nondiscriminatory in nature. While it begins from a place of self, it does not privilege any one
individual, but instead, encourages inclusivity.

Peter Elbow, one of the original so-called “expressivists” takes issue with the
misunderstandings of the practice and its entanglements with personal writing: “I’d say
that all of us [the “expressivists”] defended and even celebrated personal writing in a
school context where it had been neglected or even banned. But we didn’t call personal
writing any better than nonpersonal writing” (Critical Expressivism 29). Elbow notes the
connection between expressivism and personal writing and the negative connotation that
both have garnered. This is perhaps why Elbow chooses to refer to the practice instead as
“process” (30). Nevertheless, process and the personal are deeply embedded in the practice

of expressivism, and its misunderstandings are worth unpacking. A claim I read from a
teacher’s blog best captures my thoughts: “To enact expressivist pedagogy as originally
outlined during the 1970s would be unethical. But to ignore the advances and refinement
in the field would be to miss out on a powerful and influential body of theory” (Mr.
Anderson Reads & Writes).

This dissertation tackles the complicated history of expressivism—the mystery behind its
practices, the misunderstood nature of its intentions, and the misnomer that has only
intensified such misunderstandings. The elusiveness and lack of clarity are, however, only
part of what is necessary in understanding expressivism’s history and how this history has
carried over to our current evaluation of the practice and pedagogy that lurks in the
academic shadows. Looking into the complexities and misunderstandings of expressivism
bolsters my argument for the revival of the practice in our current environment.
Furthermore, I also examine expressivism through a theoretical lens, rather than simply
through a pedagogical one, to further establish its credibility not only as a pedagogy, but as
a theory and practice for life beyond school. In doing so, it was necessary to parallel our
current moment with that of expressivism’s inception, and to trace the trajectory of
expressivism throughout the past few decades, in the academy (its tangible and more
traceable existence) and in the esoteric worlds of philosophy and theory—the worlds that
first gave expressivism its roots.

First and foremost, based on the scholarship I have explored, expressivism is regarded as a
means of pedagogical practice—situated in the classroom and amongst students and
2

instructors. And while there is nothing wrong with this, per se, it is limiting to what
expressivist thought offers. Oftentimes overlooked as a theory and, therefore for its
theoretical value, despite a strong grounding in convincing theoretical conviction,
expressivists must prove its value to the field beyond its ties to the classroom. One way to
move beyond the classroom is by utilizing expressivist thought and practice as the bridge
that may close the divide between the lives and identities of people in school and out of
school.

To clarify, I turn to Sidney Dobrin, who in Postcomposition articulates this conundrum
expressivists (and compositionists alike) may find themselves in. Though Dobrin offers
that the main issue in the field of composition stems from a disregard of the seriousness of
the work of composition, due to the reliance of research that centers on students,
pedagogy, and management, he also acknowledges the necessity of such research from a
managerial standpoint—that is, to provide research that will accrue funding for the field
and advancement in its productive thinking. I agree with Dobrin in regards to this
conundrum, but also feel that work centering on students, pedagogy, and management can
be serious and important theoretical work. According to Dobrin:
Composition studies has rallied under the question of not “How do writers write?”
but “How do students write?”—or, to be even more specific, “How do we teach
students to write?” This restriction on composition studies’ theoretical economy
has not only segregated theory work in the field but has limited the kinds of theory
work that can be allotted capital: that which can be directly secured to the
pedagogical. (12)
Dobrin raises an important issue in considering the state of composition studies as a site of
value in the academy. And, while it seems inevitable that compositionists rely on their
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students as subjects for research, what Dobrin suggests is the careful observation of
students as more than students—as people, and more importantly, as writers.

This thought proposed by Dobrin parallels Peter Elbow’s original thought process in
Writing Without Teachers (1973), in which Elbow advocates for a “teacher-less “ classroom,
but never actually uses the word, or even refers to “students.” Instead, Elbow
acknowledges writers as people, individuals, and learners—and while we may assume that
students are part of this category, Elbow posits teachers as part of this category as well. In
rethinking the student-subject as an individual, a learner, and/or a writer, expressivism
and, furthermore, composition studies, may address one of the main critiques it is faced
with—the overreliance on the student as subject.

Similarly, thinking beyond students is part of the theory that Dobrin suggests without flatout stating: Writing does indeed need a subject, but we have the subject all wrong—and I
agree with this, to an extent. It is challenging and even unnatural at times to see our
students as more than the subjects of our inquiry and observation (cough, guinea pigs).
But to merely speculate that they are individuals with lives outside of our classrooms,
outside the walls of the academy—people with families, friends and neighbors; people with
jobs, who are members of communities and cultures, with contextualized lived experience
as something to compose, is something truly unique and advantageous to the field of
composition studies.
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The theories and, therefore, (when utilized in the classroom), practices of expressivism can
bring together the inner (school) and outer (“real life”) worlds of people in the academy.
What we can accomplish in meshing inner and outer lives—the juxtaposition between the
two, and the point of intersection where worlds collide, sometimes chaotically, (as I believe
they may in the composition classroom, a space that operates as a microcosm of the “real
world” and its issues) allows us a point of theory that, only from a compositionist’s
perspective, can proliferate the much needed answers to the imperative question that
Dobrin wishes we would ask in the first place: “How do writers write?” (12 emphasis mine).
Though here, I would also include the question of why they write. I believe, furthermore,
that the expressivist perspective is the optimal angle from which to present these questions
and receive answers, as expressivists are concerned with the individual as a complex being,
one who must express oneself by negotiating the inner and outer lives that inevitably
coexist and are only disparate by forces of conditioning. In this vein, I see expressive
pedagogies as aligning with anti-racist and feminist pedagogies—approaches to teaching
and learning for marginalized groups who are somewhat new, or newer, to the academy.
The aim of many pedagogies has been to “correct”—particularly those who have not always
had a welcomed place in the academy.

The distinct overlap between pedagogy and theory is prevalent in the work of Paulo Freire.
Freire’s discussion of the Banking Method of education makes evident the flat-out
oppression bestowed upon students of poverty whom Freire had the opportunity to teach
and observe. According to Freire, “The capability of banking education to minimize or
annul the students’ creative power and to stimulate their credulity serves the interests of
5

the oppressors, who care neither to have the world revealed nor to see it transformed. The
oppressors use their “humanitarianism” to preserve a profitable situation” (73). Though an
expressivist approach is not what Freire suggests, there is an argument similar to that of
expressivist theory and practice: that the creative power of students is necessary for
development as careful and considerate individuals who can transform the world, in any
learning environment. However, what Freire (along with many others who have spent
time in classrooms) observes is that this creativity is stunted in order to fulfill a corporateacademic neoliberal agenda.

I would add that while the observation of students in a diagnostic manner is necessary to
achieve results of student progress and, yes, to acquire funding that is desperately needed,
to view students as cash cows keeping composition programs afloat is blatantly wrong. In
other words, many times in attempt to gain said necessary funding, results only matter—
not the process, but the product, and the student’s purpose is merely to provide these
results. It’s highly problematic when students equate to numbers and results alone, as it is
not truly in the interest of their educations that results are sought, but in the economic
interest of the academy, to produce numbers that will lead to funds. The banking method
that Freire speaks and warns of is linked to this diagnostic evaluation of students where
student input—originality and creativity are denied—and students instead are fed a form
of knowledge deemed appropriate for the academy’s profitable situation.

An expressivist approach resists seeing students in this way, as relevancy is placed upon
the student as an individual who has more to offer the academy than results for assessment
6

purposes. The focus on the individual is for a collective aim: to create a more creative, antiracist feminist academy, because a focus on the individual in the context where that
individual has been, historically, constructed as a diagnostic, is a radically political act. The
process of their time spent in the academy, and what they can contribute moving forward,
is an advantageous way to analyze outcomes that may benefit people (students and
instructors), composition studies, and the university as a whole. Looking to a newer form
of expressivist theory and pedagogy in setting out to fulfill this mission, it is only suitable
that a new name is given: one that maintains the strong and fruitful intentions of the
original expressivism, but offers the promise of revision and rebirth. I have come to call
this newer version of the theory and practice “neo-expressivism,” a name that holds onto
an important past, but works for the present, and looks ahead to a better and more
beneficial future. The following sections provide a chapter breakdown of this dissertation:

Chapter 1, “Where Are You Going and Where Have You Been? Tracking the Elusive History
of Expressivism,” furthers my exploration in tracking the theory and practice of
expressivism. This chapter confronts the comings together of my findings through
research with the elusiveness that has always remained alongside expressivism. I was
thrilled to have part of my research rely on actual conversations via email with Peter
Elbow, which I document here in this chapter.

What I came to find, through reading and through speaking with Elbow, posing my many
questions to him, is that what might have helped to reconcile the discomfort of expressivist
practice would be the actual delineation of what it is and what it does. According to Mark
7

Shroeder in Being For: Evaluating the Semantic Program of Expressivism, expressivists lack
concreteness necessary for gaining credibility when they fail to define what is meant by
“expression” (16). Whether rejecting or embracing the name, a failure to acknowledge the
intent of expression as it pertains to the practice only made expressivists seem indifferent
toward the practice—as if they are neither here nor there in regards to the name and,
perhaps, seem just as ambivalent about the practice and the ways it is negatively received
by its critics.

Though avoiding a concrete definition may be an intentional move to evade scrutiny of a
practice that has always been shrouded in mystery, clearly something pivotal about its
theoretical position regarding writing and expression eludes its skeptics. The very name
“expressivism,” was one designated by those who opposed it, not by those who supported
it. Shroeder, writing just after the fading fizzle of post-process theory (2008), is right to call
attention to the name’s lack of clarity. And, if it is one in which expressivists currently seek
to embrace and to bring viability back to the process movement, then without doubt, an
explanation is due. I argue as well that the activist angle might assist in gaining that elusive
definition of what “expression” truly means in such contexts.

While Shroeder’s problem with expressivism has to do with the semantics of the field—the
inconsistency of the language it uses, he does not necessarily take issue with the intentions
based upon expressivism’s theoretical roots; it’s, for Shroeder, the idea that expressivists
are continually missing the mark because they fail to look beyond the pedagogical
implications of expressivism. I agree with Shroeder on this point, and see the missing link
8

as a problem that has plagued the practice from its inception. Shroeder’s own take on the
theory behind expressivism and its elusiveness is helpful in this vein. He states:
“Expressivism is a noncognitivist view […] and its accounts of moral language and moral
thought are directly connected. It gives an account of moral language by giving an account
of moral thought” (emphasis in original 4). Here the focus on morality helps to ground the
expressivist frame of thought as one that shuns binaries and acknowledges the
complexities of human thought on social matters, highlighting such important and credible
practices as critical thinking and positing expressivist thought as applicable to the careful
consideration of contentious issues to be used in modern contexts.

Chapter 2, “Make Art, Not War: Rhetorical Histories, Racial Biases, and Expressivist
Pedagogies in the Archives,” confronts what expressivists first perhaps failed to realize as a
complimentary pairing of expressivism and social activism—that is, activism that centers
on the ideas, interests, and frustrations of students and instructors alike—pertinent social
issues that could be viable for curriculum. We may now be able to grasp this missing link,
considering we are situated in a similarly contentious time, fighting for similar issues that
were being fought for during the “first” expressivism—in the academy and in the nation. In
this new period and considering the introduction of neo-expressivism to composition
curriculum, a platform can be established in which writing becomes, not only a means of
communication, but also of eventual solidarity, allowing for more freedom of expression
and opportunity for social activism.
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While activism, perhaps even more so when crossing with pedagogy, poses a pedagogical
risk, the truth is that the classroom and the academy are never safe spaces. History
provides a backdrop to this claim. Therefore, exploring the histories of composition
pedagogies, during and after the time of expressivism’s inception, and in various
institutions nationwide, has been imperative to my study in order to garner a better
understanding of when things changed, how they changed, and why they changed within
the university, and particularly in composition studies.

Archival work specific to this research has been a vital part of my exploration, which began
first at City College’s archives, particularly looking at the SEEK (Search for Elevation,
Education, and Knowledge) collection, which showed the activism and artwork of newly
enrolled minority students, thus proving what I see as an apt form of neo/expressivism.
However, looking beyond CUNY was crucial to the study, to extend beyond the local, and to
understand the issues of composition studies nationwide and over the course of a few
decades. Visiting the Composition and Rhetoric Archives at the University of Rhode Island
helped with this portion of my study and helped to put the many puzzle pieces together to
further understand expressivism’s rise and fall.

I also have reviewed the works and manuscripts of some of the “original expressivists”
(Peter Elbow, Ken Macrorie, Donald Murray, and James Britton—to start). While I
maintained a realistic approach in what the archives would turn up for my argument, I felt
it necessary to embrace the inconsistent nature of what a tainted history holds—biases
that may not lead me where I initially wanted to go, but can prove invaluable in the
10

trajectory of a study and argument, as I was forced to make negotiations with what was
readily available and what was missing from the archives. For this reason, as well as
others, looking directly to the work of so-called expressivists, and those whose works align
at least somewhat with expressivism, has been a helpful part of crafting this chapter—in
understanding the “war” that can be inevitable when a stray from tradition / traditional
ways of education is implemented—when composition is regarded as an art form, but more
importantly, as an art form that grants a voice to the writer / artist.

Chapter 3, “Inside Out: Expression and Experimentation in Public Spaces,” looks to the
classroom as a contentious space where personal experience and real-life narrative should
be used as important subject matter for composition pedagogy. To be fair, if expression
allows for the ability to tune into the life experiences and, therefore, potential precarious
positions that all individuals hold, as both powerful and powerless, we risk creating an
environment that might proliferate highly emotional and even hateful discourse. There is a
responsibility to ensure that a civil discourse can be maintained in what might turn into a
laissez faire free-for-all.

While I like to think that introducing a neo-expressivist approach to the classroom might
grant a voice to those who are often silenced: people of color, women, people who identify
as part of the LGBTQ+ community, I am at times frightened to consider what sorts of ugly
sentiments could be unearthed. I don’t see this as a direct critique of neo-expressivism, but
as something I feel neo/expressivists have a responsibility to consider. We cannot
privilege the ideas, opinions, and experiences of a select few; the aim is to make an
11

environment that is safe for all. A chapter is necessary to address this issue of
responsibility, and in regards to such reservations, the work of Sharon Crowley offers a
straightforward solution when she claims: “If Americans do not know how to invent
arguments, if they do not know that they can discover alternatives to the positions defined
by powerful people and institutions, democracy is indeed in trouble” (26). Democracy is
deeply intertwined with neo/expressivism in allowing all voices to be heard and in positing
all personal experiences as valuable.

Indeed we run a risk in granting such freedoms. But only in handing over power can we
make progress within any community / society. Despite our social positions, we must
accept the contingent nature of power and be willing to abdicate such power, if we wish to
move forward in a productive sense. A focus on this portion of my study reveals the
complex notion of instructors abandoning, but not completely relinquishing, authority in
the classroom—which calls for the consideration of Elbow again—particularly Writing
Without Teachers, in which he claims that composition instructors “can only set up
something like the teacherless class […] if [they] adopt more the role of a learner and less
the role of a teacher” (vii). This proposition, in positing instructors as learners, establishes
an egalitarian classroom environment, where no one person or narrative holds more value
than another.

One way in which I further discuss this productive sense of abdicating power and
establishing egalitarianism in the classroom simultaneously tackles another necessary
issue to confront: that teachers cannot expect from their students what they, themselves,
12

are not willing to give. Teachers must also share their experiences, their fears, concerns
and even emotions from time to time and when necessary as part of a neo-expressivist
environment that strives to place value on all experiences. Teachers must learn to make
themselves vulnerable if for any reason, to show the strength that comes with such
exposure—the strength that can come from vulnerability as an act of openly expressing
oneself in confronting day-to-day hardships and struggles that are always there and pose a
challenge to us all.

Rather than looking at the subjects of the academy as instructors and students, we must see
them as people—people whose academic lives are consistently intruded upon by the
demands of their ”real” lives: having to help support their families; working multiple jobs
to pay their way through school, or to pay off loans and bills; balancing the delicate issues
of caretaking of parents and childcare, for some who are parents—all of this I have
discovered in writing and/or in the out-of-class moments in which struggles are revealed
that we must contend with; but I feel that these moments belong in the classroom, as well.

Whether the overlooking of personal experience is intentional or not, it is worth our
evaluation to consider the significance of its inclusion in the classroom. The culling of
personal experiences helps students to negotiate their place in the world—not only their
place in the academy—but to see themselves as people whose histories and narratives are
worthy of critical contemplation, not just for themselves, but in sharing with others—
discovering their purposes and contributions to scholarly endeavors.

13

Chapter 4, “Speaking in Tongues: Neo-Expressivist Frameworks to Fight Language
Anxiety,” the final chapter, considers the complex roles that students play within the
academy, particularly students of a demographic branch that Freire speaks of—the
disenfranchised, the marginalized, and as I would claim, the overlooked and
underappreciated. In tending to this matter, there is more to introduce to the equation
than mere classroom practices, as the multiple roles students hold as they traverse
between environments inevitably merge. I would be incorrect to assume that this is only
true of marginalized individuals enrolled in the academy; simply stated, life happens to all
of us, as I make clear in earlier chapters, and being able to tell one’s own life story in a
unique way must include a unique and authentic voice that belongs to the writer—a voice
that holds true through its own language.

This chapter, therefore, also addresses the students’ use of their “own language” in crafting
written personal experience as authentic and unique. In considering the use of nonStandard English (SE) dialects in the academy, I am in agreement with Vershawn Ashanti
Young, who in “Should Writers Use They own English?” claims, “Instead of prescribing how
folks should write or speak, I say we teach language descriptively. This mean we should, for
instance, teach how language functions within and from various cultural perspectives. And
we should teach what it take to understand, listen, and write in multiple dialects
simultaneously” (112). However, this acceptance of and advocating for students’ use of
their own language is often at odds with what the academy pushes: the pursuit of
professionalism. Seeing that the pursuit of professionalism relies on stringent protocol of
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curriculum, there is little to no room for experimentation, with either life’s stories or life’s
languages—the languages of home, of family, of friends, and of communities and cultures.

And though the issue at hand here does seem to place emphasis on the imminent racism
and ethnocentrism that will result from a strict adherence to the use of SE in professional
settings, what I have come to observe is that SE is no one’s natural language and, because of
this, we all face the shame and scorn of potentially speaking “incorrectly.” And, as a result,
we all fall victim to and suffer from “language anxiety”—the fear of speaking and writing
for public due to this fear of incorrectness. Furthermore, this can lead to struggling
through the writing process and sometimes, altogether silencing. As a neo-expressivist, if I
wish for my students to be able to tell their own stories as part of their composition class
experience, then how can I not allow them to tell it in their own unique way? More
importantly, as educators, we all hold a responsibility to uplift ours students in ways that
make them want to be a part of their educations—that make them feel welcomed in
academic and, therefore, professional settings—that celebrate what they can contribute,
rather than fixate on their supposed deficiencies.

Each person has valuable experience worth borrowing from and for others to learn from.
Each person has their own unique way of telling their own story. The issues brought on by
the push of professionalism in the academy prompt students to negotiate their hardships
through writing and to reevaluate their personal experiences as viable learning experiences
in their literacy education. Leann Carroll articulates this observation of students:
[…] The primary focus of most academic majors seems to be preparing students for
jobs or graduate school, turning students into mini-professionals, who can read,
15

write, and speak like their professors. Because disciplines are so specialized with a
sense of so much knowledge to be imparted, there is little room for leisurely
contemplation of how knowledge and experience might be constructed otherwise.
(109-110)
What neo-expressivism offers is a way to confront and alter this mimicry of the professor
as the work of college training—not learning. Nothing could be further from time well
spent in the academy. This type of training allows nothing for the cultivation of the
individual as it focuses on deficiencies—what we have (out of necessity of correcting) to
work on, versus what we have (what our students bring to the academy) to work with.

Neo-expressivism, however, can offer an alternative to how knowledge can be constructive
otherwise. This includes not necessarily eradicating language anxiety altogether, as it will
always be with us, but using it in a generative sense that allows for the offer of solidarity
and even equity, as we all fight against the dominant way to speak and write, and prove
together that we must rethink the notions of good writing, and so I look to some crossepochal examples of how this is an ongoing conversation that still requires attention. In his
Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres (1783), Scottish rhetorician Hugh Blair argues that,
in trying on the professional dress of linguistic propriety “the style indeed is raised, but the
thought is fallen. […] When the thought is truly noble, it will, for the most part, clothe itself
in a native dignity of language” (IV: 76-77). The aim of this chapter, therefore, is really to
show good writing in another light—to show clever, creative, and important work that is
being done and can be done when we turn away from technicalities, and when we
reconsider what “professionalism” could mean other than what we have been conditioned
to believe it should mean in academic settings and in the pursuit of education.
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CHAPTER 1
Where Are You Going and Where Have You Been?
Tracking the Elusive History of Expressivism
We were all newly preoccupied with exploring the complex things that go on when people write and
eager to help people become more consciously strategic in managing their writing process. I think we
all had a new and heightened interest in invention, particularly in helping people take more authority
over themselves as writers by writing more from the self—but not necessarily about the self.
-- Peter Elbow

INTRODUCTION
Any practice that is fraught with enigma, conflict, and confusion likely will have problems
with longevity. The expressivism of the 1960s and 1970s didn’t have impressive lasting
power due to the fact that, though it held important values for teaching and learning, it is
often (if not always) muddled and overshadowed by the sort of hippie elitist activities that
were much more fun to critique and poke fun at. History has not exactly been kind to
expressivism, and instead has left a trail of misconceptions that emphasize an irresponsible
practice suitable only for an elite student body who have little to nothing to lose.

These critiques and misconceptions will be explored in this chapter to bolster my plea that
we reconceptualize expressivism here and now in the twenty-first century, to consider its
troubled history, its theory and practice, in a kinder and more useful light. In tracking this
troubled history we pause on the original intentions and further garner an understanding
of how these intentions will work for us as a theory and practice suitable for today’s
writers—and particularly in diverse academic settings. What often is overlooked when we
consider expressivism is the structure it has maintained for decades—predominantly the
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idea of process theory—an idea that few would castigate in today’s modern writing
classrooms. Then there is all of the “in between”—the thin ice that neo-expressivists skate
over when we push such things as personal reflection, free writing, journaling, and even the
incorporation of artwork with composition. Yet none of these ideas seem so ghastly—just
maybe a bit unconventional to the more traditionalist composition crowd.

What is harmful, then, is the lack of a direct definition for the term “expressivism”—not to
say that there cannot exist a definition, but more so that, first of all, it is difficult in and of
itself to find those who would openly identify as expressivists; and second, that without an
outspoken crowd of practitioners, how may we define a practice? In all of the work I have
conducted on this topic and archives I have rifled through, not one clear-cut definition
really exists as to what expressivism is; nor does one person seem to exist who I would feel
comfortable labeling an expressivist. To come to think of it, the very word “expressivism” /
“expressivist,”seldom makes an appearance in scholarship as well. Still, however,
expressivism (or what I have come to call “neo-expressivsm” to avoid some of the stigma)
is happening in composition classrooms—whether we know it (or even like it) or not.

According to Eli Goldblatt in his 2017 essay, “Don’t Call it Expressivism: Legacies of a Tacit
Tradition,” “Recognizing that expressivism is not gone but woven into our present ways of
understanding writers and writing will add to our core strength as a discipline faced with
daunting social, administrative, and intellectual challenges in the American and global
literacy sense” (442). Goldblatt locates moments of expressivist practice in many of our
current pedagogies, as do I, and acknowledges that much of what he determines as
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expressivist in nature lies in the pedagogies of those who do not identify as expressivists.
But, as Goldblatt also claims regarding the carrying out of expressivist practices (be they
intentional or unintentional) “[…] These habits of mind are embedded in our discipline’s
culture” (443). These habits, then, are commonplace, engrained within the fabric of what
we regard, and what has always been regarded, as successful methods of teaching
composition.

Neo-expressivism happens with process—with drafting, scaffolding—and also in the fiveminute free writes at the start of class; it happens when we ask students to write about
their day, their week, their lives; when we ask them to reflect on the experiences of
themselves and of others; it happens when we request narratives; when we assign
journals; and these are the more basic, general ways expressivism unfolds in modern-day
classrooms. Expressivism is at play as well when in modern-day classrooms we make
negotiations with and involve our students in the classroom and curricular decisions—
when we ask them to make an appeal for the grade they think they have earned; when we
give them the opportunity to do more drafts, more activities; when we ask their opinion,
i.e., What would you like to do / talk about / read today? Negotiations and student
involvement are at the very heart of neo-expressivsm, after all, because neo-expressivism
involves a sharing of authority between instructor and students—not a total relinquishing
of authority on the part of the instructor, as some would be fooled to think, because this is
what many have erroneously thought of expressivism from the beginning.
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Expressivism has always been concerned with the intertwining of real life and school life—
or, of the personal and professional, and neo-expressivsm follows this tradition, but in
ways that are structured and guided, again allowing for a sharing of authority in the
composition classroom. To think of the these two lives as connected allows for an entirely
new possibility of writerly interest—subject matter territory that actually may seem
worthwhile to writers—be they novice or seasoned. Few, if any, would deny that writers
would likely be most successful when their writing centers on an area of interest to them.
But, furthermore, as Marilyn Sternglass detects in a study she conducted and compiled into
her book, Time to know Them: a Longitudinal Study of Writing and Learning at the College
Level, “When [students] integrate personal knowledge and experience into their studies,
their ability to critique existing beliefs is heightened” (58). The incorporation of personal
knowledge and experience allows for students to become more consciously aware of the
issues that exist and the dynamics at play within society, which helps them to become
active agents, not only in their educations, but also in their roles as global citizens.

I propose, then that expressivism is given a second chance, renamed as neo-expressivsm.
And in a current environment that, in many ways, mimics the flagrancy of late 1960s and
early 1970s America, neo-expressivists now have the opportunity to right the wrong—to
take advantage of the surrounding environment and all that it throws at us; and to consider
how we may all contribute to the expressivist learning process through our own various
and unique experiences in today’s world. I use the term “neo-expressivst” particularly to
capture the crucial meaning and purposes of the original expressivists, but to separate us
from the mistakes that were made—not in attempt to discard or ignore these mistakes, but
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to learn from them what can be done differently and better this time around. The primary
concept behind expressivism, and therefore neo-expessivism, is that students are writers
first before they are academics. By keeping this concept in mind we remind ourselves that
students do indeed know how to write before they enter our classrooms; they know how to
express themselves through writing before they enter the academy; and they have already
come to see lived experience and writing as harmonious in pairing, something we should
not forget as educators, as we know this fact about ourselves as writers as well.

I began writing this dissertation a year ago exactly, June 2019. One year later, with a few
hiatuses and need for “personal time,” I reflect on just how much this world and my life
have changed. In the passing of just one year, not only are we still operating as a nation
under our most volatile presidency through which all sorts of hateful sentiments have been
unearthed, we are also in the midst of a global pandemic and a world in pandemonium—
illness and death, more so than we have ever seen en masse; global protests and riots to
denounce police brutality—the killing of yet another Black man; and, in addition, my own
personal tragedy, the death of my mother in March 2020. The world that surrounds us, its
natural mercurial nature, throws at us a constant stream of curveballs—and this is just
through the multitude of experiences that come with life in general; but particularly with a
life in turmoil, as we experience it now, such struggles and hardship prove that now more
than ever, perhaps, it seems an expressivist approach is needed, but carried out in a neoexpressivist fashion. The baggage of life cannot simply be dropped off at the door of the
academy, so my hope is to foster a better understanding of how we may use these life
experiences in our composition classrooms.
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From my own experience as a writer in this time of turmoil, I have returned to a belief I
have always held true: that writing is therapeutic; that it helps us to make sense of things—
our lives, social issues, the world in general; and that it works twofold: what we put in, we
do get back. In other words, putting ourselves into our writing creates a more natural
moment of what we ultimately want to accomplish: to become better writers. Writing
takes on a new strength and meaning when we write about something that is close to us,
personal in some way—when we feel as though we don’t have to abandon who we are or
forget what we are going through to get the work of writing done.

When writing expresses such emotions as rage, fear, joy, and rebelliousness, we know we
have gotten to the heart of the writer—who this person is and what they are feeling. We
have seen them truly come alive and live through their writing. This is also what I mean by
the idea that students know how to write before they enter the academy. Of course they
do, but too often educators deem the sort of writing that students are accustomed to
conducting outside of the academy to not be appropriate for writing within the academy.
Educators may be quick to dismiss the writing of social media, of blogs, chats, YouTube
channels, and song lyrics as non-academic and I see this as highly problematic. We
shouldn’t undo the process that students have already taken on as writers because it is this
process of their pre-academic writing that expresses who they are, what they care about,
and what fears and joys they have. One process (the “non-academic”) must meld with the
next process (the “academic”) and the person must remain one with this process.
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OUT OF MANY, ONE
This chapter will cover various territories of the theory and practice of neo-expressivIsm—
what it has taken from expressivism and what it seeks to do differently. What is proven,
furthermore, is that many educators are carrying out neo-expressivist activities in their
classrooms, perhaps without even knowing it. And while neo-experssivism is not
necessarily happening in its totality, elements of it appear in classrooms all the time—the
process work, the peer reviews, the free-writes, the journals, and the narratives and
negotiations, to name a few. Yet likely no one would think to apply the name expressivism
(or neo-expressivism, for that matter) to what they are doing. This may be intentional—to
avoid association with the problematic practice; or it may just be an issue of not knowing of
the association that neo/expressivism has and has had with these popular and prized
methods of teaching and learning.

There is a lot of complexity that underlies expressivism’s past and which it has carried like
a shadow to the present. So, was it the complexity of expressivism that turned scholars and
teachers away, or was the turning away from expressivism what further complicated it? In
other words, did neglect lead to its misgivings? Or did its misgivings lead to neglect? The
very fact that some call it “expressivism” and some call it “expressionism” (such as Berlin
and Sirc, as we will see a bit later in this chapter) is testament to the fact that there has
been a serious neglect of this practice that holds so much promise. Like all great ideas and
inventions, pedagogical practices too must be tended to and must evolve with the times.
But someone, or multiple people really, are necessary to do this. It baffles me a bit that,
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even though so many compositionists use expressivist practices in their classrooms, few if
any it seems, are doing so and calling these pedagogical practices “expressivist.”

But perhaps what only matters is that these promising pedagogical techniques are being
used in composition classrooms, whatever they are being called or wherever they are being
credited. My frustration stems more so from the issue that so many fail to see where these
practices claim their origin—within the frameworks of expressivism. If we could all
acknowledge the place of origin from which these practices stem, then expressivism would
not be such a dirty word and expressivists would not be looked at as reckless and/or
neglectful. Neo-expressivism would have a chance. Neo-expressivists would be heard and
listened to. And instructors of composition would likely embrace all or at least most of
what expressivist and neo-expressivst theory has to offer composition studies.

One such teacher / scholar whose work comes to mind when I think of the theories and
practices neo/expressivism, is Jody Shipka, particularly in her book Toward a Composition
Made Whole. This is not, however, only due to the fact that she has created projects, for
example, in which students write essays out on ballet shoes and tee-shirts (though I think
this to be very neo-expressivist of, course), but perhaps even more so because of her
reasoning for making such projects available to her students. According to Shipka, who
discusses such projects as “multimodal”:
I believe that frameworks that provide students with opportunities to move
between—while reflecting upon—the affordances and constraints associated with
different representational systems and ways of knowing may better prepare
students for the variety of intellectual and interpersonal tasks and activities they
will likely encounter in other classes, in extracurricular spaces, as well as in their
future professions. (107)
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Though Shipka never refers to her practices or theories as being expressivist, nor does she
use this word in any of if its forms, what she shows here that I see as correlating with neoexpressivism is a crucial and often overlooked aspect of the theory and practice of neoexpressivism—that is serves students in ways beyond their classroom experiences—that it
is, essentially, a way of learning for a lifetime. Neo-expressivism is about creativity and
about making the composition process more fun and more personal, but there is more to it
than that. It’s about (re)discovering writing as an outlet—a creative one, an investigative
one, an activist one, et cetera. And it’s about understanding both the freedom and
restriction that are attached to our words—how to negotiate theses contradictions and
how writing helps us to do so.

What Shipka also makes clear about her own process, and one that I see as commensurate
with a response to the criticism that neo/expressivism often receives, is the fact that hard
work is being done. Serious work is being done. She claims:
While the students’ final products may not resemble more familiar or traditionallooking academic texts, the framework still requires that students conduct research,
compose various kinds of written texts, and respond both purposefully and
appropriately to different kinds of rhetorical situations. (107)
The design of such projects, while non-traditional, unique, and some may say avant-garde
in nature, hold the same purpose that all well-constructed and considerate composition
curriculums hold: to help make students articulate in both the writing and research
processes—to ready them for the types of writing and research they will do elsewhere in
the academy and even beyond the academy. Therefore, neo-expressivism as well seeks to
ready students for an academic and professional life, indeed; it just further helps us to
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rethink the terms of academic and professional life—to see them as more nuanced and
complex, and brimming with possibility.

Despite my strong convictions for the application of expressivist theories and practices, I
myself am confronted with a challenge and a bit riddled with anxiety when I am asked: So
what is expressivism, really? I feel as though, I, someone who has been writing on this
subject and studying it for years now, ramble on incessantly in search of a coherent
definition: Well, it’s process theory; it’s also writing from the self and from personal
experience; it’s journal-writing, free-writing, narrative / memoir / creative non-fiction—but
it’s also academic writing; it’s artistic; it’s poetic; it’s multimodal… By now I have likely lost
my listener. Am I part of the problem? Am I being defeated by the very practice I love and
believe in? No. I don’t think that’s it. Part of its complexity is what I find alluring—because
life is complex. And learning is complex. And who can make direct sense out of either life
or learning, or even define either in a straightforward manner? My own lack of an exact
definition or description, even, makes clear my obsession and devotion to expressivism, yet
also, perhaps, points to its possible conundrums.

So, while expressivism may not be the name that comes to mind to describe the wonderful
and complex ways that they conduct their own teaching, many educators do indeed have
different names for these habits—even those whom we may best categorize as
expressivists themselves: Peter Elbow wants to call it “process.” As the editors and
contributors to a book I will refer to a bit later claim, “critical expressivism” seems a good
choice. Goldblatt doesn’t offer an alternative, but makes very clear what not to call these
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habits. And I still like “neo-expressivism,” as I believe it signifies a rebirth and a change,
and a conscientious reconsideration of the practice with all of its promise and problems
(more about the problematic nature of the name a bit later).

Scholars today do refer to important portions of their teaching that I believe fall under a
neo-expressivist category. In her interview for “Pedagogue” podcast, Paula Mathieu speaks
of “Writing as a tool for living” (Episode 22, 6:39) and also discusses the difficulty for
students and teachers alike to “truly be present in the classroom” because of the “craziness
of our lives” (Episode 22, 5:47). Mathieu wants those of us in composition classes to focus
not only on intellect, but emotions (Episode 22, 17:50) and to consult our own stories and
the stories of others (Episode 22, 18:50). She refers to these ideas as “contemplative
practices” and “mindfulness”; and I would refer to them as components of neoexpressivsim. Because, at the heart of the matter, what motivates this turn toward
emotions in addition to intellect, to stories in addition to technicalities, and to writers in
addition to students, is the issue that remains at force within the academy, as Mathieu
explains, “[…] in our discussions of disciplinarity, things have gotten, in some corners, away
from questions of what writing does” (“An Interview with Paula Mathieu on the 20th
Anniversary of Reflections” 113). What I have referred to as the professionalization of
students in the current academy Mathieu locates as “discussions of disciplinarity,” yet both
speak to the same issue—a neglect of the questions of what writing does. In neglecting
these questions, we fail to acknowledge the student as writer and as someone who has
experiences worthy of writing about, reading of, and learning from. We deny students
access and agency in their own education.
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On a different note, but in the same vein of neo-expressivism as I would observe the
practice, some scholars have shared their experiences of using a way of negotiation with
students to pre-determine the outcome of a final grade by the amount of work they are
willing to put in. In Mark McBeth’s “Revising by Numbers: Promoting Student Revision
Through Accumulated Points,” McBeth discusses his points system of grading to further aid
students in the process portion of composition and to lead them away from the usual rush
through and obsession with product as an end goal and a grade. He explains:
As an alternative grading assessment, I have adopted a point-accrual grading
system, which endorses process pedagogy, explicitly focusing upon the
formative outcomes of revision. Without divergent methods of evaluating,
commenting, and (yes, admittedly) assigning grades to student papers, we
will have a difficult time in unpacking students’ decision-making about
composing tasks and fostering their metacognitive awareness of their own
revisionary habits and behaviors. (38)
The negotiation of grades through drafting and a points system is not only a neoexpressivist practice due to its emphasis on process through extensive and deep revision,
but also because of the authority it grants to the student writer. Where authority is shared
between teacher and student—not teacher or students alone—we are reminded of the
Elbowian / Macrorian ideologies of the ‘60s and ‘70s, the “moderate” expressivism, in
which shared authority is a crucial element of the composition classroom and necessary for
the novice writer to grow while considering writing as a vital tool beyond the classroom
and, therefore, beyond the teacher’s discerning eye. (More of Elbow and Macrorie in the
next section of this chapter). It is also necessary to keep in mind that neo-expressivsm
need not only concern the types of writing that are done, but also how writing is done. Neoexpressivism is, to me, many different parts that create an important whole, covering
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multiple dynamics to serve both individual needs and collective insights. It responds to
many components missing in composition classrooms, and yet is simultaneously used in /
practiced in composition classrooms without acknowledgment or sometimes even
realization. This speaks to my point about the need for philosophical (expressivist) origins
in our practices.

THE POWER OF PROCESS
In order to consider what neo-expressivism would look like, turning to the roots of
expressivism is necessary. When I think of the original expressivist movement, the names
Peter Elbow, Donald Murray and Ken Macrorie immediately come to mind. Nevertheless,
though these names are mainly associated with the burgeoning of this practice, I have not
encountered a direct connection between these scholars’ names and the terms
expressivism / expressivist. Applied to Elbow, Murray, and Macrorie, the term expressivist
seems more a label than a name. Even James Berlin, with all of his contempt for
expressivism (or “expressionism” as he refers to it) claims:
Writing in response to such activities as making collages and sculptures, listening to
the same piece of music in different settings, and engaging in random and irrational
acts in the classroom was to enable students to experience "structure in
unstructure; a random series of ordered events; order in chaos; the logical
illogicality of dreams" (Lutz 35). The aim was to encourage students to resist the
"interpretations of experience embodied in the language of others [so as] to order
their own experience" (Paull and Kligerman 150). This more extreme form of
political activism in the classroom was harshly criticized by the moderate wing of
the expressionist camp, and it is this group that eventually became dominant. The
names of Ken Macrorie, Walker Gibson, William Coles, Jr., Donald Murray, and Peter
Elbow were the most visible in this counter effort. (485)
What Berlin claims here is that there existed in the 1960s and ‘70s two camps of
expressivists: the more “radical” and the more “moderate.” He acknowledges that Elbow,
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Macrorie, and Murray are part of the “moderate wing” and that this wing would go on to
dominate the field. If we are to consider Berlin’s political take on expressivism—a sort of
left versus right concerning progressive versus pragmatic approaches, then we may gather
(again, despite Berlin’s contempt) that the dominant sector of expressivism produced more
well-thought out, well-structured, careful and considerate work (such as process theory),
and that the smaller sector of expressivist radicals more so introduced and carried out the
practices that marred the good intentions of the practice altogether (such as lying on
carpets listening to the Grateful Dead, as is documented in one “radical” expressivist
account.)

Instead, what these three grand figures of the world of composition (and expressivism) do
share in common is a fundamental, yet oftentimes overlooked, facet of expressivism:
process theory. Process theory, the theory of considering writing as a process rather than a
final product, has become more popular over the decades in the composition classroom—
perhaps because even those of us who are seasoned writers understand the seemingly
never-ending dedication we attend to our own writing; if nothing else can convince
someone of this tedious reality, a career as a writer certainly can. As I always tell my
students: Writing is never done; it just has a due date. This may, at first, fall on deaf ears to a
bunch of college students who do place an extreme amount of importance on the final
product, simply because final product = grade. But as Murray claims in his “Teach Writing
as a Process Not Product” (1972), “We have to respect the student, not for his product, not
for the paper we call literature by giving it a grade, but for the search for truth in which he
is engaged” (3). A focus on the process of writing, and a constant reminder of the
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importance of this focus, as far as our students are concerned, paying attention to such
things as drafting, reflecting, and peer reviewing, all parts of process theory (and all
expressivist gems), allows for a deeper appreciation for what is eventually produced, due
to a deeper appreciation for the process used to get there, and sets the experience of
composition in a unique light against other fields in which the product is the main concern.

In his book Uptaught (1970), Macrorie locates the problem of composition in the emphasis
of product and diagnoses this problem as “Engfish,” the stale, dry language of the academy
that students are taught (and forced) to appropriate. As an antidote to Engfish, Macrorie’s
process-focused approach to composition pedagogy he refers to as the “Third Way.” Of the
Third Way he explains:
To teach the Third Way is to set up an arrangement which allows the majority of
students in a class to find their own powers and to increase them. Making others
powerful makes the teacher powerful. And the power of both is a fact. I have never
before known such a feeling. There is no antagonism in it. It is not power for
struggle, for besting others intellectual or physical combat. (88)
Macrorie makes a nuanced statement about power, not a thing that is ceded or forcefully
grabbed, but negotiated and that has affective consequences. Here the sharing of power
between teacher and students is presented—not a total relinquishing of power, as is often
cited as an expressivist pitfall. The sharing is a give and take and one that I credit Macrorie
for discussing fifty years ago. The need to set straight the issue of power dynamics in a
neo-expressivist classroom is imperative to truly understanding the mission of neoexpressivism—even fifty years later.
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One main falsehood that scholars and educators alike fall prey to in considering the
practice of expressivism is that the teacher gives up all power and transfers it to the
students. Perhaps this was the case of some expressivist classrooms—but not all—and
certainly not the ones that Murray, Macrorie, and Elbow speak of. Nor is this the case of my
own classroom. While I find it essential for students to discover their own topics—to write
about things that interest them—not necessarily things I want them to write about, it is
within my power to design the assignment, to say what is expected of them, but to
encourage them to find their own unique way of going about doing so. I assist, really,
through this writing process; but this assistance is a form of authority as well.

I see my own approach as commensurate with Macrorie’s Third Way in that he claims, “In
the Third Way students easily and naturally connect their class work with the world they
know outside the classroom” (170). As far as my teaching is concerned, this is one of, if not
the most desirable outcome that can be achieved in a composition classroom. This
connection also aligns with the process of composition, where a writer’s process becomes a
part of the writer’s life, eventually seeing writing as inseparable from and intertwined with
life—and even comprehending academic writing as not limited to the academy, but as
meaningful beyond the purpose and confinement of academic frameworks.

There is no one way to get to the end result of a composed product—no one way to take on
the process, no prescribed formula of equal parts or strategies, and there certainly isn’t one
definitive end result. Expressivism has first taught us to value the process of writing for its
complexity and its uniqueness—to better understand and to help others understand that
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there is no once-size-fits-all for writing. Therefore, the process of composition becomes an
intrinsic element of the writer as a person—completely unique and vital to the writer’s life.
It is likely that this process will mimic the other ways of this person’s habits, tendencies,
quirks, and comforts.

I often ask my students at the end of the semester to write about their processes; I believe
it reveals something about them in which I am invited to read of this otherwise intimate
moment. When requesting this assignment, I share with my students what my process
looks like, as well—the things I must have and must do while I write. I share with them my
neuroses for proofreading and my need to have music on as I write. Process is personal,
but there are moments where we overlap as writers. I believe then that the focus on
process also brings us together as writers—as a community of writers who set out to
achieve the same goal. I am reminded of Marie Ponsot and Rosemary Deen who claim in
their book, Beat Not the poor Desk: Writing: What to teach, how to teach it and Why:
We always write along with everyone else. This is important. In the beginning,
students are writing because the teacher is doing it too—students can’t very well
not do it. In a simple way students see how to write and keep on writing because
the teacher is writing. But the teacher needs to write, as much as anyone else,
because teachers too discover and express observations in the special time and
mode of writing. (58)
One important analytical aspect of process theory that we all share, that we may all cull in
the form of outcomes or results, is the evolution of writers and their writing—how writers
and writing change and develop over time—to watch the progress that stems from process.
It is crucial that students understand and are made aware of the fact the even the teacher’s
writing, the so-called expert’s writing, is always a work in progress.
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Before concluding this section, I would turn to one of peter Elbow’s most constructive
critics: David Bartholomae, for further insight on the matters of process theory. In his
Facts, Artifacts, and Counterfacts: Theory and Method for a Reading and Writing Course,
along with Anthony Petrosky, it is simply stated of their own composition course: “Our
assignments ask for something other than reports and summaries. Our students write
drafts and revisions, not exercises; they work on semester-long projects, not the usual set
pieces defined by discrete weekly themes” (4). So, even those who clearly do not associate
with expressivism, see the intrinsic value of process, as what the authors describe above is
process theory in its most clear-cut fashion: the drafting, revising, and semester’s long
commitment to a piece of writing. As the authors also claim, “[…] writing begins in
confusion, anxiety and uncertainty; [...] it is driven by chance and intuition, as well as by
deliberate strategy and conscious intent” (21). Such claims give credence to the complex
act and performance of writing—as one that requires a dedicated process and is both in
and out of our control as writers—the things we do as part of our own process religiously,
and the things we can never plan for. Indeed, process not only is a viable measure of
composition curriculum, but of human nature in general.

Many compositionists would feel comfortable, then, to associate their name with process
theory; but putting one’s name with expressivism, however, is another story. Process
theory is often wonderful to talk about and to share ideas about in composition circles; but
expressivism is a sticky (some may say dirty) word that infrequently comes up in such
conversations anymore. If process theory exists with much praise in today’s classrooms,
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then why is there no (or at the very least, not much) recognition for the theory and practice
of composition pedagogy that has brought process theory to light? Answering this question
requires an in-depth look at the history of this practice and pedagogy by first examining the
name (or, as I have come to learn, the label).

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
I have recently had the privilege of direct communication with Peter Elbow and he
generously sent me a good helping of his work, which has not yet been archived as I write
this dissertation. It’s been a pleasure to see the process of the process man himself—all of
the books and essays of Elbow’s that I have read—before they were final products. As
mentioned earlier, I didn’t see the words expressivism/expressivist appear in any of the
files I rifled through. So, I had to email and ask: What do you, Professor Elbow, think of this
term? I received a quick response in which Elbow said he hoped this helped and wished me
luck; attached was more of his writing. I immediately recognized the attached former
work-in-progress as a chapter from a book I had forgot I read around two years ago,
Critical Expressivism: Theory and Practice in the Composition Classroom. Elbow’s chapter in
this book, “”Personal Writing” and “Expressivism” as Problematic Terms,” confronts the
issues with these terms and also serves as a defense for his own practice, though he
eventually denounces the label given to him as “expressivist.” Just as I have encountered,
Elbow suggests that part of the problematic nature of these terms lies in the fact that “the
term has too many unexplored meanings” (Archive 1 / Book Chapter 15). This is a good
way to first understand the issue with expressivism and Elbow claims that his aim is to
“show a kind of hidden ambiguity” in expressivism (Archive 1 / Book Chapter 15). This
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“hidden ambiguity” is what I wish to expose myself, yet maybe not exactly for the same
purposes as Elbow; my intention is not a defense of myself as an expressivist (or neoexpressivist) but a defense solely for the practice. And while his work here is a defense of
himself in being labeled an expressivist, he defends the practice firmly.

Elbow’s issue with expressivism has virtually nothing to do with the practice, as his own
practice is conducted in a moderate expressivist sense as Berlin explains, but everything to
do with the name. He even goes so far as to say, “[…] “Expressivism” is hopelessly infected
by narrow and pejorative connotations. [And] that [he] doesn’t see any way to use the
term validly” (16). Elbow further offers that, “Historians of composition need to find more
accurate ways of describing the views of the people [expressivism] was pinned on” (16). I
agree with this statement because expressivism holds many critical and thoughtful
elements of composition pedagogy. The focus, and this focus is embedded in the history of
expressivism, is not a serious one. It is not a flattering one. It is one that mainly
emphasizes the extreme and superfluous activities—those activities that were lofty, even
artsy, and as, perhaps best to categorize, touchy-feely. And while it cannot be denied that
these adjectives may persist and pertain to the expressivism that I envision for today, the
difference is in doing something generative with the lofty, artsy and touchy-feely—using
these seemingly out-of-touch aspects of the practice to actually produce good, solid writing.
I would add that there were expressivists doing this important generative work initially—
the Elbows, Murrays, and Macrories, but as expressivism has gained such a negative
connotation throughout history, the focus has steadily remained on the negative portions
of the practice.
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Rewriting this history and shedding new light on the views of expressivists involves more
than the name, but the name is a good and concrete place to start. I, at first, believed in
keeping the name as history has recorded it: Expressivism. I had bell hooks in mind, who
has spoken of “using the oppressor’s language,” and I was keen on accepting and holding
the name with pride despite the poison it carried. I always believed in the promise that this
practice held since I first learned of expressivism and I wanted to prove a point, I suppose,
against the critics that their label would not devalue the good work being done in
expressivist classrooms. It seems I was not alone. The editors of Critical Expressivism also
speak of an email exchange that they had with Elbow in which they detail Elbow
questioning them about the name expressivism: “Could it be an instance of disparaged
people deciding to use the term of disparagement out of pride?” (7), he asked. If the
practice had only ever been known by the name it was given, then at first it seems to make
sense that so-called expressivists would hang on to this name because, despite the damage
or disdain the term was meant to cause, those using expressivist theory and practice would
not be defeated by a label that was only sarcastically meant to deter them. They believed in
their convictions and would not let a name stop them.

“Expressivism”, as with many other disparaging names, words, and labels, was then turned
against those who opposed the theory and practice, as if to say, “we’re expressivists and
proud of what we do, and your disdain for our actions doesn’t matter and won’t stop us.”
This is why I believe keeping the name, but updating it, is the best course of action at this
time. While I intend to hold onto the treasured initial elements of expressivism, some
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change is needed; and there is too much damage to this name as is to recover and reinvent
the practice today while still using it. Furthermore, as Elbow has made clear, it was never
“our” name to begin with, but one that a particular group of people / person branded onto
us. I questioned Elbow as to who had branded expressivists and why they had chosen this
name, but I was only met with mystery, as he responded, “Don't know who started
it. Berlin was the great pigeon-holer / reductive simplifier. I can't remember
whether/how much he used the term "expressivist." I had my suspicions on Berlin as well
before Elbow responded to my query.

However, as Elbow mentions his uncertainty of Berlin’s use of the term directively, having
read up on Berlin’s contempt for the practice, the term (as label) appears, but oftentimes,
as “expressionism.” In his book, Rhetoric and Reality: Writing Instruction in American
Colleges, 1900-1985, Berlin looks to the 1920s as the earliest site of expressionist theory
and associates the theory with Freudianism claiming that:
The aim of education for both aesthetic expressionists and Freudians became
individual transformation—not social change—as the key to both social and
personal well-being. And for both groups, art became the agency that brought about
the transformation. Thus, an unlikely union of patrician romanticism, aesthetic
expressionism, and a domesticated Freudianism brought about in American schools
and colleges a view of writing as art that encouraged an expressionist rhetoric and a
new emphasis on the value of creativity in the writing classroom. (74)
This, of course, sounds uncannily similar to the expressivism I know of the late ‘60s and
‘70s, and even, to an extent, the neo-expressivism that I envision for today. Berlin
highlights the same methods that were scorned by critics as fluffy and superfluous, both
then and now. Without bluntly stating his own feelings for this type of pedagogy and
practice, Berlin’s contempt becomes clear when he discusses expressionist educators by
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stating, rather sarcastically as I read it, that, according to expressionist theory, “Freshmen
composition teachers are the counterparts of painters, poets, and musicians, and must not
allow “practical” people to reduce them to theme correctors” (76). And while I read this as
an exaggeration of someone who disagrees with what he is observing in freshman
composition pedagogy, I would add that neo/expressivism does hold writing as an art
form, as expressionism did decades earlier. This artistic approach to composition
pedagogy neither diminishes nor devalues the importance of what it means to compose; it
merely sheds a new light on writing and the ways that writing can be accomplished and
valued.

I believe it is this seeming disregard of the “practical” that Berlin takes issue with. But, I
would ask that we consider: Can’t art be practical? I was pleasantly surprised that one of
the most popular expressionist textbooks of the ‘20s and ‘30s was published by an
associate professor at, of all places, Hunter College of the City University of New York,
where I currently teach. The professor’s name was Adele Bildersee, a name that I had come
across in Hunter’s archives, but had missed this important piece of her history until I read
of it in Berlin’s book. According to Berlin, “Entitled, Imaginative Writing, the text was
designed to deal with descriptive and narrative writing in discursive prose as well as in
creative writing. It blurred the distinction between rhetoric and poetic, however, with both
being considered as art” (77). In following and building upon Bildersee’s vision, what I see
as the twenty-first century restoration of neo/expressivism lies in the continuation of the
different genres of writing and their inclusion in the realm of art as well. This would
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include analytic and research writing and more personal writing, such as free writing and
journal and diary writing.

But perhaps it is best to look to Bildersee’s own words, where Berlin cites from her preface:
The aim of the book is to guide students in learning how to write. During twenty
years, more or less, of experience, the teacher who writes the book has learned this:
that the art of writing cannot be taught; it can only be learned. The part the teacher
can play in this process is that of guide and advisor—collaborator, if need be. (77)
Bildersee’s words here sound refreshingly innovative and progressive—and to consider
their early place in the history of composition study and theory is impressive, but
furthermore, important in the grounding and solidifying of this theory as being credible
and worthy of our attention as compositionists. Her ideas are reminiscent of the ideas that
Elbow, Murray, and Macrorie attested in the ‘60s and ‘70s—and are almost an exact match
to my own ideas of the teacher’s role (what it should be) today.

Of course Berlin is at opposition with these ideas and theories that question teacher
authority and the valuing of writing as an art form. How the term changed from
“expressionism” in the ‘20s and ‘30s, to “expressivism” in the ‘60s and ‘70s,” remains
something of a mystery—but one that I can only hold Berlin accountable for at this point.
Perhaps even those who scorned the practice (in addition to Berlin) couldn’t decide on (or
couldn’t be bothered with) one name that they found suiting to the disdain they felt for it.
Nevertheless, a reinvention at this time requires a new name anyway, I believe—so, neoexpressivism seems a fair and clever negotiation as it implies that it is a new look at the
practice and theory, and that certain aspects of it will have changed while others will
remain.
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What I didn’t notice at first while rummaging and diving in excitedly to more work Peter
Elbow had directly sent me, Critical Expressivism, the book that I recognized the draft in
which Elbow explains the name/label “expressivism” from, was published in 2015 and,
upon further inspection, the work that Elbow had emailed me was a draft for an article
written for PRE/TEXT and published in 1990. Practically identical pieces, this timespan of
25 years resonated with me: The ambiguity still exists. The confusion still exists. The
misconceptions still exist. That Elbow’s concerns in 1990 could still be relevant in 2015 is
telling to the longevity of the overall misgivings that expressivism generates. But,
according to Elbow, it’s the term expressivism that is problematic—not the practice. In
fact, Elbow ends this piece by claiming, “[…] I don’t see what’s wrong with the term
“process”” (16) in place of expressivism. I understand Elbow’s penchant for the name
process. Process, after all, is likely the most popular and least controversial element of
exprerssivist practice—but I don’t feel that it captures all that expressivism and, therefore,
neo-expressivism, has to offer.

According to Barbara Couture in her essay “Modeling and Emulating: Rethinking Agency in
the Writing Process,” “Attention to process per se does not help writers develop expression,
that is, writing that conveys not a “persona,” but rather one’s “person” as a living agent who
makes a difference in a community of others striving to do the same” (emphasis in original
31). Process then does not equate to expression, but it does allow a space for the
proliferation of expression and, therefore, the opportunity for expressivism to happen.
Focusing on process, in a way in which Elbow and Couture do here, allows us to confront
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one of the critiques of expressivism: namely, the focus upon the individual writer instead of
the social relationship between writers (and their writing) with an audience. Process
allows for the expansion of focus and scope—for writers to imagine their own work as not
limited to themselves, but as available to an audience—an audience for which such
expression may be received.

A “TEACHERLESS” WORLD
Elbow himself speaks of the multitude of beneficial activities and assignments that are part
of an expressivist practice. Similar to Macrorie, Elbow claims that student authority is
another belief carried within process theory and, therefore, expressivist practice. His
Writing Without Teachers (1973) is shaped by an expressivist bend in that it heavily
discusses the product of writing, but also makes a more radical appeal—that teachers are
essentially getting in the way of their students’ writing. This idea may have provoked some
concern in the composition field of the early 1970s. If there was anything to fear of
expressivism, process theory was not it—but a teacherless classroom may have done the
trick to set the wrong tone for the practice.

Elbow discusses the idea of a teacherless classroom as an integral part of the writing
process and, furthermore, of the composition classroom. And what may come across at
first glance as the kind of hippie elitist laissez faire nonsense to be wary of, in actuality
what Elbow explains of the teacherless classroom is anything but. He asks:
[…] What about the teacherless writing class itself? Can it have a teacher? Yes and
no. I find I can set up a teacherless writing class in my own class as long as I follow
the same procedures as everyone else: I too must put in my piece of writing each
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week; I too must get everyone’s responses and reactions to it; I too must give my
own reactions to other pieces of writing. (emphasis in original vii)
Elbow addresses right away in his preface what is likely to be a criticism if readers take too
literal a meaning of his proposal. Upon his explanation, what we see then, is not an absence
of the teacher, but a more engaged role the teacher must play as a student/learner and not
as much the role of a teacher (vii).

I see Elbow’s take on teacherless classrooms as a different approach to Macrorie’s
discussion of classroom power dynamics, however. I wouldn’t say that I agree more with
Macrorie’s way necessarily—but that his Third Way power sharing more mimics my neoexpressivist classroom setting. I occasionally let students pick apart snippets of my own
writing for them to see how easy it is to fall into common writing pitfalls and to even see
that, yes, I too, make mistakes. But I’d be lying if I said I ever assumed the actual role of
student in the classrooms where I am instructor—nor do I honestly think I’d ever want to,
really. I believe shared power in the classroom is the way to go; and, while I think both
methods (the Elbowian and the Macrorian) achieve this idea of shared power, I observe the
differences in the ways they do so and see both as examples that prove expressivism, as a
practice, cannot be forced into a box. Furthermore, I think both of these educators would
consider themselves learners in their own classrooms, while not both would consider
themselves students.

In my own ideas of shared power, while I don’t really feel as though I have ever taken the
role of a student, I do push my students to be educators where they indulge in their own
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work and inform and teach the rest of us. What is important to observe as an end-all
expressivism result is that, while not everyone in the classroom will be a student, everyone
will be a learner. I hold a responsibility in learning from my students. I suppose I am
somewhere in a blend between Macrorie and Elbow and appreciate both of their takes on
teaching. Elbow’s teacherless classroom in which he turns in writing along with his
students, though not my style exactly to mimic, I see as an admirable approach to
rethinking power dynamics with students. In the 1970s, the “teacherless classroom” really
was an issue about power and authority in the classroom—who had power to make
decisions and who had expertise about writing and “truth.” I think the Third Way
classroom similarly posed such questions, but in ways in which power dynamics differed a
bit; perhaps Elbow, in taking on the role of student, granted even more power and
authority to his students, while educators like Macrorie, and now myself, believed more in
the sharing rather than the shifting. Though I do believe, as I engage in this complex
thought process, that it is fair to say that both of them (and again myself) feel that the
sharing and shifting of power and authority are necessary aspects of the neo/expressivist
classroom.

In addition to the looseness of neo-expressivism, as it may fulfill different ideals and
agendas, another part of its strength, I believe, may be attributed to an observance of the
different turns in the field and in borrowing and emulating elements of these differing
pedagogies, all while keeping in mind the students as writers with personal experiences
that are worthy of contextual study. I observe many scholars today (as well as in the past)
who carry out practices that have expressivist bends. And while none of these scholars
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identify as expressivists (or neo-expressivists) I think this proves the malleability of neoexpressivism as a pedagogy that can be bent and tailored accordingly to serve a particular
body of student writers and individual writers as well. Neo-expressivism, though it follows
some specific guidelines (as discussed in this chapter), is what one makes of it. So, even
looking back to the three pioneers of expressivism: Murray’s expressivism is different from
Macrorie’s expressivsim, is different from Elbow’s expressivism. And in turning back to the
prior break-down and discussion of these three scholars: Murray’s is a “search for truth
expressivism”; Macrorie’s is a “search for power expressivism”; and Elbow’s is an
“acquisition of power expressivism.”

Because of the flexibility of neo-expressivism it can, therefore, be reconfigured into hybrid
pedagogical approaches: neo-expressivism can be a social expressivism, a rhetoriexpressivism, a Queer expressivism, and so on, depending upon hinging factors that are at
play in a given classroom environment and what the people in this classroom bring with
them and contribute to the learning environment. The variety of ideals, events, and
experiences contribute to the unique form of neo-expressivism, what it has the capability of
becoming and doing that may play out in order to best serve a particular learning
environment. But what all neo-expressivist environments share are the central tenets of
expressivist theory and practice, dating as far back as to the initial documentation of
expressivism: power and truth.

And in turning back to Elbow specifically, and seeing where else his expressivism takes us,
behind the initially shocking title of his Writing Without Teachers (I remember my father
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seeing the book on my night-table while I was visiting him, reading the title out loud, and
exclaiming sarcastically, Yeah, good luck with that) Elbow is also proposing a rather
commonplace practice in composition classrooms today: student peer review. Certain
pedagogical theorists expressed their suspicions about these ideas; they doubted the
student-centered classroom and encouraged a classroom where teachers (an authoritative
guide) would meet the needs of student learners. And while their ideas also questioned
the authority of the teacher, they didn’t want to eliminate the teacher. In the 1960s and
early 1970s, this was a progressive and perhaps even radical idea. As Elbow himself
reflects on his early days of experimenting with the teacherless classroom, “I didn’t dare do
it in my official, paid, daytime teaching at M.I.T.” (xix). But, as Elbow likely saw it, testing a
theory in a safer environment and applying the theory eventually in a more non-secure
environment was proof that all such changes and developments in our pedagogy are worth
some element of risk.

As Elbow observes, “it seemed to me that students could make big improvements in their
writing by working with fellow students who were no more expert than themselves […]”
(xix). And it’s funny to think that something that is so commonplace today, and widely
cherished as a part of many of our composition practices and processes, peer review, began
as something of great risk—and as a tough sell to composition theory—and still is to some,
especially outside of the field of composition. It could be that many people don’t know how
to do and don’t understand peer review—but see it as something that eliminates the
instructor. It is clear to see, then, why some instructors might have viewed this as a
threat—of them being unnecessary; but even more threatening is that element of risk—of
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letting students help students—of not only removing or replacing the instructor, but of the
false impression some may have taken on of their colleagues, or even themselves, of
abandoning one’s duties to “fix” student work.

Speaking from my own experience, peer review adds another element to the writing
process in which students can perhaps let down their guards and see that they are not
alone in this process; they have classmates as well who are undergoing the same tasks,
maybe even experiencing the same troubles, and they have an instructor who is there, as
well, to see them through and to get involved if / when necessary. Peer review offered, and
still offers, students a different audience than just the teacher; it eliminates the teacher as
the only audience, but the teacher still needs to be there to initiate the peer review process,
to guide how it is done, and to intervene when it isn’t going so well. The peer review
process, as I see it, adds a sense of camaraderie or solidarity to the process of writing—
which can oftentimes, and rightfully so, feel like a solitary act. Furthermore, students learn
from each other—not just what favorable or unfavorable writing is—but from their
experiences and about the unique insight they each have to offer. Previous student
testaments I have received regarding the peer review process have provided overall
commentary that the experience is a pleasant one, citing such reasons as “getting another
perspective” and not feeling as though they are just “writing for their professor,” something
we can hardly blame young writers for feeling. And while there remain skeptical students
as well—those who “only care what the teacher thinks” (a response I have received as
well), integrating a peer review process over various points of the semester, I believe,
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normalizes the process of writing for the sake of writing, not only for the grade—which is
in every way a move from product to process.

The less straightforward portion of explaining expressivism may be where the problems
first occurred: There is the practice portion (process theory and peer review) and then
there is the theory portion (the focus on language as a tool for personal expression and
social awareness—the notion of writing as revolutionary). Indeed this theoretical element
of expressivism was, and still is, in some circles rendered problematic. First of all, because
of such theoretical implications, expressivism’s focus on the self and on the value of
personal experience cannot produce tangible results, as the expressivist practices can; we
see what peer review can do; we learn from direct results of employing process-driven
methods. A focus on personal experience doesn’t leave anything to really show, so instead
we must tell—and this is where at least part of the fluff of expressivism inevitably comes
from. In another words, what can the experience of one do for the benefit of all? And
while I believe that there is significant justification for what is accomplished for all from a
starting place of the experience of one—the sharing, the learning, the commiserating, the
ultimate coming-together—I admit such results are hard to show—they lack a tangible
product we ultimately desire—neo-expressivists or otherwise. Secondly, the focus on the
self and on personal experience maintains an air of elitism—on being detached and not
coming together as a social construct—of regarding one’s own experience as superior to
those of others.
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So, while it is necessary to address the contradictions in expressivism: i.e., the focus on the
individual (free writing or journaling) alongside another focus on social audience (peer
review), people have often and continue to critique the “individualism” of expressivism
even though some expressivist strategies highlight the social, audience-based aspects of
composing. In many ways these contradictions of expressivism have fueled its critiques,
but have also fueled a neo-expressivist movement in the twenty-first century. Neoexpressivism resolves these contradictions by blending techniques and theories. For
instance, where expressivism may have chosen and stayed with the journal as an individual
tool of composition study, neo-expressivism would have this same idea of using the journal,
but then socializing it by adding an element such as peer reading, or as I have come to do in
my own composition classes, by having students contribute collectively to a journal (more
about this in later chapters). The goal here is to start with the self and move beyond—to
address and confront issues, and then to share with others, learn from one another, and to
sort out differences and find common grounds.

I believe these critiques that some critics fail to see beyond can be nuanced and
demonstrated in more generative ways to apply them to teaching approaches. Personal
experience and individual writing projects are not only valuable tools for self-discovery,
but also valuable tools for shared learning. Applying the expressivist practices of process
theory and peer review to more individualized practices helps to shed light on the
theoretical approaches of neo-expressivism, which can in turn, add some concreteness to
the elusive theory of expressivism that has lasted all this time—the ideas of self as
knowledge-maker but, furthermore, how each individual participates as knowledge-maker
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as part of a group that learns from one another, drawing from the significant experiences of
all and not just one.

YOU SAY YOU WANT A REVOLUTION…
In constant flux of countering negative and positive perspectives, perhaps the distaste of
critics of expressivism also has to do with the ways critics of the practice have chosen to see
it—that is, in a more sensationalized view. Geoffrey Sirc’s English Composition as a
Happening helps us to better understand the (as he titles his Chapter 3), “Scenes from Late
Sixties Composition.” Sirc explains that “English Composition as a Happening implies new
presentational acts, new thoughts, and a pleasure in the doing” (160), and while this
description comes across as rather vague (not surprisingly as with many other expressivist
accounts), what Sirc implies of this late 1960s pedagogical scene is the overall idea of
interest—interest on part of the writer and reader—that writing should be pleasurable, not
prosaic and not prescriptive. The most good that we can derive from the expressivist
movement of composition was that its aim was (and, therefore, still is to an extent) to help
students in ways that are or can be enjoyable—in a very simplistic observation, to make
learning and writing fun.

The ways that expressivism and the Happenings movement attempted to achieve this was
by making relevant each individual’s unique life experience. Though perhaps in an
inadvertent way, expressivism and the Happenings movement of the late ‘60s instilled in its
students a sense of importance, of relevance, and furthermore, of authority and agency.
What could be more empowering to students than the opportunity to make meaning from
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their own life experiences and, in doing so, being told that these experiences are important
learning moments that should be shared with others? But these noble and even humble
intentions of the pedagogical practice, to give students power, were twisted to reveal a
flashier more superfluous style, leaving many critics to ask: Was this a pedagogy only for
those who could (literally) afford to learn in such an unconventional fashion? As Sirc also
addresses:
For some reason, expressionism [expressivism] has become an outré term in
Composition Studies (though certainly not in any other field of art). The thought of
students mining the refuse lot of their own lives to trace moments of becoming, of
passages, has become laughable if not down-right worrisome in post-Happenings
Composition, a solipsistic exercise that takes time away from the crucial
interrogation of power and knowledge. (176-177)
The word “worrisome” in this passage introduces a legitimate concern that I have
witnessed from some educators and grows from the responsibility we have toward our
students. Where direct measures cannot be accounted for, where skills and drills are
absent, we are left in an academic limbo, so to speak, at a loss it may seem, to determine
student progress. I get this. My own responsibility toward my students has, at times, given
me pause in the ways I conduct the practices of our classroom.

Nevertheless, I am always reassured by what Sirc next offers after confronting such
concerns: “But really what more revolutionary content can there be?” (177). There will
always exist a Berlinian pessimism, the look at an expressivist or Happenings pedagogy as
a quixotic and “convenient” approach to teaching composition (“Contemporary
Composition: The Major Pedagogical Theories” 771). Sirc’s examination of the Happenings
moment in composition harkens to the hippie-esque classroom environment that Berlin
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has discerningly spoken of—that he sees as entirely problematic—and that he admits
Elbow, Macrorie, and Murray were not exactly fans of either.

As for Sirc, and according to his commentary, I gather that his feelings of expressivism are a
bit conflicted: I would not say that he directly laments its critiques, but more so the failure
of critics to see what expressivism truly had to offer had it been given a chance—an
opportunity to be observed as more than a “worrisome” and reckless form of pedagogy.
Nevertheless, and judging by his thoughts, I also believe Sirc would support revised
versions of its methods that speak to a variety of compositionists, not just expressivists—
that harness the “revolutionary” content—the content that we all live through. Sirc seems
to understand how the important real-life experiences of people in the academy can serve
as viable subject matter and learning moments in composition classrooms and sees this not
only as an opportunity, but as an advantage to composition studies.

However, I don’t believe that the feelings attached to expressivism, or whatever we or they
might have called it in the ‘60s and ‘70s, is so cut and dried. And while I myself, don’t
necessarily find all of the extremely radical out-there acts of pedagogy useful—I would
have to know more about their intentions—I am in agreement with the idea of inviting
activist notions into our composition classrooms—pairing experience with real meaning in
ways that reach to and connect with other people—establishing solidarity from an original
standpoint of personal awareness. I think, too, that this was something the old
expressivism didn’t harness—not to the best of abilities, at least. The lack of activist
inclusion is one of the missed opportunities that the original and elusive expressivsim of
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the ‘60s and ‘70s is guilty of: It, overall, failed to connect the idea of personal experience
with the real life contentious, emotional, controversial subject matter of the time that was
pertinent to everyone—regardless of race, social class status, gender, or sexuality.

Accounts of expressivist practices of the ‘60s and ‘70s do show, in many cases, that the
focus on the individual was its seeming strength, to those who believed in these so-called
self-centered approaches—to propose an individualized composition pedagogy that led to
contemplative, but introspective reflection and writing. This was not the case of all
accounts of course, as I have discussed. But these were the accounts that stuck with the
name “expressivism” and the ones that caused at least part of the bad feelings associated
with expressivism. And, all in all, there could have been, across the board, more interaction
between the expressivist movement and the activism of the time, or at the very least, more
interaction between writers. Activism can’t really happen in an asocial situation; it needs
affiliation between people and collective action. Expressivism in its “pure” form
emphasizes individuation rather than socialization; neo-expressivism, with a scholar such
as Sirc as potentially one of its agents, negotiates the individual and the social by focusing
on the revolutionary aspect of composition pedagogy—the idea that writing holds the
opportunity to confront social situations and even transform lives and ideas when we come
together as writers.

During the 1960s and ‘70s, a time of its own Civil Rights movement, the Vietnam War, and
questionable politics, I often wonder how expressivists did not use these events as
opportunities important for expressivist learning moments. Why was the activism not part
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of an expressivist curriculum? I see the two as obvious crossing points and as brilliant
collaborators: Activism and Expressivism. So, why did it not happen? Maybe the wrong
turn did have to do with an elitist mentality—one of the best speculations I can conjure,
certainly—a focus too much on the individual, but not what the individual was capable of
doing when prompted to share with and learn from other individuals. And if expressivism
was indeed intended to serve an affluent and/or privileged student body (as many critics
claim it was), then this might be a contributing factor as well: Those who often have the
most to offer as far as issues of struggle and hardship, whose experiences have the most to
offer in terms of awareness and activism, are not those who come from backgrounds of
privilege—are those who are (and were) given the skills and drills curriculum for claims of
necessity—those for whom it was thought too risky and negligent to indulge in an
expressivist curriculum.

But privilege or not, a deeper look into and an opportunity for students to address their
own concerns in matters of classroom activism by sharing their writing, likely could have
proliferated intense and important moments of writing because not all students have
privileged concerns. And, though, as Berlin claims Macrorie was in the “moderate camp” of
expressivism, I believe he may have vacillated between the moderate and the radical, as he
discusses the importance of activism and art in his composition classes. Macrorie
highlights multiple instances of poetic expression in his students’ work. Where, oftentimes,
they are asked simply to write freely, many of Macrorie’s students choose to write in poetic
form. And many, as shown in Uptaught, write poetically about issues of concern and even
fear to them, such as the Vietnam War. As for an activist approach, Macrorie does not
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blatantly mention instances of activism in his classrooms and amongst his students, but he
does allude to multiple moments in which an activist approach should be considered as
part of a student writer’s experience in tackling writing assignments and in the act of
choosing subject matter.

However, what Macrorie makes clear is that such subject matter need not (and should not)
be coerced, as part of the instructor’s design; it should be chosen by the students of their
own volition. For instance, according to Macrorie, “The university need not devise devious
ways of engaging students in the problems of this world. They live in it” (101). And, sadly,
students are often dissuaded from addressing the problems that they live instead of invited
to confront and analyze them. Activism paired with expressivism, as part of a neoexpressivist agenda, allows moments of heavy reflection on serious subject matter for
students to undertake with a personal perspective. As Macrorie also claims, “The smallest
experience, fully brought alive on paper, may illuminate your readers’ understanding of
national issues” (Telling Writing 206). The matter or concern becomes part of writers’
experiences and likely will invite others to join a discussion. An important distinction is
made by Macrorie that the element of choice should be available for students, which speaks
to the expressivist mindset of always allowing students to make these decisions that will
best serve them and, therefore, their peers and learning communities.

I see neo-expressivism as beautifully weaving together all of the parts I have thus far
discussed. I see the three original pillars of the neo-expressivism community: Murray,
Macrorie, and Elbow, as representing three crucial tenets in my value of neo-expressivism:
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Murray (though Elbow identifies as well) as the process person; his “Teach Writing as a
Process, not Product” leads me here. I see Elbow as the anti-authoritative student
supporter; Writing Without Teachers is why. Macrorie, in my perspective, is the artsiest,
but also the most activist. Uptaught has a non-traditional style with pictures of Macrorie
and a multitude of subdivided sections with catchy titles; it goes against the grain of typical
academic books and, therefore, in my opinion, has both an activist and an artistic bend; his
emphasis on student poetry as an integral part of their composition also strikes me as
artistic. I feel neo-expressivism is also useful in serving a diverse student body as it offers a
variety of ways to teach and to learn. I would end here by repeating an important point
that Sirc makes and confronting it with a harsh bit of reality: “Heterogeneity names the
writing instruction we want” (311), but homogeneity names the writing instruction we are
told we need.

BACK TO THE FUTURE
A fun, albeit disappointing, activity is to read the current missions statements of various
colleges and universities. Here are just a few:
Harvard College: “[…] to educate the citizens and citizen-leaders for our society. We do this
through our commitment to the transformative power of a liberal arts and sciences
education.”
New York University: “[…] to take academic and cultural advantage of its location and to
embrace diversity among faculty, staff and students to ensure a wide range of perspectives,
including international perspectives, in the educational experience.”
Howard University: “Howard will provide a world-class global educational experience to
every student. Howard will become a top 50 research institution, providing research and
advancement to impact Black communities. And Howard will attract and sustain a cadre of
faculty who are committed to excellence, leadership, truth and service.”
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University of Massachusetts: "The University's mission is to provide an affordable and
accessible education of high quality and to conduct programs of research and public service
that advance knowledge and improve the lives of the people of the Commonwealth, the
nation, and the world."
University of Florida: “We are The Gator Nation, a diverse community dedicated to
excellence in education and research and shaping a better future for Florida, the nation and
the world. Our mission is to enable our students to lead and influence the next generation
and beyond for economic, cultural and societal benefit.”
SUNY Albany: “[…] to be the nation's leading diverse public research university—providing
the leaders, the knowledge, and the innovations to create a better world.”
Hunter College: “Hunter College of the City University of New York, a distinguished public
university, values learning in the liberal arts and sciences as a cornerstone of individual
development and a vital foundation for a more just and inclusive society.”
The Graduate Center, CUNY: “Committed to CUNY's historic mission of educating the
children of the whole people, we work to provide access to graduate education for diverse
groups of highly-talented students, including those who have been underrepresented in
higher education.”
I use the word “disappointing” because I read these mission statements as conflicting.
What they propose is invigorating and enlivening. But are these missions adhered to while
educating the student body? A common thread throughout all of these institutions (and I
have attempted to provide some variety: an ivy league, an HBCU, a postgraduate institution,
some private colleges and public ones) is that they overall pride themselves on such
elements as diversity, culture, liberal arts, truth, “changing the world” and “improving
lives.” So, does grammar have anything to do with achieving these missions? Do rote
mechanics and skills and drills? Do standardized tests, even, for that matter? Of course
not. Yet it’s likely that they are pushed as part of the pedagogy. Two of my alma maters
appear on this list and the school I currently attend. One of these schools I currently teach
at where I am surrounded by instructors who hold grammar lessons religiously in their
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composition classes. Not one of these missions states a purpose to “professionalize,” but
this is perhaps the unspoken word of the academy.

However, equally as important is the fact that neither do any of these missions mention the
processes by which students would achieve their lofty goals. The literacies that would offer
students opportunities for the goals of higher education have no import in the higher
educational intentions. In Mark McBeth’s “Arrested Development: Revising Remediation at
John Jay College of Criminal Justice,” he discusses how an earlier John Jay mission
statement explicitly addressed literacy and its processes and then when revised, when
coincidently (or not) John Jay became a senior college, those references to literacy
disappeared. McBeth thinks this is due to the fact that people believe students should
already “have literacy” when they arrive at college (and, to an extent, they do) instead of
realizing that “literacies” are a constantly evolving and ameliorating process that never
ends. McBeth cites the school’s mission statement as reading:
[John Jay College] strives to endow its students with the skills of critical thinking
and effective communication; the perspective and moral judgment that result from
liberal studies; the capacity for personal and social growth and creative problem
solving that results the ability to acquire and evaluate information; the ability to
navigate advanced technological systems; and the awareness of the diverse cultural,
historical, economic, and political forces that shape our society… It serves the
community by developing graduates who have intellectual acuity, moral
commitment, and professional competence to confront the challenges of crime,
justice, and public safety in a free society. It seeks to inspire both students and
faculty, to the highest ideals of citizenship and public service. (John Jay
Undergraduate Bulletin 1, qtd. In McBeth, 33)
I agree with McBeth that the John Jay mission, along with other missions that I have read,
even in their shorter statements, fails to recognize and / or acknowledge the significance of
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the place—and the place itself—where these missions’ goals may be fostered and perhaps
even achieved—the composition classroom. According to McBeth:
[…] As noted in [the John Jay] statement, the college hopes to prepare students for
leadership in public positions, but almost all of its skills it “endows” to achieve these
goals are fostered in writing classrooms: critical thinking, effective communication,
creative problem solving, information technology, and evaluation. In this mission
statement, we see that the college’s identity is securely attached to students’ literacy
development. (33)
There is a complete disregard of the role that the composition class plays in achieving the
missions that so many colleges profess; but this is not necessarily and solely for the fact
that the mission statements often do not regard such endowments as literacy acquisition;
in addition, the entire culture of academe neglects the role of the writing classroom as
playing a significant part in the accreditation of prosperous end results for its institution.

I wonder then, does part of the obligation of neo-expressivists in persuading academics
across the board lie in an effort to apply the practice to fields other than pedagogy? Having
branched into a philosophical and, furthermore, a socio-cognitive understanding of
expressivism has been helpful in mapping out a different purpose of what can be offered
through an expressivist practice. Mark Schroeder’s Being For: Evaluating the Semantic
Program of Expressivism examines the issues of expressivism through a philosophical lens,
for according to Schroeder, expressivism relies too much upon belief and not logic. He
claims, “It is precisely [the] feature of logical inconsistency for which previous expressivist
accounts have typically failed to account” (69). But Schroeder’s gripes with expressivism
and its inconsistent nature lies in semantics—in the language of the expressivists and their
practice, not necessarily in their mental states regarding the practice. He explains that
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intention may be the saving grace of expressivists, but is also where understanding the
practice becomes convoluted in determining its value: “[…] Intention has always been a
good model for expressivists. [… Expressivists] take intention as such a serious model that
[the] primary claim is to construct an expressivist language to express intentions […]. If […]
expressivism can work for intentions, […] then that would show that expressivism can be
made to work” (41). So semantics, in this sense, creates a space in which expressivists may
avoid logic and direct explanations of outcomes by relying on the crutches of intentions—
but good intentions, I would add.

If we would have Schroeder’s argument, we would believe that expressivists are evading
necessary questions of the practice. But this same questioning of expressivist practice is
necessary, as proven throughout this chapter. Therefore, I wonder if this evasion is not
necessarily deliberate. I am brought back to my own consideration of the practice and
theory portions of expressivism—that one promises results, while the other can only speak
of good intentions—the moderate practices, such as process and peer review that were
touted by Elbow, Murray, and Macrorie and still exist as staples of today’s writing classes;
and the “more radical” theories, such as the incorporation of personal experience and life
writing in composition classes, which remain to this day a contentious selling point due to
how they were mired as part of an elitist, hippie, touchy-feely pedagogy that floated in
some academic circles of the ‘60s and ‘70s. I wonder if the elusiveness of expressivism may
just have to be an accepted negotiation as part of its good intentions.
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Neo-expressivism I see not only as the future of expressivism, but as a potential sub-section
of composition studies’ future. In looking to the future of composition studies, a path must
be drawn that considers where we are as a field now and what is necessary in terms of
outcomes moving forward. This begs the question once more: How do we measure
success? I believe this measuring must extend beyond simply what’s getting done in our
classrooms and include the students’ lives outside of the academy—include the person in
addition to the student. Neo-expressivism proves to be a form of composition pedagogy
that can achieve such initiatives. History is necessary in understanding where we have
been—what worked out well and what went wrong. But it is only within our present
experiences that we may gather the vital information in best understanding the needs of
students and the needs of composition studies as a lasting, effective field of significance
within the academy. Sidney Dobrin, in Post-Composition, has expressed that “Composition
studies, as a field, doesn’t talk much about its intellectual future and only minimally
considers its institutional future […]. Perhaps this is the case because it has been enamored
with its own history” (6). Dobrin makes an astute observation here and, though published
in 2011, I believe nine years later that this is still true in many facets of composition
studies. There seems to be a comfort that things are “good enough.” The old adage comes
to mind: If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. But what about making it better? History must be
consulted, but in an attempt to learn of and to learn from it.

An obsession with the history of composition studies has perhaps halted us as a field by
blinding us through skewed perceptions of what was right and what was wrong within our
pedagogies and, therefore, what was worth continuing and what should never be
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resurrected. Thus many compositionists have failed, in my opinion, and particularly my dig
into expressivism’s history makes this evident, to go beyond the rights and the wrongs.
Compositionists, in consulting the history of the field, have failed to confront the whys and
hows of expressivism and have, in many instances, all but denied it of any use for today’s
classrooms, or how some of its techniques have always been in our teaching yet remain
unacknowledged. Expressivism received an unfair label that has clung to it for decades
now. As most accounts of history record expressivism as hopelessly problematic, not much
appeal exists to take on the practice in new ways. As many would likely feel, some things
are better off left in the past.

The university can be a cold and stoic place. And in this place, composition studies may
often appear to be the black sheep among its academic siblings. Dobrin also acknowledges
the history – future problem as tied up in the issues related to composition studies’ identity
crisis, as I like to think of it. According to Dobrin, “Much of this discrepancy over
composition studies’ legitimacy as a field results from/in an inability to articulate an
intellectual focus beyond the training of teachers, an activity set in service of the continued
management of student bodies rather than in pursuit of understanding of writing in the
formation of the signifier “student” (18). Oftentimes viewed as a service course,
composition struggles to make its own reputable place in the academy, and usually finds
itself caught between a rock and a hard place: the evaluation of students and teacher
training to produce coveted numbers and results necessary for funding, and the aiding of
students through a classroom experience that is purposeful to them—as individuals—not
as guinea pigs; not as cash cows for our funding; not even as students, necessarily.
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Nevertheless, despite its sordid past, complex present, and uncertain future, I essentially
see using the theory portion of expressivism to gain validity and credibility within
composition studies and within the academy as a whole—and to acknowledge that, yes,
this is still a part of pedagogy, but in ways that we see students as more than students—as
human beings—and that we attempt to understand the human spirit, the human mind—
what is necessary in responding to the human condition, through writing. The main issue
of the student conundrum is, according to Dobrin:
“Student” also implies a formal relationship with an educational institution, an
enrollment indicating a particular position and occupation, a placement in rank.
These distinctions are crucial in that they signify the field’s desire to foreground its
work not in issues of writing or even writing-subjects, or even student writing, but
in the work of student subjectivity, of producing student-subjects. (14)

I agree with Dobrin that the focus on students as subjects takes away from our focus on the
theory of writing in limiting our visions of what is capable with and through writing and by
limiting writing within the setting of educational institutions. And in rethinking the role of
theory as applied to writing, Dobrin suggests that, “[…] There is a distinct difference
between the academic work of composition studies and the intellectual potential that
theory can provide postcomposition” (22). What Dobrin discusses in regards to
postcomposition, I extend to neo-expressivism. I see the problems embedded within the
field of composition studies as being reparable through a neo-expressivist approach. These
approaches go hand in hand with neo-expressivism—looking beyond the role of students;
looking beyond the setting of the academy; looking beyond the individual; seeing writing in
theory as connected to and intertwined with life.
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FROM A SOLITARY ACT, TO ACTS OF SOLIDARITY
Looking back on my own undergraduate experience, I chose to go to college for the same
reason I would think many other high school students choose to go—to be able to get a
good job some day—to be successful. Yet for many young individuals, my young self at the
time included, we have an insular perception of what true success really is. When I reflect
now on my college experience, twenty years ago, I remember being in classrooms, but I
don’t remember much of what I learned in those classrooms, to be honest. I have trouble
remembering the books I read, whatever history courses I took are completely fuzzy, and I
don’t know the slightest thing about marine biology or much about the atmosphere—the
science courses I took at the time.

What stands out to me as memorable and important learning moments are more so the
things that happened outside of the classroom. I remember vividly voting at the age of
eighteen in my first election the fall semester of my freshman year; they had set up booths
on campus. I remember the killing of Amadou Diallo by four NYPD officers during my
freshman year. I remember when those officers were acquitted during my sophomore
year—the protests and riots that ensued. I remember when my grandmother, who I called
Nanny, died my sophomore year and how hard I took it. I remember meeting one of my
closest friends (who is still one my closest today) and going to listen to her father, a Hindu
priest, speak about the Bhagavad Gita. I remember 9/11 in my senior year and taking part
in a silent march with other students on campus the next day to honor those who had lost
their lives in the attacks. These moments, as I look back on them, are inseparable from my
college experience and have shaped this part of my life more so, in some ways, than
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academics did. Moments such as these are not unique. Life is always happening and I see
today’s college students as being surrounded by so many more of these moments than I
was in the late ‘90s and early 2000s. We have to embrace these moments—if for any
reason that they cannot be ignored and that we must accept that life is inevitably
intertwined with school.

While all of these personal memories say something about students’ experiences in college,
they say something even more about how teachers deal (or don’t deal) with these many
important contemporaneously current events. In my experience as a college student, these
events were not mentioned in the classroom. Such controversial issues as politics and
voting, racism and police brutality, death, religion, and terrorism simply were not
broached. When we stepped in that room, it was as though those things didn’t exist; but
this wasn’t a good thing, of course. The absence of acknowledgment only felt more wrong,
leaving me wondering: Are we really supposed to pretend that didn’t happen? But when I
eventually became a composition instructor myself, I somewhat understood this choice to
not acknowledge such events. I never knew in the beginning how much was too much, so I
just didn’t bring up those topics. But even now I don’t know how much is too much, so I
just proceed with caution. I include bits and pieces of my life—my stories, my experiences,
like how I failed miserably my own first semester in college, things like that. I’ve learned
that these moments make sense in the grand scheme of teaching composition because,
inevitably, life will become intertwined with school at some point anyway.
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The first moment I had while teaching when I realized it was okay to talk about these sorts
of events in the classroom was a day after a particular mass shooting (I honestly forget
which one because, sadly, they have become somewhat commonplace in the US) when I
attempted to hold class in the business-as-usual style, despite the fact that I noticed some
discomfort and even anguish on some of the students’ faces. When the response I got to the
lesson was lackluster, at best, I finally asked if everything was okay and one student
replied, “This just doesn’t feel right with what just happened.” I responded by asking if
they wanted to talk about it and most of them said that they did. I never went back after
that moment.

I realized in that moment that the composition classroom was the perfect place to discuss
such difficult issues and that students were likely waiting for me to do so. I understand not
all students will want to have these conversations. Not all instructors will want to have
these conversations. But they should be a possibility. There should be an opportunity to
have them—and to at least not ignore them. And discomfort with such subject matter
aside, there is a greater issue in many instances here. Many people simply feel that these
conversations do not belong in the classroom. But this is far from a simple issue, in
actuality. According to Jeanne Gunner in “What Happens When Ideological Narratives Lost
Their Force?”:
The humanist defenses of a “save the liberal arts” and “nurture the citizen” variety
regularly accompany political economy perspectives, Marxist analyses, feminist
readings, and pragmatic responses. Nonetheless, the neoliberal regime has imbued
composition theories, pedagogies, and administration, inevitably implicating us all
in complicity with corporate values, labor problems, and growing social inequality.
(149)
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My concern, then, lies in that fact that despite today’s students’ desires to explore real life
issues and personal experience as part of their academic work, many still remain
indoctrinated by the idea that the true purpose of college is to professionalize and to help
them land that dream job; many instructors have been indoctrinated in this sense as well. I
myself thought that way, first as a young college student, and years later as a novice
composition instructor who believed in serving her students in the most pragmatic of ways,
which erroneously meant fulfilling the corporate agenda of shaping these people into miniprofessionals by adhering to neoliberal standards. Essentially, there are two paths to
erasing personal and real life issues from composition pedagogy: 1. The neoliberal path,
that directs students to be prepared for corporate life and 2. The neomarxist path that
directs students to see personal and private life as individualist and status-quo, rather than
using rhetoric and writing to pursue social, linguistic, social, and racial justice.

It wasn’t until years later while out in the so-called real world that I understood what had
been of true value in shaping me as an adult. This is of course not to devalue the education
I received, or that any other college student receives; I’m sure many students do retain and
even use much of the knowledge they acquired while pursuing an undergraduate degree.
And, for what it’s worth, I did discover that I wanted to be an English professor because of a
particular class I took and because of the professor I took it with. Not surprisingly, this
English class was what I would label an expressivist class—a class on writing as therapy.
This class is very clear in my memory. It made me realize that a composition curriculum
could be such a different experience than the read-the-book, write-the-report scenario I
was previously accustomed to. The experience in this class and my fledgling desire to some
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day (when I was older, as I then told myself) be an English professor ignited within me an
intense understanding that academic writing could be meaningful. And as Gunner further
states, “A utopian impulse—a believing game—can help free us from boundaries and
enclosures, which form centers and margins” (161). I agree that the neo-expressivist
classroom is somewhat of a utopian vision for the future of composition studies—but one
that is attainable, and one that can liberate people of the academy from neoliberal
restraints.

Expressivism has been overlooked as well for the assumption that it is too self-oriented
and not inclusive in a social sense. The act of writing in and of itself is a solitary act
however, and does not need, as far as I’m concerned, a practice to make it more so. Neoexpressivism as a practice would abolish any such claims of self-indulgence and disregard
the critique that writers become too caught up in their own conditions and to a point of
oblivion toward other writers and, therefore, to the experiences of others. Neoexpressivism, indeed, proves just the opposite: that everyone has experiences worth
sharing and learning from. This, I do feel however, was also a missed opportunity looking
back to the expressivism of the ‘60s and ‘70s—neglecting the socio-cognitive aspect of the
practice, how it can allow important moments of group sharing, learning, and meaningmaking. Furthermore, by addressing matters of social concern as connected to personal
experience, neo-expressivism would take into account the importance of activism as part of
a composition curriculum.

On a syllabus from one of the institutions where I teach first-year composition, under
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“Course Objectives,” as designed by the requirements of the English Department, one bullet
point reads: “Raise social awareness.” There is nothing surprising about this, of course. We
want student writers to be socially aware. We want them to feel passionate about the
topics they choose. And in a neo-expressivist classroom, we want them to regard this topic
beyond the confines of the classroom—how it pertains to their real lives; how it affects
them as individuals—not only as students in pursuit of a grade. What did catch me offguard the first time I read this, however, was that I felt an immediate responsibility to ask
whether or not we actually foster an environment in which such efforts to raise social
awareness may be successfully achieved. A curriculum that insists on prescriptive
grammar lessons has not become socially aware of its own perpetuation of linguistic power
plays. In fact it enforces linguistic profiling and linguistic status quo with its “grammar
lessons.” A neo-expressvist classroom operates in such a way that an objective of social
awareness indeed could be achieved. The question, then, to bear in mind is: Whose social
awareness? That of the institution, or that of the students?

Contrary to what critics may think, if they align neo-expressivism too closely with and not
distinct from expressivism, the neo-expressivist classroom is in fact the perfect
environment as writing, in typical expressivist fashion, would start from a place of self, but
now would conscientiously confront personal experience as it pertains to social matters—
the writing would perform an occasion of activism. This classroom activism, in turn, would
provide more tangible results for the elusive theory portion of neo-expressivism, the part
that focuses on, as Dobrin suggests, the theory of writing—and not student subjects.
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Students of a neo-expressivist classroom are tasked with more than just the academic
role—but are instead expected to encounter and confront real-world / real-life issues that
often take precedence to their academic lives, though which in many unfortunate cases,
have been swept under the rug for the academy’s sake. Patricia Boyd Webb ‘s contribution
to Critical Expressivism, which she titles “Communication as Social Action: Critical
Expressivist Pedagogies in the Writing Classroom,” speaks of how this works; though what
I call neo-expressivism, she calls critical expressivism: “[Critical expressivist pedagogies]
show the ways that discussions and writing in personal genres can help students start with
personal experiences in order to create authoritative public voices that make them active
participants in public arenas” (111). My students have shared with me and others in the
class their experiences of what it is like to be pulled over by police as a Black man; what it’s
like to have a family member incarcerated; what it’s like to be abused as a child; what it’s
like to take part in a protest; what it’s like to deal with depression and have parents who
are adverse to therapy and medication; what it’s like to come out to family and friends; to
be a working student and single parent; to have an abortion; to be pro-choice, pro-life, and
so on and so forth.

I am in complete agreement with Webb when she claims that, while she doesn’t think one
writing class can change the world, she does believe that one writing class can help
students become stronger language users and can help them learn that language can be an
important part of social action (119); but I would add that, while I agree and also don’t
think one class could change the world, it could change the perspective of one or many
students who, in turn, could go on to change the world. As Boyd further claims, “Instead of
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seeing writing assignments as, well, assignments, [students] should/can see them as
actions that matter” (119). These shared moments of the writing class are where such
change begins. These are moments that raise social awareness and furthermore give a new
credibility to the theory of writing as an actual agent of, not only social awareness, but
social action and social change as well.

CONCLUSION
In keeping the more moderate elements to move forward with a neo-expressivist practice I,
therefore, don’t believe that we must banish the more “radical” portions of past
expressivist practices—but only that we reconsider their intentions and how they may best
be used now; if used thoughtfully, I believe that these too can strengthen the argument for
neo-expressivism. Perhaps one of the more questionable characteristics is the
incorporation of artwork in the composition classroom—the inevitable question of how the
two connect, how art can enhance the writing process. But there is a long history of how
more artistic notions can and have assisted writers (and even student writers) through
their writing processes and have helped them to better express themselves. From trips to
archives, to my own experience with art-based activities as a student, to incorporating
artwork: journaling, drawing, collaging, and poetry into my own first-year composition
classes, the next chapter speaks of the addition of art in aiding argument and using artwork
for activist measures, ultimately rethinking the true purpose of the composition classroom.

Therefore, this next chapter further examines the intersection of artwork and activism as a
viable means of composition curriculum. Particularly focusing on the time period of
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expressivism’s inception, the 60’s through 70’s, in CUNY’s SEEK (Search for Education,
Elevation, and Knowledge) archive collection, I have been able to locate a desire for
students’ use of artistic expression to combat racism, which was rampant in CUNY at this
time due to the open admissions policy and the greatest influx of students of color to the
city’s colleges—predominantly African American and Puerto Rican students.

I then move on to other archives from different time periods and places to better
understand the turns that composition pedagogy took throughout the times, though I come
back again and again to the same conclusion: Despite an adherence to propriety or
decorum of the times—the changing tides of the academy’s so-called “needs,” which sadly
take a turn toward fulfilling a neo-liberal agenda, the underlying sentiment is that everyone
involved in the acquisition of literacy and the aspiration of a college education, from
students to instructors alike, seems to be in favor of a way of teaching and learning that
more so mimics what we have come to know as expressivism—but again, this word seldom
(if at all) makes an appearance.
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CHAPTER 2
Make Art, Not War:
Rhetorical Histories, Racial Biases, and Expressivist Pedagogies in the
Archives
For all their seeming newness, our present-day troubles are not entirely different from the ones that
previous students struggled over. Like everything “new,” they have part of their genesis in “bygone”
battles. In other words, there’s much we can learn from those earlier campaigns as we figure out how
to clarify and launch our own.
-- Roderick Ferguson

INTRODUCTION
History repeats itself and human nature doesn’t really change. These are two things I
repeat every semester to every class—particularly when we look at older texts that tackle
modern issues—because these issues aren’t modern at all. They’re age-old, held under
different microscopes, perhaps, with each new decade; confronted and consulted by new
groups of individuals, new generations at times, who wish to seek change regarding these
issues. What remains consistent, then, is the drive, the determination, and the will for the
cause—and even, oftentimes, the ways in which people make themselves heard, fueled by
frustration with racist, misogynist, homophobic and other bigoted ideals that motivate
further resistance as well as rage.

I return here to the 1960s and 1970s first, to revisit the causes being fought for—the ways
that voices were raised—particularly those of marginalized individuals in the academy.
While there was a war and a contentious and prolific civil rights movement playing out
during this time, another fight was being undertaken by the marginalized voices of the
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academy. School, for many, was and still is a battlefield where inequality lurks and
segregation exists. Though in more inconspicuous ways today, this was far less so fifty or
sixty years ago. Archives from this time period show an affinity for activism in school
settings on the part of many students and their teacher-supporters, where inequality was
an unfortunate way of life for students of color new to the academy. Furthermore, that
these students in voicing political concerns, turned to artwork to bolster their arguments
and spread awareness, is testament to the harmonious pairing of activism and
expressivism. Today’s classrooms can prove the same with the introduction of certain
activities that allow for the pairing of activism and expressivism—the encouragement of
students to raise awareness of issues and to do so with the assistance of artistic means.

My intention here is twofold: to further the argument I make in my previous chapter—that
one big miss of the original expressivism lies in the fact that it didn’t take full advantage of
the era’s activist moments, and, also in continuing with the ideas of the first chapter, to
confront the claim that expressivism was pegged as an elitist and individualistic pedagogy
and, essentially, should stay that way. While in fact it served, as this chapter will illustrate,
the marginalized students in the academy and offered them a way to socialize, combine
their voices, and develop coalitional affinity groups. According to James Gee in his
discussion of “affinity spaces,” “When a space provides access to dispersed knowledge, it
recognizes the value of local and particular knowledge available in other places and created
by other groups, and the necessary limitations of its own knowledge base and resources”
(Literacy and Education 124). The expressivist classroom, as an affinity space in the sense
that Gee speaks of, allows an opportunity to start form a place of self, but to not remain
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stagnant within oneself—to branch out, to socialize, to collaborate, and to learn with and
from one another.

Still, one hurdle I have consistently had to jump as a neo-expressivst in the twenty-first
century is the defense that an expressivst / neo-expressivist pedagogy is suitable for a
working class student body, and even suitable for students from backgrounds of poverty. I
would not only defend this latter idea, but take it one step further by claiming that a neoexpressivist pedagogy is more suitable for those students who are not from backgrounds of
privilege—and this is precisely due to my desire to incorporate activism into the
curriculum; after all, these students have stories and experiences that likely resonate with
the activist movements we are familiar with. As for artwork, that may be the radical and
exciting expressivism I just can’t shake off. It may be my own experience of using art as a
form of expression—my love of drawing and writing poetry, but I’ve always believed: What
better way to express oneself than through art? In Toward a Composition Made Whole, Jody
Shipka offers the following:
If we acknowledge that literacy and learning have always been multimodal and that
communication “has always been a hybrid blending of visual, written and aural
forms” (Hill 2004, 109), the challenge becomes one of finding ways to attend more
fully—in our scholarship, research, as well as our teaching—to the material,
multimodal aspects of all communicative practice. (21)
Therefore, I believe it’s also of high importance that we keep in mind the multitude of
mediums that may be categorized as art—even seeing writing itself as an art form.
Defining art in this multimodal way that Shipka speaks of means the coming together of
images and text; of visuals with writing—drawing, painting, collaging; and even
considering the different artistic forms of mediums we may use to produce our writing—
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such as Shipka’s own projects where students have written on ballet shoes and tee-shirts;
but it means that we acknowledge the technology we use and the ways we use technology
to achieve the multimodality that Shipka speaks of—the essay as website, as podcast, as
Power Point presentation, and so on.

There is a slightly nuanced difference between talking about writing (in the expressivist
definition of writing) and the essay (a highly academic genre of writing), but to regard
writing as an art form itself ties into the expressivist notions of how we may view writing
where neo-expressivist measures are concerned and how we may reconsider the
intentions of the essay within the composition classroom. My focus on the essay as an art
form is reflected in the work of Nicole Wallack, who in her book, Crafting Presence: The
American Essay and the Future of Writing Studies, elaborates on this idea of writing as a
form of expression which reaches beyond the personal—even when encountering personal
subject matter: “It is true that our experiences are personal to us, but it is the art we make
of them through the craft of writing […] the ways we see the writer engaging the
imagination, which makes what was once private more public, what was once personal
hold the possibility of transcendence” (170). Wallack touches on the importance of not
only personal writing, but writing in which a writer starts from a place of self, and then is
able to step back, or away, to include a community of readers, to reach out, burgeoning a
sense of, if not relatability, simple understanding.

My experience in teaching in public urban school settings, where most students are of the
working class and / or backgrounds of poverty, and student bodies are incredibly diverse
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and from a variety of demographics, has only furthered my belief that these are the
students who have something to say that is truly worth hearing and learning from. Since
my own classrooms at CUNY (The City University of New York) have proven what can be
accomplished where activism and art are brought together as a neo-expressivist
communion to proliferate learning and awareness (more about this later in the chapter), I
first turned to CUNY’s archives to see what I could locate from the time of expressivism’s
inception within CUNY. History does repeat itself. Human nature does not change. So
much of what I found spoke of that era, but is reflective of today’s issues as well. That
students voiced concerns and frustrations so eloquently and artistically led me to believe
that there may be something worthwhile to trace to today’s CUNY students and today’s
students, in general. And in considering the diversity of CUNY’s student body, as Carmen
Kynard claims in Vernacular Insurrections: Race, Black Protest, and the New Century in
Composition-Literacy Studies, “Movements in our field that have been related to social
justice, radical multiculturism, black and brown solidarity, multimodal communication, and
visual rhetoric have ideological and intellectual origins in BAM [(The Black Arts
Movement)]” (122), thus proving that the artistic integrity of these students in the ‘60s and
‘70s did indeed lead to greater coalitions in the pursuit of awareness and, eventually,
change.

SEEKING OUT ADVERSITY, ACTIVISM, & ART
The 1960s at CUNY was a locus of time and place, prolific with the advent of change in
diversity of student body and pedagogical approaches to teach a new group of students—
minority students, that is. With the development of new programs to accommodate the
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evolving demographic came resistance from a number of upper administrators and many
full-time tenured faculty who wished to not only maintain a particular “prestige” within the
university but, furthermore, to garner more academic accolades, as many universities
during this time were turning toward a research-centered ideology, particularly viewing
English studies as a specialized discipline, intimately connected to research and graduate
school (Soliday 55). City College, part of CUNY, was no different, though they had always
been regarded as a teaching school and not as a research institution (Soliday 55). The
crossroads of a bureaucratic desire for academic prestige and an influx of first-generation
college students, predominantly minority students from working-class backgrounds and
backgrounds of poverty, inevitably created a clash of interests within the City College
community, but also created a rich history rife with racial tensions contested by students
and faculty through activism and the use of artistic expression.

One such program developed during this time was SEEK (Search for Education, Elevation,
and Knowledge) in 1965. Claiming its mission, SEEK was “established to provide
comprehensive academic, financial, and social support to assist capable students who
otherwise might not be able to attend college due to their educational and financial
circumstances.” The narratives of these students, preserved in City College’s archives,
particularly their SEEK collection, placed alongside the blatant racial biases from
unwelcoming upper administration and full-time faculty, provides a historical backdrop for
the tensions of this time—from both the perspectives of resistance and revolt. In regards
to resistance, there was a harsh dichotomy between City College faculty of this time: those
who were on board with SEEK and the accommodations being made to a changing student
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body (and eventually the Open Admissions policy in 1969), and those who vehemently
were against such changes which they saw as detrimental to the reputation of the school.
These faculty members often worked side by side, as members of the English department,
even at times sharing office space. What may be gathered from these observations is that
the racial biases of the time and in this setting were undeniable and unavoidable. For
marginalized students who finally gained the opportunity to partake in a college education,
only to be met with prejudice and adversity, their activism became a necessary component
to fight the oppressive institution and simply to be able to take advantage of this
opportunity they had gained, while their artwork became a creative outlet to display their
activism.

With the advent of SEEK in September 1965, instructor, Mina Shaughnessy, was hired to
teach in and administer the SEEK program. In Jane Maher’s biography of Mina
Shaughnessy, Mina P. Shaughnessy: Her Life and Work, Maher chronicles the resistance that
Shaughnessy and other SEEK faculty were met with: “Mina and the other SEEK instructors
were accused of being incompetent; their credentials were questioned; they were made to
feel unwanted. City College was no place to teach the fundamentals of writing, many of the
tenured professors claimed” (94). Students also, and in an obvious sense, were made to
feel unwelcomed with one resistant member of the faculty who cruelly and racistly
exclaimed to an instructor of basic writing with whom he shared his office, “You’ve brought
the slums to my office” (94) upon observing a line of students in the hallway waiting to see
this basic writing instructor.
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There is no secret anywhere in the histories of this time and place, and particularly
regarding the policies unfolding during this time at City College, that racial biases existed as
part of the reactionary rhetoric spewed by faculty and administration who believed the
recent changes were ruining the school’s accreditation. In his “Memoranda of Fragile
Machinery: A Portrait of Shaughnessy as Intellectual-Bureaucrat,” Mark McBeth explains
Shaughnessy’s balancing act conundrum between faculty and administrative wants versus
student needs as follows:
[Shaughnessy’s] rhetorical tactics, although concerned with student writing, were
geared more to the teaching problems of faculty—particularly Basic Writing
antagonists whose obsessions with error subsumed more important issues of
student writing. Shaughnessy did not want “to other” basic writing students, but
hoped to reduce error-anxiety among their instructors who could then focus instead
on students’ critical meaning-making and composing processes. (54)
Shaughnessy, and the faculty who were also in line with her train of thought regarding
these students, utilized approaches that resemble expressivist practices as we have seen
thus far—by straying from error obsession and instead toward student skills—from
deficiency to sufficiency.

Expressivist-like approaches were also an apt choice as response for voicing concerns and
disdain for unfair treatment, which can even be seen in the housing accommodations
provided for SEEK students’ dormitories, and SEEK faculties’ office space and classrooms.
Spreading out to other CUNY campuses with greater student enrollment in the program
(the SEEK student body grew from approximately 200 to 500 in three years), it was
necessary to find more space and to hire more faculty members. Shaughnessy was a
necessary figure in this endeavor—and one that received conflicting reviews from her
colleagues. McBeth’s observations here echo a point I made prior of these mixed reviews,
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but take a further step in solidifying Shaughnessy’s role in the protection and procurement
of student and faculty rights:
During Shaughnessy’s administration, some faculty claimed that SEEK reduced the
academic standards of the college while, on the other hand, other faculty and staff
backed [her] efforts, recognizing them as a form of educational activism. […]
Shaughnessy devised educational opportunities for this new student body, and
ignited fervor on both sides of the debate. She started critical firestorms among
resistant faculty while lighting a friendly pedagogical flame under sympathetic
advocates. (52)
The conundrum she faced is best portrayed as being resolved with a healthy dose of
activism necessary in the academy. We have now witnessed how Shaughnessy had to
vacillate between placator and protestor—though never abandoning either role while
portraying the other—in order to achieve the delicate balance of getting the work done; but
even so, she was consistently met with the challenges of a tireless racist agenda that
seemed, at many times back then, set out to destroy SEEK and the good people involved in
its growth and potential.

The program, then under the direction of Dr. Irving Branman, opened a new, smaller
branch, which was referred to as the SEEK Center, established in January of 1968, not
located on any of the CUNY campuses, but instead on three floors of the seedy Alamac Hotel
at Broadway and 71st Street, a hotel notorious for prostitution and drug activity, and even
documented in a memo within the archive as “a most unfortunate choice.” That students
and faculty were forced to live and work in such conditions speaks volumes to the
resistance felt by faculty and administration who either wanted to see the SEEK initiative
disappear or, at the very least, placed the program as a low priority in relation to other
initiatives at the time. It also speaks to the forced sequestering and blatant racist
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outsidership that the institution foisted upon these faculty and students. It removed “the
slums” from the main campus.

Furthermore, the majority of new faculty hired also found themselves in precarious
positions—other than just the precarious location of their teaching and office space.
According to the same memo within the archive, “the difficulty in recruiting faculty for
immediate work at that time of year [late spring and early summer of 1968] is evident, and
goes far to explain why many graduate students and very young faculty members taught at
the center.” It is also noted, however, that this faculty was committed to the program and
desired its success—though they were met with significant challenges in doing so. I believe
that this SEEK faculty position—contingent, precarious, and challenging—is evident of the
camaraderie that is felt even between adjunct / part-time faculty and students today. This
camaraderie is a natural occurrence, I believe, between these two groups because they are
forcefully marginalized (in this case even relocated) and so they develop affiliations
through their marginalizations. Speaking from experience myself, as an adjunct for nine
years now, and teaching in a very different time, but with similar issues, I understand some
of the struggles my students face in being victimized by the institution, as adjuncts are not
so far above students on the academic food chain. I believe it is those of us who also face
adversity who may share students’ sentiments and, therefore, ironically due to the
precarity of our positions, have the most to risk, perhaps, but are best suited to assist
students with expressive pedagogies that speak to activism and self-awareness.
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The poetic reflections of Adrienne Rich, who taught within the SEEK program from 1968 1975, express the ideas of making such issues heard and doing so as acts of solidarity—as a
force of individuals who together may initiate the necessary change for us all to live better
lives and experience better existences. She claims, “These primal, unsilenced questions
pursue us, wherever we are trying to live conscientiously in the time we have. A new
century, even a new technology, doesn’t of itself produce newness. It is live human beings,
looking in all directions, who will do this” (41). This statement reminds me of what is at
the root of neo-expressivist pedagogy: the questions that pursue us as human beings who
are capable of making our own changes—the emergence of “newness,” as Rich refers to this
endeavor. Such changes we wish to seek are shared in the experiences of our struggles—
the hardships, the hurdles, and sometimes even the hate.

Rich also speaks beautifully of what it means for these feelings we harbor to need an
outlet—to need to find companionship in our struggles and, in doing so, how we become
companions in solidarity as well to others who seek the same. Of this connection we
innately hold with others, she explains, “[…] I don’t think my only argument is with myself.
My work is for people who want to imagine and claim wider horizons and carry on about
them into the night, rather than rehearse the landlocked details of personal quandaries
[…]” (41). What Rich describes here is a setting / plot of the neo-expressivist classroom,
discussing the important “work” that is being done, being carried out by expressivist
instructors—the idea that “personal quandaries” should not stay as such, that they have the
potential of meaning-making and important change when they can expand beyond the
personal. Though Rich did not identify as an expressivist, she unwittingly makes an
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argument for expressivism as a pedagogy that has the potential to spread ideas and
experiences, to form alliances and bonds, and to bring individuals together through
hardship and struggle, pain and suffering, and through a scrupulous effort toward creating
a better world.

The histories recorded in the SEEK City College archive prove the necessity of the bond and
alliance between students and teachers in facing these injustices. That teacher support was
necessary is obvious and furthers the importance of how we, as educators, design our
pedagogies in response to and consideration of student issues—that we maintain an
awareness and an involvement—that their issues become our issues as well, particularly
where learning and schooling are involved. Therefore, I feel that because adjunct faculty
mainly taught these marginalized students, the teachers gained a more specialized
understanding of their composing issues and the students became aware of the injustices
that their adjunct lecturers faced. Rich has spoken of the feeling so many of us have that we
are “strangers” in our own country—and “not just as poets or intellectuals but as citizens—
accountable yet excluded from power” (41). The academy has a way of furthering this
foreign feeling—that we are a part of this world, and yet simultaneously, not welcomed.
As contingent faculty, I believe we can relate to this sentiment, as can our students.
Therefore, our bond, solidified in struggle, must propel us through the work we do to stand
for something, to repair and rebuild the systems that consistently knock us down.

In October of 1968 the first signs of trouble appeared, as recorded by the SEEK archive
collection. The issue of academic government had become important at the Center. By this
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time, students had expressed an interest in becoming involved in their own educations and
participating in the policies and decisions made regarding SEEK; but this was further
removed from becoming a reality, due to the fact that there was an “absence of significant
faculty participation in making academic decisions.” This was not by choice on the part of
these faculty members, however. As the memo records, “CUNY faculty at the time were
organized along two “tracks.” Those in the usual professorial ranks (instructor to
professor) were eligible for tenure; those in the rank of lecturer or holding an adjunct title
were not. The latter group was not officially eligible to vote in faculty meetings. All SEEK
Center faculty members were ranked as lecturers, with the Director, Dr. Branman, being
the only person at SEEK Center officially entitled to vote as a faculty member.”

While this may have been brushed off by administration as simple adherence to chartered
governance, business as usual, it is further noted in the memo that there was indeed a
troublesome quality to this notion: “It is difficult to imagine a program in higher education
proceeding soundly in the absence of faculty participation in academic decisions.
Nevertheless, this appears to have been the case at the SEEK Center, and in the early stages
no faculty meetings were held.” The very faculty members who worked in the SEEK
program were not included in pressing decisions being made about the program itself or
the welfare of the students involved. Even though they did the labor no one else wanted to
do, they had no agency in the decision-making about policies that would directly impact
them. As in many unfortunate instances of writing programs, even today, decisions are
often made from a top-down hierarchical approach—far from the work being done in
classrooms, and far from the students for whom the work is intended to serve.
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This is particularly problematic in considering a new group of students—atypical from the
students whom faculty and administration had been accustomed to prior. That faculty
working conditions during this time were so dire and, in turn, created a gross disservice to
these students, is testament to the fact that action was required; if support would not be
granted by upper administration or secure faculty members, those faculty in contingent
positions, who did provide whatever support they could to these students, would
essentially have to become a part of the cause for equality and justice. One effective way to
do so, as later examples will prove, was through various means of artistic expression that
confronted the racial biases that both students and teachers faced.

REMENISCING REMEDIATION
Issues of institutional politics have hovered over the academy for decades, and continue to
do so today. Barbara Gleason has conducted important work on remediation at CUNY, as a
City College faculty member herself. While conducting this research in the 1990s, it is
reminiscent of the adversity Shaughnessy faced in the 1960s and ‘70s. Gleason claims, “By
the end of the project’s second year, it had become patently obvious that powerful forces
within our college would block institutionalizing a course allowing “remedial” students
directly into the college curriculum” (573). Gleason chronicles her own study of a pilot
course in which so-called “remedial” students were placed, of their own volition, into
Gleason’s remedial-alternative course—a course which took on composition instruction in
ways that would not fall under typical remediation protocol; in her course, students,
instead of rote mechanics, took part in the writing of autobiographies, writing analysis, and
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reflective writing.

As Gleason claims in the statement just above, this project was not met without adversity
from “powerful forces” within the college, despite the results that her research of the
course turned up favoring evidence that “[… ] Students who place into remedial writing will
in fact pass college composition if given the opportunity” (569). Similarly, as Maher notes
in her biographical work of Shaughnessy, there were numerous instances in which
Shaughnessy and other SEEK faculty members faced adversity from higher-ups within the
college. In a note Shaughnessy had written to the English department chair at the time,
Edmund Volpe, she was encouraging her fellow SEEK faculty members to attend
department meetings “but they clearly [felt] unwanted and uncomfortable” (93).
Shaughnessy, as the pioneer and ringleader of SEEK during this time, was herself, not
exempt from the disdain of fellow, but perhaps more “powerful,” faculty and
administration. As Shaughnessy was accused of “bringing the slums” to City College,
Gleason also faced similar discrimination when the results of her study, which had proven
advantageous, were instead used to argue that City College “lacks standards,” as was stated
in a vitriolic editorial entitled, “CCNY’s Fall From Grace” (1997), which was published to
attack her study and remedial-alternative course (579). I observe these findings as
consistent with an ongoing argument for the “necessity” of remediation in the forms of
skills and drills and the push to professionalize without the consideration of alternative
options for students who may need more emphasis on their writing.

The teach-to-the-test curriculum is patronizing and is often branded on students of color,
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as the archives and Gleason’s work show, in an automatic assumption that these students
need the rote mechanics of a typical remedial course, but fail to think of new and more
interesting ways that the same results can be achieved. According to Kynard, “[…] A radical
discourse and praxis, a new literacies movement, for black liberation across multiple arenas
is also an important context from which to understand New York City and the struggles
over who and what CUNY could and should be” (emphasis in original 158). But as Kynard
also claims, “[…] CUNY’s open admissions policies and basic writing’s race-evasive
discourse worked when they served white interests of maintaining racial accord in central
city centers and offering the image of public higher education as egalitarian” (166). The
image portrayed significantly contrasts the actual work that was being done. The
treatment of and dealings with these students juxtapose, as Kynard claims, “what CUNY
could and should be” (emphasis mine). Furthermore, the lack of concern and the lack of
creativity on the part of upper administration speak to the blatant racism these students
faced—as if to just deal with them and be done.

While Shaughnessy is curiously absent from much of the SEEK collection in City College’s
archives (perhaps because within the City College archives she has her own collection—an
important historical figure to CUNY she certainly was) her stories and experiences clearly
align with those which are pulled directly from the histories of the events during this
contentious time. This can be seen in Shaughnessy’s alliance with her fellow faculty
members and her students, as documented by Maher—the solidarity that proliferated as a
result of the resistance faced by both SEEK students and faculty members. And though
other large names were part of this program, like Adrienne Rich who actually wrote about
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teaching in the SEEK program and used poetry and autobiographical writing with her
students (and who also does not make much of an appearance in the SEEK archive
collection, for some unknown reason), many of the other SEEK faculty members are
enigmatic figures that appear nameless and heroic in memos, articles, and narratives of the
archive.

One poignant story of solidarity particularly stands out. The first meeting held by SEEK
faculty was over an issue of posters that had been hung in the Alamac Hotel dormitory area.
It was noted that they appeared to be “black nationalist or otherwise strongly political.”
The meeting was called by Dr. Branman to announce his decision to the faculty that no
posters would be permitted. Dr. Branman further informed the faculty that, because they
were lecturers, though they may not have agreed with his decision, they had no vote on the
matter. Those faculty members who did defend the students’ rights to express themselves
by creating and hanging the posters posed the issue in educational terms: “They argued
that bringing disadvantaged students into higher education had to involve more than
simple learning of necessary skills, that the students must be free to behave independently,
despite possible adverse reaction by the outer society to their conduct.” The posters, an act
of artistic expression, were an instance of student resistance, a way to make their voices
heard—voices that heretofore had been silenced due to the racial oppression and the
unwelcoming environment these students were forced to live and learn in.

While it is not recorded in the archive exactly what the posters said or portrayed, that they
were received with resistance speaks to their message of revolt against this white
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supremacist oppression. The event of the posters came to be a pivotal point in which
students and faculty banded together against upper administration and full-time faculty;
certain members of this faculty group that sided with students came to be known as the
“SEEK Ten” and “emerged as leaders.” Not much is known about the SEEK Ten—no names
or identities—other than the fact that not one of them was rehired to teach within the
program the following year, as we may surmise, due to the fact that they sided with
students against administration in defense of students’ freedom of expression and the ways
they organized their pedagogies. Perhaps this mysterious representation of them in the
archive was intentional in protecting their identities. Nevertheless, it’s curious to consider
that, even as nameless figures, they appear more often in the archive than do Shaughnessy
or Rich.

This group of faculty members was branded as “rebels” by the administration and in
defense of the administration’s decision to not rehire them they cited the reason as the
SEEK Ten having a “different pedagogical vision.” Though it is not clear exactly what this
“different pedagogical vision” was, we do know it speaks to student support in the form of
activism—their activism; their urgent need to call attention and create awareness in ways
that they saw fit. It meant the turning away from the skills and drills remedial curriculum
that was deemed as necessary by upper administration and some full-time faculty who saw
these students as entering the college with a deficiency, rather than seeing what these
students could contribute to the culture of their institution. I see the vision of SEEK
instructors, then, as expressivist in nature as it focused on these students—the
contributions they could make: the stories and struggles they had lived through and the
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brilliant ways that they could relay such stories and struggles—oftentimes through the use
of artistic measures (as we will see a bit later in this chapter).

But simply in looking at the observations certain SEEK instructors made of their students
and the ways they chose to approach certain challenges they faced, we can detect a stray
from the ordinary and conventional ways that many saw fit in educating these students. In
Sean Molloy’s doctoral dissertation, A Convenient Myopia: SEEK, Shaughnessy, and the Rise
of High- Stakes Testing at CUNY, these prejudices are closely examined, one instance being
noted of the aforementioned Edmund Volpe, who according to Molloy in going over Volpe’s
papers, suggested that the SEEK students were “somehow inferior or unteachable” (171).
Volpe therefore felt it beneath many full-time faculty to “waste their time” teaching this
body of students and, according to Molloy, added to the already heavy workload in all
writing courses and then increased it even more for SEEK sections while reducing the
teaching load for literature courses (171). The heavy load of SEEK teaching was left to
part-time / contingent faculty and volunteers—perhaps in Volpe’s prejudiced attempt to
tackle the issue of teaching the “unteachable.”

Molloy also speaks in depth about one particular volunteer by the name of Leonard Kriegel,
an assistant professor at City College, who “was one of the successful volunteers; he taught
two SEEK writing classes in 1967-68. He did find his first class very challenging—but not
because there was anything wrong with the fourteen SEEK students” (171). Molloy
explains how Kriegel did find some errors in their first batch of papers, but that this did not
surprise him; and that, furthermore, the students had already improved their mechanics in
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another SEEK course. Instead, and contrary to the student challenges that Volpe had been
bent on:
What surprised Kriegel in those papers was his students’ initial mix of raw anger
and banal ideas. More shocking to Kriegel was that when he sent the students to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art to write about a statue, most didn’t already know its
location; some were even uncomfortable going there (1968, p. 271). (171-172)
The actual challenges, then, had little to nothing to do with grammar and syntax, but
everything to do with the way these students had been “handled” in their educations. The
above observations speak heavily to the types of education these students had received,
and to the potential they had for something much greater. It was clear for Kriegel to see, as
it is for us to now observe, that these students had not been done justice in the education
that was given to them. Their time had been wasted, contrary to Volpe’s suggestion that
their instructors would be the ones wasting their time.

I think what Kriegel’s experience in teaching SEEK students makes clear is that this would
have been a wonderful opportunity for instructors to do right by these students: to reveal
that untapped talent and potential and to finally allow them the opportunity to receive an
education that did them justice. But as Molloy also explains, Kriegel, at first indoctrinated
by the mentality of prejudice against these students, “focused on fixing grammar and
syntax” only to find that “most of the students wrote “terribly pedestrian papers”” (172). It
was then that:
Kriegel began to learn about his students’ fears and goals; [and] he found they were
a lot like his other students; they began to open up to him. “Quite suddenly, they
were students, interested in discovering what they could, aware of Vietnam, of the
unrest on campus, aware now of a world filled with possibilities as well as threats”
(1968, p. 272). Soon “they had begun to find a voice” (1968, p. 273). (172)
Kriegel, in tapping into this unharnessed potential, was able to go beyond the
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conventional—to do something of meaning for these students and, essentially, for the
program; SEEK would eventually become a program of lasting repute, helping students of
diverse backgrounds and economic circumstances—helping them in real ways—not
labeling them, doubting them, or dumbing down what would be expected of them.

According to Molloy, and in accordance with what I believe this proves of SEEK’s lasting
power and testament to a new body of students:
In all, Kriegel learned that the SEEK students possessed “as much potential as middle class”
students. And he wrote that the SEEK program was “one of the few hopeful signs in what is
called ‘higher education’” as it worked to break down the “wall built out of ‘academic
standards’” that City College had built “to protect itself from Harlem” (1968, pp. 272-273).
(172)
Kriegel was one of many SEEK instructors who indebted himself to the positive promises
that the program would bring to these students: the chance of upward mobility; of success
in life; and first off, of higher education.

The SEEK Ten, as mentioned prior were a group who took the unconventional route, as did
Kriegel, to help their students. However, the decision to not rehire these faculty members
was based upon conflicting interests and was actually a violation of the SEEK Ten’s
Academic Freedom. Located within the archive is the Statement of Principles or Academic
Freedom and Tenure (1940), which states that “non-tenured faculty should have the same
academic freedom, possessed by all other members of the faculty, to teach, to engage in
research, and to speak out as citizens on both public and institutional affairs free of
institutional censorship or discipline.” Clearly, the principles of this statement, drawn up in
a very different time, and a different City College, were designed for a different group of
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non-tenured faculty. The protests of the past, which served as the catalyst for the 1940
Academic Freedom statement, were carried out by a mainly Jewish population—a minority
group, indeed, but not necessarily a minority group of color. And though not a group of
white individuals per se, at least in the Anglo-Saxon sense, it is hard to deny that, though all
minority groups face some form of discrimination, the African-American and
Latinx/Hispanic populations face discrimination disproportionately where compared to
other minority cohorts—and particularly at this time in our country’s history. The 1940
Academic Freedom statement did not meet the needs of persons of color then in the 1960s
and ‘70s. And, as with SEEK in the 1960s, the majority of students were either Black or
Puerto Rican, a known fact of the mysterious SEEK Ten was that they were mostly, if not all,
people of color as well.

As Martha Biondi claims in To Stand and Fight: The Struggle for Civil Rights in Postwar New
York City, “In institutions of higher education, Jewish students faced quotas limiting their
enrollment, while African Americans faced near total exclusion” (99) and even with the
uptick of enrollment of African American and Puerto Rican students (and faculty) in the
1960s, the exclusion that Biondi speaks of in a literal sense became one of a more figurative
sense—these students were there, physically part of the university, but excluded where
important decisions were being made—a complete neglect of their existence and disregard
for their well-being, as well as agency in their intellectual positions and freedoms.

Their right to Academic Freedom had been violated, which led to a tenacious revolt in
which students rallied to the defense of their loyal faculty members, now aiding them in
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various ways, such as helping to raise money to cover their legal expenses. Students did so
by putting on plays and holding soirees of sorts where refreshments would be served and
awareness would be made of the cause, in both cases, charging a modest cover fee. Both
the students and faculty had faced blatant discrimination from a ruling hierarchy that made
decisions that they saw as fit and righteous to their own standards of what they
erroneously believed to be best for the school—but certainly not for their student body.
These students and faculty used their administrative literacies to organize these activist
events and to circulate their messages. And they did so by using expressivist means that
showcased their artistic and creative abilities—that told the important stories of their lives
and experiences.

In making a comparison to today’s composition classrooms, at least through my own
experiences, I observe stark parallels. While I certainly do not see my own relationship
with my students and the ways we conduct our class time today as in jeopardy, as was the
case of the original SEEK era instructors, I note parallels between the times, observing even
today, a subtle and sometimes not so subtle, racist approach to pedagogy and the teaching
of students of color, where the skills and drills approach is often pushed, where basic
writing classes praise the five-paragraph essay and the teach-to-the-test mentality.
Furthermore, though I don’t fear the loss of my job necessarily, there are certain aspects of
my pedagogy that I would be wary to share with certain individuals in my department.

Nevertheless, as I have said time and again and this is, in some ways, the mantra of this
work: Any important change requires some element of risk. When SEEK faculty,
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particularly the SEEK Ten, defended students and their rights to an education that
“provided more than simple learning of necessary skills,” they did not just challenge the
bureaucratic ideals of what the administration claimed to be fit for the school and,
fallaciously, its students; they challenged racist notions targeted specifically to the groups
of minority students entering the school—students whom Mina Shaughnessy often
referred to as “new” students. They did this by pushing unconventional pedagogies. They
did this by backing students, supporting them in their artistic endeavors, and allowing
them a creative outlet and platform to voice concerns and raise awareness (more examples
later in this chapter). They did this by speaking up and speaking out, first saying that
“bringing disadvantaged students into higher education had to involve more than simple
learning of necessary skills.”

In Mary Soliday’s The Politics of Remediation, in which she reflects a great deal on
Shaughnessy’s work during the 1960s and ‘70s at City College, she presents, side by side,
the politics of the department to remediate these new students with Shaughnessy’s own
vision of what a useful curriculum should entail. Soliday shares from “the revised syllabus
approved in the spring of 1965, that the committee wrote: The study of grammar and
syntax, puntuation [sic], mechanics and spelling will be primarily the responsibility of the
student. He will be expected to become proficient in these areas by using English 3200 (a
programmed text)” (56). As evident through the work of Soliday, Maher (in Shaughnessy’s
biography), and various memos from the archive, with the influx of Black and Puerto Rican
students, administrative approaches took a stark turn toward remediation through, as
stated here, “grammar, syntax, spelling,” and the like. This clearly displays the low
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expectations that administration held for these students, reducing the curriculum to rote
mechanics. And I can’t help but remark on the irony of the fact that the word “punctuation”
is misspelled, despite the committee’s wish to impose the importance of spelling upon
these students.

While many members of the upper administration and full-time faculty did not wish to see
these “new” students at City College in the first place, it furthers their racist ideology that
they also didn’t care to develop new, interesting, or innovative ways for these students and
their instructors to approach the remedial pedagogy. What would eventually come to be
known as “basic writing,” would, according to them, be just that in theory—basic and,
furthermore, bland. Revealing this racist ideology at its roots in the academy is a key part
of my project, as racism still exists today in the academy and all around us as well. In David
Fleming’s, From Form to Meaning: Freshman Composition and the Long Sixties, 1957-1974,
Fleming observes that, “[…] The story of freshman composition in this country is
inextricably entangled with these crises, which typically occur during moments of
economic and sociocultural transformation. Complaints about students’ writing abilities,
therefore, often reveal more about the complainants than about the students themselves”
(173). We can certainly see these crises as we observe our country today—with an
incompetent president; a global pandemic; and activist movements, protests, and riots
against police brutality—just as well as in the ‘60s. While all students are products of their
environments and are, therefore, deeply affected by the world around them, the students
that would likely suffer most, as a result of this lack of human understanding, would indeed
be remedial students, not only because of the overall sense of neglect and discrimination
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they have been dealt in society and in the academy, but also due to the fact that minority
individuals are disproportionately affected by such crises compared to their white
counterparts.

Fifty or sixty years ago a prescriptive curriculum would serve as the only offer for these
students to learn from, and for their instructors to teach; certainly by the standards of the
administration, anything expressive, creative, or artistic would merely be superfluous and
a waste of time for students who should be fed basic / necessary skills simply to get them
to graduate and, sadly, this notion still holds weight today, as current basic writing
programs often prove. Soliday, however, who also taught at City College (albeit at a
different time and under very different educational and institutional contexts) is familiar
with the history of SEEK and basic writing on a personal level, and her experiences can
attest to the persisting efforts of discriminatory pedagogies, despite institutional
development that seeks to ameliorate and even eradicate such discrimination. She claims
that, “English is not only curriculum, but also a discipline organized institutionally at
different historical moments. And though remediation is always with us, it is never present
in quite the same ways; it is organized differently to mediate the political needs of
institutions at specific moments and places” (67). This statement, which I firmly agree
with, could not hold more weight in any time other than the 1960s and ‘70s—a prolific
time in our country’s culture with various movements and moments of activism—and now,
I also believe, today.
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But particularly in considering the contexts of this civil rights movement, Soliday’s claim is
further evidenced by the archive’s cache of beautiful student works that spoke to the ideals
of activism and their revolt against oppression to receive an education that they saw fit for
themselves. Though contemporary issues of remediation and curriculum are different in
context, with very different sources of institutional policy and power, what is crucial to take
into account is the underlying implications of racist-motivated ideologies that are
embedded in the culture of remediation curriculum. And while even the 1960s and ‘70s
show other accounts of the pedagogy done in SEEK that follow a much more forwardthinking type of curriculum and program design, not really based in skills-and-drills, it is
also crucial to consider who was responsible for these more progressive pedagogies for
SEEK students—and who was against them.

STUDENTS (AND INSTRUCTORS) STRIKE BACK
SEEK students, with the guidance of SEEK instructors, whom mostly remain anonymous in
the archive, pursued artistic endeavors, as I would presume, much to the chagrin of the
administrators and faculty who had so ardently tried to box them into a mechanical form of
remedial work. However, as proven through the histories of SEEK students, it’s evident
that these students did, indeed, wish to receive an education that challenged them
creatively and artistically and made evident the importance of their own thoughts, ideas,
and inclinations—that gave them a voice. This can be seen through the various student
literary magazines that contained poetry, prose, short stories, and even artwork. Found in
the SEEK collection archive there are student publications that are important contributions
to their cause and serve their own needs for the types of writing and learning they wished
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to take part in. Two that that appear most frequently are “The Third World Voice,” and “La
Boriqueña.”

The “Third World Voice” was a magazine that contained contributions by SEEK students,
particularly students of color, which allowed access of prevalent racial issues to be voiced
and awareness of such issues to be spread throughout the campus. In an issue from March
1969, the magazine opens with a note from the editors: “THE THIRD WORLD VOICE is your
paper, and you are cordially invited to submit your news and creative material for
publication. All contributions, whether opinionated or creative, will be considered, and
greatly appreciated.” Following the editors’ note, there are some articles on news
regarding the politics of SEEK, predominantly focusing on the potential threat of reducing
and possibly terminating the program which, at this time, was a major cause for student
activism and revolt. But by the third page we see student contributions that appear in the
form of poetry. The first poem that appears on this page begins:
Move over whitey, and let go of my hand,
Move over white man, I’m claiming my part of this land.
Move over whitey, with your ignorant Klans,
Move over, white man, we’ve got brand new plans.

This edition of the paper with this poem was published right before the student riots and
take-over of the City College campus. The riots and take-over happened in April of 1969,
while this edition was published in March of 1969. This poem says, in many ways, what the
students who overtook the campus negotiated. As the poem continues, the speaker delves
into the racial injustices suffered during this particular time in history, and on the City
College campus. And though this speaker is a student who has made great strides in the
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pursuit of his/her own equality, attending college, fighting for a right to education and to be
part of a non-segregated academic community, it is clear through the histories of SEEK and
the rhetorics of these particular students that, though equality may have been on the
horizon, it was still far from grasp.

The student claims “[his/her] part of this land,” to show that the land of the university is
one that has to be claimed, to be taken—it would not simply be given, handed over—a
privilege as it had been to fortunate non-minority students. What is most important here is
the element of personal experience, not only as a tool of writerly agency, but in advocating
for solidarity. What the student poet accomplishes in the lines above (and in the rest of the
poem, not included) is an inclusive perspective that speaks artistically of the injustices
bestowed upon people of color in a particular time in history. Regardless of who the reader
is, despite race, class, time, or social construct, the reader feels the writer’s pain of
deprivation, of denial, and can imagine what it must feel like to have to take when we are
not given. The writer essentially turns the “I” to “We.”

The significance of what is achieved in these student publications speaks to the issue of
community, and contests the notions of anti-expressivist pedagogies and the critics who
tout them, claiming that expressive forms of writing are too self-centered and not inclusive
of the whole. Student publications in magazine editorials such as “The Third World Voice”
and “La Boriqueña” prove this claim erroneous as we may see that, through personal
experience explored first, solidarity is achieved through the shared experiences of
oppressed minority groups. Similar in theory, though different in design, what the archive
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offers in salvaged collections (just two of them) of “La Boriqueña” speak more to activism
than to art. These two items appear from March of 1971, slightly later than “The Third
World Voice” copies in the archive. In the editorial opening note from March 11th, 1971, a
student who identifies particularly as a “S.E.E.K.” student, Alejandro Cruz, titles his opening
address, “TO ALL MY HAPPY CAPTIVES,” and then goes on to write:
The Puerto Rican Students Union will continue to bring to the students their need for more
awareness of their exploited status, which is being a happy captive in the school system of
the capitalist society. The Bulletin will make the students aware of their own unawareness
toward exploitation of their own races.

This student performs the rhetoric of activism in the opening statement as a way to
challenge the rampant prejudices and injustices imposed upon them as non-traditional
students who sought a college education during a time when colleges were only beginning
to see greater enrollment of students of color. One selection fights back with poetry (“The
Third World Voice”), the other with prose (“La Boriqueña”).

Nevertheless, both the art and activism that appear in the editorials offer the element of
performance—a type of expressive pedagogy that pushes traditionalist teaching and
learning aside—learning that encompasses rote mechanics and was deemed necessary for
SEEK students entering CUNY during this time. The addition of activism, particularly as it
may pertain to art, is what makes this approach neo-expressivist—again, harnessing the
lost elements from expressivism’s inception, looking to the world around us; using
opportunities of awareness and activism; making art that speaks to meaningful moments.
If we contextualize these publications in the history of the City College riots, which took
place in April of 1969, we have another analytic perspective about them. The publication
from “Third World Voice” takes place one month prior to the riots, which speaks explicitly
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to the perspective of student advocacy and action. The publication from “La Boriquena”
comes two years later and, therefore, I believe speaks to the persisting issue of racism and
neglect despite the concerted efforts of these students. It may have been that the upper
administration just ignored these publications because they didn’t see them as important
or valuable—but it may be something even more sinister, as we have discussed. Students
complained that their voices weren’t being heard; therefore, they overtook the campus.
The upper administration not paying attention to these publications would, in any event, be
an early example of them ignoring students’ ideas and demands.

Again considering the important theoretical work of Nicole Wallack, we are challenged, and
even dared, to reconsider the ways that we, as instructors, approach our own pedagogies
and as what we deem fit and/or appropriate, particularly when remedial work is involved.
As Wallack views the essay as an art form, we too may consider the various instances of
student writing as art forms as well—art forms that do not, however, come without their
own challenges for students. Wallack claims, “Without the imprimatur of a professional
title or the gravitas of a reputation as a public intellectual, young essayists have two
challenges to overcome before they ever begin writing: how to establish that they are to be
trusted as thinkers and writers, and how to find materials that might interest them to
engage as writers” (12). Surely, part of the problem in engaging students in writing is
connected to the issue of trust—that students oftentimes do not trust themselves as savvy
or even smart enough to take on the important work of writing and, quite frankly, how can
they when the academy has been set up against them?
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The other issue certainly is of student interest. How can we expect students to be
interested in writing if they have no interest in what they are writing about? A simple
question that seems to have a simple answer, yet many students are barred from partaking
in topics and conversations that potentially could be of interest to them. Students of all
circumstances should be given the opportunity to write about matters of concern and
interest. But, furthermore, I believe in pushing them to observe the world around them, to
attempt to make order from the chaos that is life—through writing as an art form and
through other mediums of artistic expression as well. The archive holds stories of
courageous and creative faculty and students of SEEK, and even today we can observe
faculty and students who continue to push for a more meaningful pedagogy.

The student writing exhibited in the SEEK editorials constitutes a form of expression that
Wallack would see as fit in tackling student inhibitions and arousing student interest. While
there is no evidence of administrative or anti-SEEK faculty reactions to these editorials, it is
curious to consider what they must have thought upon learning of them. From what exists
as items in the archive, we may surmise that these were not the types of student writing
that the higher-ups would have approved of—which only makes more evident the
importance of their existence, in the context of the students’ work in a particular time, and
in the context of history, for our own understanding today as well.

The hierarchical dynamics are flipped when students are allowed the opportunity and,
furthermore, encouraged to question the world around them. In James Baldwin’s 1963
address, “A Talk to Teachers,” he discusses the gravitas of student involvement, not only as
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discerning agents in the construction of their educations, but as active participants in
working toward a better world. He claims:
I would teach [students] that there are currently very few standards in this country
which are worth a man’s respect. That it is up to [them] to change these standards
for the sake of the life and the health of the country. […] I would teach [them] that
[they don’t] have to be bound by the expediencies of any given administration, any
given policy, any given morality; that [they have] the right and the necessity to
examine everything. (5)
Baldwin’s words speak to the ideas of challenging administration, challenging authority,
and the proof of students’ power to incite change. Delivered around the same the time that
the CUNY students created their activist work, the message harkens to a time of unrest
responded to by revolution—and of the necessity to take action—to respond to the
injustices as an only hope, students with their teachers by their sides.

Through SEEK’s rhetorical histories, and particularly the important work that SEEK
students accomplished, with the guidance of their loyal and dedicated faculty, we may
garner an understanding of why certain ways of writing appealed to them—because they
were allotted platforms to perform their activism, to make their voices heard against an
oppressive majority, and because they were granted an opportunity to be expressive and
artistic, and to showcase their abilities beyond proof of grammatical and mechanical
proficiency. Furthermore, these students make evident the crucial role that all students
must play in crafting their own educations, and in being active members of their academic
communities—that ethos serves a purpose to begin from a place of self, and that solidarity
is achieved through these shared experiences.
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This is not only true of the prolific 1960s, but true in regards to today as well. That SEEK
still exists as a program today further bolsters the argument for the reconsideration of a
“new” student—a student, who today, is not so new anymore—and further acknowledges
the student writer as artist, activist, and academic. I want to talk about my own students—
how I see them in these roles; how I feel a responsibility to, more than anything, give them
that sense of academic freedom and allow them the choices and autonomy that so many
students of the past had to fight for, especially seeing that my students are CUNY students,
as are the students of the aforementioned archive. Before I do that, however, I believe
observing the academic world and its history beyond CUNY is crucial. Revisiting what I
discovered (and didn’t discover) in other archives is paramount to the argument at hand—
to understanding what we have been up against, and where we had and still have allies and
adversaries.

THE ARCHIVES TELL ALL, EVEN WHEN THEY DON’T TELL
I also visited the National Composition and Rhetoric Archives at the University of Rhode
Island to see what I could gather of expressivism’s past—particularly where artwork and
activism would be concerned. Considering it was the 1960s and ‘70s I was looking into,
and considering the CUNY archives of this time period had been loaded with such
materials—stories, poetry, drawings, et cetera, I expected to find a treasure trove of similar
items in a national archive. I never am able to abandon expectations when I visit archives,
unfortunately. Needless to say, I couldn’t find much at all about art or activism, or
expressivism, really—there were only the voids, the gaps where I hoped to find these
moments. But as we often realize once we leave the archive and review the pictures and
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notes we have taken, the absences speak volumes. Someone is making these important
decisions as to what is worth saving and preserving for researchers to find.

In broadening my scope beyond CUNY, what I located as a trend in various materials I
rummaged through were two main things: an overall suspicion of “personal” writing and a
disdain for student writing in general—seeing neither as intellectual enough for pursuit of
scholarly endeavors. With the progression of the decades, these sentiments increase. As I
would suspect, the ‘60s offered some penchant toward an artsier approach; this clearly
faded by the late ‘70s where the skepticism of creativity and personal work picked up; and
by the ‘80s it was good old skills and drills—reviewing handbooks that focused intensely
on technicalities such as grammar and sentence structure. According to Roderick
Ferguson, in We Demand: the University and Student Protests:
If the 1960s and ‘70s saw a social movement push for increasing the life chances of
socially and economically disenfranchised communities and the well-being of our
world, the 1980s brought about a new challenge to that drive. In that decade, we
observed another type of personhood emerging, one that was in opposition to the
prior attempts at redistribution—that is, the personhood of the corporation, which
became a point of mobilization. (40)
Ferguson refers throughout his book to the Powell Memorandum (1971), a memo that
claimed corporations should have the same rights as human beings, thus prompting a shift
that would turn the nation from an investment in human capital toward one of corporate
capital, and as Ferguson further explains, creating “new partnerships that bloomed
between corporations and the academy” (41). As Ferguson claims above, and as would not
likely be a surprise, minority individuals within the academy are those who would suffer
most from this turn. And though the National Composition and Rhetoric Archives held
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items that made inferences of this injustice, there were blanks to fill in and puzzle pieces to
fit together.

In this particular archive collection, after correspondence with its curator, who I informed
of my research interests and intentions, I showed up on the day of my visit to the
professor’s office, as the materials had not yet been officially archived in the library, and
found a number of heavy cardboard boxes stacked on the floor. To my surprise, I was left
alone with the materials and so I took my shoes off, sat on the floor and got comfy to begin
my dig. Much of what had been put aside for me were book draft reviews—teaching
manuals for textbooks, to be exact—a great number of them, and they varied in their
content depending upon the time period they came from.

The closest hint I could locate to an expressivist bend was in one draft for a teaching
manual which was, at the time, titled The Art of Argument. The author of this manuscript is
Professor William Brandt of the University of California and the files, Brandt’s letter to the
publisher and the written review by Professor Richard Beal, are dated April and May of
1966, respectively. In response to this draft, Beal comments that one strength it holds is
the acknowledgment that writing, in addition to being “reportorial” and “persuasive,” must
also rely upon “self-expression.” However, Beal further comments:
The approach which the authors take seems to me to be theoretically defensible and
to be potentially attractive at least to a certain kind of instructor. If the present title
is retained, it will be necessary to somehow persuade the people that the text is not
as specialized as the title suggests. Obviously it would be easier somehow to modify
the title to suggest a broader concern with writing than it would be to ask people to
in some sense persuade the potential user that the relevance of the text is greater
than the title might lead them to believe. (emphasis mine)
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Part of the mystery of this artifact lies in the hidden meaning behind Beal’s words and
advice. Who did he believe might be the “certain kind of instructor” who this book would
most appeal to and what exactly was he suggesting by the problematic nature of the title? I
felt it necessary to emphasize “certain kind of instructor” to draw attention to the
dichotomy between teaching styles, particularly in considering the time period of the
1960s—expressivism’s inception.

One can only hypothesize, but it is likely that Beal is referring to those who may have been
labeled expressivists, but also perhaps even those who were simply more open to the ideas
of self-expression and student autonomy—the “moderate” expressivist camp, if you will—
the Elbows, Murrays, and Macrories. As for Beal’s issue with the title, I imagine it is the
word “art” that renders a problematic nature for him. Though it speaks to the time as well,
when we consider expressivism and Happenings composition, both of which made major
splashes in the ‘60s, we are reminded of the appeal of art and argument as a harmonious
pairing and even as seeing argument as an art form. Though perhaps Beal saw this
approach as more of a pedagogical (and somewhat radical) trend that would not
necessarily hold weight with more traditionalist educators.

Beal’s collection was suggested to me based upon my interests and what I was specifically
looking for. Though I at first didn’t recognize his name, his collection is mentioned as one
of the “Meccas” of composition and rhetoric by Cheryl Glenn and Jessica Enoch in their
contribution to Working in the Archives: Practical Research Methods for Rhetoric and
Composition (16). Beal appears again in memos and items from the 1970s and ‘80s. Using
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Beal as a subject to trace composition teaching practices has shed some light for me upon
the issue of expressivism and how certain values of expressivism were either embraced or
rejected and in which time period.

His review of a manuscript in 1975 submitted by Shor and Fishman (who I presume to be
Ira Shor and Stephen Fishman) centers on a preoccupation Beal seems to have with the
book being geared toward “student interest.” I read this as Beal seeing the issue of
appealing to students as problematic. If we follow Ferguson’s argument concerning the
Powell Memorandum’s influence on the academy, then Beal’s apprehension of student
interest-geared texts makes sense. According to Ferguson, “For Powell, revisions [of
textbooks] were made not to critique social inequalities but to accommodate the
viewpoints of interest groups, so textbooks should be rewritten to reflect the interests of
corporations as a social group too” (43). The authors, Shor and Fishman, promote their
manuscript (no title found, only referred to as Handbook Project) as “revolutionizing” the
teaching of grammar to remedial students, yet Beal isn’t sold on the idea. He admits that
there is nothing revolutionary about the teaching of grammar, which is as if to say that the
authors’ ambitious attempt to revolutionize the subject and, furthermore, grab students’
interest in doing so, is a waste of time.

What I observe here is an issue of remediation, as it relies upon grammar first and foremost
in many instances, but in a time period where we find a debate of writers and reviewer
resulting in a manuscript that is caught in the crosshairs of two distinct pedagogical
ideologies. While such distinctions would leave room for debate in any field of
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composition, the fact that this is an attempt to write a remedial text furthers the
complications of teaching approaches. In other words, the addition of a further
complicated sector of composition, remedial writing, begs the question of responsibility in
not only teaching, but doing the extra work of teaching students who are labeled as having
a deficiency in writing. While I don’t see Shor, in reflecting on his work, as an expressivist, I
feel that what his work was and is geared toward—student activism, authority, and
agency—is precisely what was missing from expressivism and is the added ingredient of
neo-expressivsm.

For neo-expressivism to work it must fold in a hearty dose of critical pedagogy—and what
many critics fail to realize is that it can, and it does. In considering the necessary
components of theory and practice / praxis as part of a pedagogy—in studying the history
of a particular pedagogy, and in applying it to current classrooms—the goal of critical
pedagogy that Shor speaks of, particularly in his Critical Teaching and Everyday Life, speaks
of power distribution between teacher and students and the active engagement of each
student in pursuit of an education that is not merely a "mimicry of the professorial style”
(103). This statement rings of familiarity with previous expressivist claims from Elbow
and Macrorie—that of power distribution, of student engagement and student
empowerment—students as active agents in their own educations, but adding the activist
bend that Shor has employed in his own classrooms is where I see the important work of
student involvement today—an important turn to take in our current neo-expressivist
classrooms.
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While still on the topic of Shor and Fishman’s proposed manuscript, another reviewer’s
response (which reads differently, but not necessarily more positively than Beal’s review)
reveals his overall take on grammar. Charlie Cobb writes in a letter to Harriet Nolte, Senior
Editor for Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc. in 1975:
There is (NO) evidence that knowing grammar makes a student a more effective
reader; however, there is less evidence that such knowledge makes him a better
writer. Nor does such a skill increase his ability to think. Scholars study grammar
because that is the kind of thing scholars do. To teach grammar to students,
especially the less linguistically able, is an exercise in absurdity. If you know of any
studies or investigations that offer contrary evidence send them to me!
Nevertheless, there are thousands of teachers teaching grammar. It is fun for
them—a kind of puzzle solving game—and for some students. It is easy to do: lots
of exercises, blanks to fill in, “scientific” scores and correct answers. (emphasis in
original)
The importance of this find centers on the convoluted nature of the argument surrounding
expressivism. While it is impossible to label Cobb an expressivist, especially knowing so
little of him—even after performing a rather in-depth Google search—what happens in
retrieving these artifacts has everything to do with expressivist and anti-expressivist
stances—with those whom we may surmise to be allies and adversaries of the practice.
Cobb may be more sympathetic to the ideas of expressivist teaching after reading of his
blunt disdain for the teaching of grammar, while Beal may be not so sympathetic, due to the
issue he takes with creating a work that appeals to students; he vacillates about the import
of grammar, yet still says teachers and students have fun doing it. And while both
reviewers admit some distaste for grammar and the teaching of grammar as a whole (Beal
claiming that there is nothing “revolutionary” about it, and Cobb bluntly stating its
ineffectiveness), both also ultimately come to a conclusion that, despite their lack of
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enthusiasm for the subject, grammar is a necessity for, as I would piece together though not
directly stated in the archives, the teaching of remedial composition.

In further proving the hypothesis regarding Beal and his lean toward the corporatization of
the academy, another review appears in 1979, which he appears to take even more offense
to. Beal, in response to this manuscript, displays an evident feeling of skepticism of
personal writing. In response to the manuscript, submitted by Audrey Roth, titled, Writing
About Oneself, Beal writes:
I’ve spent more than an hour meandering through the hundred or more pages of
this manuscript—at least twice as much as I expected to after the first few pages
simply because I found much of it genuinely pleasant reading. But I just don’t know
what could possibly be done with it that would make it a marketable text.
In reviewing this manuscript, Beal disregards the pleasant quality of the writing for
concern of the manuscript not being marketable as a writing textbook for teachers. This is
almost as if to say that academic writing and the teaching of academic writing must be void
of any enjoyment and further pushes the anti-expressivist belief that academic writing
should not be personal, further speaking to the turn toward professionalization that the
academy has taken.

Interestingly, Beal proceeds to reflect on a past semester in which he embarked on, what I
would refer to as an expressivist journey with his own students. His own take on the
events are fascinating to me. He writes:
I vaguely remember some long gone ambitious semester in which I set myself the
task of fulfilling personally every writing assignment I gave students. […] As I
remember it hazily, it was a good semester. The tactic had the advantage of
enabling me not only to be much more sympathetic to the student, but also of
making me more immediately aware of the kinds of problems posed by each
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different assignment. […] But it never occurred to me, even remotely, that I could
translate that whole experience or performance or whatever you call it into the raw
materials of a text. And although what Audrey is providing here is radically
different, to be sure, I don’t see any way that her materials can be translated into a
usable text.
My immediate question is, Why not? Beal’s previous experience, very Elbowian in its
design, I read as exactly the sort neo/expressivist practice that is worthwhile in a
composition classroom as a vital learning experience. Furthermore, it seems to be a very
expressivist “rule.” Many expressivist pedagogues urged teachers to do their own
assignments as a means to experience the process of the assignment so that they could
better advise students about it. I like the word “perform”—to see the instructor perform
the same way as students is a rare occasion that speaks not only to the academic necessity
of writing, but to see writing as a part of life—as something we all do; as an art form that is
practiced and performed, again and again. I omitted a sentence from the above quotation
in which Beal claims how he painstakingly completed all of the same tasks as his students
and often took longer than them to finish and was, ultimately, less satisfied with his own
work than with theirs. The importance of this claim and this experience lies in the idea of
viewing writing as a craft—one that can always be perfected, but that will never, of course,
be perfect—always a work in progress.
In that moment, I have renewed hope for Beal who I otherwise have read as a strict stickler
through my archival findings. However, I wonder if this is merely a 1960s Beal who taught
this class in which he performed as student, for my hope is quickly diminished as I finish
reading his response to Roth’s manuscript where he claims, “As an added observation, I’d
note that the kind of “self” and “writing about self” oriented text, which this would be if it
could conceivably be translated into a text, has probably moved well past its zenith.”
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Considering that this is written in 1979, the ideas have already changed drastically from
the 1960s. Writing and the academy have taken on a new mission, it seems, to
professionalize students and to push aside the personal, the artistic, and the expressive.

All senses of writing as an art form, of the importance of personal experience, of the beauty
of story-telling, have all but disappeared. Yet, in an ironic contrast, the letters exchanged
between academics (including Beal) that also appear in the archive are full of story-telling
moments. These letters are never just about the business at hand, but meander into more
delightful, readable, personal matters—matters that I presume rendered them worthy of
being archived in the first place. Alongside these discussions of manuscripts and surveys
and reports are the tales of academics and their non-academic lives: the teacher who likes
to swim twenty laps in the pool and then “catch some sun” after class; the one who is going
white water rafting next week in Colorado; the one whose son forgot to put stamps on the
envelope when he mailed the manuscript and so that’s why it arrived late; the one who is
firing his secretary; the one who just had a baby; the one who is going through a divorce, et
cetera. Somehow these moments are important enough to make it into our
correspondence, but should be dropped from the classroom.

From the 1980s, where things take an even sharper turn away from expressivist practices, I
located a different useful item: a survey taken from various institutions (both two-year and
four-year) across the country in response to questions about what college educators would
like to see in a textbook for teaching composition. The survey, conducted in January 1984,
asks a variety of questions, but one that stood out to me is: “Does the book you’re
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[currently] using include examples of student writing? Is this important?” I was saddened,
though not necessarily surprised, to see the answers. For the first question, as to whether
or not the current textbook used student examples, of 37 responses 3 were “yes” and 34
were “no.” The second question offered a bit more promise when asked whether or not
student writing was important to include in a text: 14 responded “yes”, 21 responded “no”,
and 2 were unsure. While there were some more educators who thought student writing
was important in a text for teaching composition, those who thought it a bad idea still out
numbered those in favor.

These results speak to the low regard for student writing overall. Where reasons were
provided for answers, many times an explanation for an answer of “no” centered on the
claim that student writing is not “professional enough” to be included in textbooks. One
response, which I decided to count as an “unsure” was: “It would be a good idea if student
writing could actually be good.” I would also add that most of the negative responses and
adversity toward student writing came from two-year institutions, though some came from
four-year institutions as well. The fact that most negativity came from two-year
institutions, however, proves that there is a stigma on those students who enroll in twoyear institutions—certainly more so than those who attend four-year institutions, with the
community college as anormally a major site of remediation: “it’s their job.”

I see this as aligning with the issues that surround composition and remediation and the
types of pedagogies that are deemed appropriate for particular student bodies, primarily
when we think of remediation and/or two-year institutions / community colleges and
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envision the students who end up in these academic sectors: students who are often
economically disadvantaged, who are often students of color, first-generation students, ESL
(English as a second language) students, students who have likely had to struggle to get
where they are only to be fed skills and drills in an attempt to professionalize them.
Furthermore, as Kynard states in paraphrasing Karabel and Brint:
Today, students attend CUNY’s two-year schools for remediation. CUNY, however,
alongside American universities in general, has always had plenty of practice with
funneling African American and Puerto Rican students off to community colleges, a
phenomenon that occurred after the demands for access to white universities. […]
Two-year colleges exist as a type of buffer in an era of increasing access to
bachelor’s degrees and so protect the four-year schools. (165)
Such a form of practice is clearly motivated by a racist mentality. From my own experience
of teaching at CUNY, I have been in both types of institutions: four-year and two-year, and I
have witnessed the differences first-hand. For one, there is of course, as Kynard notes, the
differences of demographics: CUNY’s four-year institutions generally have very diverse
classrooms—a mix of East Asian, South Asian, Hispanic/Latinx, Caucasion, and African
American students; in the community college classrooms where I taught, the entire class
was comprised of African American and Hispanic/Latinx students.

The differences in how we should conduct our classrooms were palpable, as well.
Assignments that I designed which involved such things as reflecting on personal
experience, writing narratives, and incorporating visuals / artwork into writing were
praised at the four-year institutions, while at the two-year college I recall receiving
feedback in which I was met with adversity with one full-time professor, who after
observing me, said, “I’m not sure what they (the students) are supposed to get out of that.”
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In addition to the questioning of straying from a skills and drills curriculum, I was often
told at the two-year school (though not in these words verbatim) to dumb down the
language I used in the syllabus, in class, and in assignment prompts because the students
likely wouldn’t understand it. Strangely, I didn’t see anything in the language as
inaccessible, and if a word is unfamiliar (as is oftentimes the case, and can be for anyone)
we do have dictionaries—and we can access them even from our phones now.

I became a bit jaded by what I witnessed at the community college. I was torn between
wanting to stay there and attempt to ignite change, and wanting to leave to avoid the
ugliness I detected as a form of “benevolent racism”—that on the surface the school was
doing good and right by these students, but that underneath the education they were
receiving was so much more restricted than the ones that students at four-year institutions
were receiving. Ultimately I left, but only due to the fact that my acceptance to doctoral
school limited my teaching schedule—the decision being made for me. Through this
experience I came to learn that all students (people) have stories worth telling that are
imperative for all of us to learn from. The skills and drills pedagogy is a form of silencing—
denying an opportunity to learn in ways that may be regarded as creative, artistic, or
expressive, or even challenging in some cases.

WHAT WE CAN TAKE FROM THE PAST
At this point I would like to discuss my own students and draw the parallels I see between
them and the students of the archives. When I first wrote the section on CUNY’s SEEK
archive collection as a conference paper two years ago, one question my professor posed to
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me was how we could be sure that all students wanted to take part in these sorts of
expressive / artistic pedagogies. How could we be sure that every student actually wanted
to write something personal, or add artwork to an assignment, or write poetry as a form of
activism? The answer is, we can’t know and we can never be sure and, furthermore, I
would add that we can’t please everyone. We also can’t be sure if they want or don’t want
to if we never offer them the opportunity and “permission” to add such forms.

But it isn’t about a separation of fifty or even sixty years between students of the past and
students of today; it’s about a matter of tastes and preferences, and what I’m suggesting is
that we offer opportunities for students to be artistic, to be expressive, and to raise
awareness. In Rhea Estelle Lathan’s Freedom Writing: African American Civil Rights
Literacy Activism, 1955-1967, Lathan speaks of the importance of a curriculum where
“reading and writing exercises intersect with emotional feelings” and further goes on to say
that “this is an example of a curriculum developed in response to a problem—
disenfranchisement—as well as a testimony that actualizes the unity between spiritual and
material aspects of existence” (80). Never do expressivist guidelines state to simply assign
an end-all, be-all assignment, that must be conducted a specific way; to do so would
obviously be very un-expressivist in nature. That life, in general, is fraught with problems
goes without saying; but the issue specifically of disenfranchisement speaks to the
importance of a curricular experience where such problems are not swept under the rug—
particularly problems of the disenfranchised which are often if not always connected to
and entangled with issues of the academy—such issues as poverty and prejudice.
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Therefore, I’m suggesting that we make an offer—that we give some authority to students
to decide how they would like to take on a project, and that we shouldn’t shrink back from
making more activities and outlets available to students, especially in the twenty-first
century where almost all online writing is accompanied by imagery and sometimes sound.
We might be surprised. For instance, I always make a narrative essay an assignment in my
first-year composition classes. How “personal” students want to get is up to them.

One narrative that I found riveting and that has stuck with me, and likely always will, was
written by a student in one of my classes a few years ago in which he documented his past,
having gotten caught up in gang activity at the young age of fifteen. He writes in the essay
that he would “act out at school” and that teachers had, without concern, simply “labeled
him a trouble-maker.” He next wrote, and these words haunt me—even without the essay
in front of me I can recount them verbatim: “They didn’t realize that the reason I acted out
in school was because I was so poor. That my mom could only afford to feed us rice and
eggs every day.” He went on to explain that, when he was approached by a gang member
with the promise of “making money to help his family,” it was an offer he couldn’t refuse.
He told of the crimes he committed: Breaking into homes to steal goods and resell them on
the streets was his main task; he was not an actual member of the gang, but more so an
assistant, of sorts, likely looking to be recruited. He finally told, in a heartbreaking turn of
events, how after the glory of earning money, he watched four friends die due to their
connections to or involvement in gangs: two who were shot by rival gang members; one
who was beaten by a rival ganger member so badly that he died of a concussion days later
in the hospital; and the fourth, who after being arrested and sent to prison, committed
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suicide by hanging himself in his jail cell. All of this happened still while he was only a
teenager. It took a new counselor at his school to take interest in his troubles and to push
him to finish school and go on to college, which my student of course eventually did.

I cried while reading this narrative and wrote a heartfelt note at the end and asked if it was
true. My student approached me at the end of class and told me it all was. I had many
conversations with this student to talk about how important his work was—how it
disproved a stigma of gang culture that was further being perpetuated by (President)
Donald Trump at that very time—that gang members were all inherently evil criminals
with no regard for human life. So many fail to see the systemic issues that lead children to
join gangs and my student’s paper showed this in a first-hand account and beautifully, I
would add, by describing the nuances of his own feelings and the circumstances he was
forced to live under. The fact that this narrative also countered a prejudiced falsehood, a
misconception that so many people hold in labeling those who join gangs, spoke to the
activist nature of this piece. This shorter narrative piece my student decided to build into a
longer research paper at my suggestion. Again, it was an offer I gave him. He could have
just as well turned onto another topic altogether. But it was a powerful piece and I believe
that he believed in the power of it.

One other student, for her narrative essay in another class, at another school, where we
have a technology and communication-themed first-year writing class, wrote of growing up
in a time in which technological devices were not part of a child’s daily activities. She
recounted in lovely imagery the neighborhood she grew up in: a cul-de-sac road in a
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suburban Connecticut town, children riding bikes back and forth, jumping rope, and things
of that sort. I asked her in my comments if she happened to have a picture of her
neighborhood. Not having access to one, she drew out a picture in the final copy of this
narrative essay, which was a special touch and not something we often see in academic
assignments—not something even I expected. The significance of this artistic moment lies
in the student’s remembrance of a time in her life that was meaningful to her—a simpler
time—but a time that also, according to my student, when visualized reflects a problem
with today’s youth and what they are missing out on. The drawing was further proof of
how important this memory was to her and how it encompasses a loss of innocence and
simplicity for today’s youth, as she observed. This particular example also reminds me of
when, in observing student writing, we ask them to “show and not tell.” Perhaps we should
take this more literally and invite students to take it more literally.

What I am also fascinated by when I reconsider these examples from classes past, is the fact
that my students have such different lives and experiences, yet all of them can detect some
issue they have lived through and, though these issues vary in degrees of severity, their
experiences of and with these issues provide learning moments for one another. As Lathan
also speaks of a conscientious pedagogy that has, “a wider meaning beyond the classroom
because it explicitly [seeks] to socially construct shared experiences” (100), I keep this
thought in mind, and after receiving so many personal narratives that told important
stories of various content, I decided two years ago to take a neo-expressivist plunge and
create a project that I call the “Anonymous Collaborative Journal.” I was inspired by a
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project I completed in one of my doctoral classes (more about this a bit later and in the next
chapter) and CUNY’s archives, as well as my students’ own work.

The CUNY archives offered stories of students who came together in solidarity to confront
issues of concern. In doing so, they pooled their creative resources, some contributing
poetry, some drawings, some short stories. The project adheres to its name in that, yes,
students remain anonymous for their contributions and up until the completion of the
journal; and, yes, it is collaborative. Approximately five students contribute to one journal.
In first explaining this project to my students I receive mixed reactions; most of them look
confused. The first question always is: What are we supposed to do in the journal? The
journal, an exam blue book filled with loose-leaf paper, the kind that those of us in
academia have all encountered—but mostly for essay exams, is to be completely covered
by the time each student has made a contribution, with the exception of the cover, which
becomes a group endeavor and displays the issue they have collectively decided to confront
after reviewing each contribution. This aspect of the project speaks to the anti-expressivist
argument of the practice being too individualized and self-centered, further countering this
argument with proof from this project that what starts from a place of self can burgeon into
a group issue and an act of social awareness.

In regards to more specifics about this assignment that I conduct in my classes, beyond it
just being an expressivist experiment, the journaling gets started fairly early on in the
semester so that five weeks can be dedicated to a week per student who is asked to
contribute. So, we begin around week two, have five weeks of contributions, and a couple
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of weeks of group members collaboratively working together so that the presentation can
take place at midterm. Students revisit their own contributions along with those of their
classmates—some of which they will be seeing for the first time once they are grouped
together—and discuss with their fellow group members why they chose to write and
draw/collage about their particular topic; what was their focus? Their purpose?
Essentially their evaluation of the full set of contributions, along with the important
decision of creating a group topic for presentation, is generally based upon what they feel is
the most interesting, important, and urgent topic they can discuss and that will engage
their audience members—other classmates—as the presentation should be interactive.

My evaluation of this project is not so straightforward, as I have discussed is oftentimes the
case with neo/expressivist projects and assignments, but I’m really looking for
involvement and engagement—and, yes, again, these are two difficult things to measure for
the most part. I love to see the animation in my students—those who really seem to enjoy
and therefore invest in this project (and by far most do!) because I believe it is a project
that can truly be enjoyable. I believe it’s an opportunity for them to take charge—to be the
leaders, the educators, to be involved in their education and learning. It’s a new way of
looking at literacy and it makes me smile when many students say that they don’t initially
think of the journal as a “writing” project; it gives new meaning to what writing can be and
do—and helps to further develop their literacy by removing the pressure of the graded
essay—by letting writers just be writers, writing in their own ways without judgment.

My hopes in what this project can accomplish is a direct action of my responsibilities as a
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teacher, who happens to be a neo-expressivist, and who believes in the importance of
pedagogy as power to transform lives. In Jacqueline Jones Royster’s “When the First Voice
You Hear Is Not Your Own,” she claims:
The challenge is to teach, to engage in research, to write, and to speak with Others
with the determination to operate not only with professional and personal integrity,
but also with the specific knowledge that communities and their ancestors are
watching. If we can set aside our rights to exclusivity in our own home cultures, if
we can set aside the tendencies that we all have to think too narrowly, we actually
leave open an important possibility. In our nation, we have little idea of the potential
that a variety of subjectivities—operating with honor, respect, and reasonable codes
of conduct—can bring to critical inquiry or critical problems. What might happen if
we treated differences in subject position as critical pieces of the whole, vital to
thorough understanding, and central to both problem-finding and problem-solving?
This society has not, as yet, really allowed that privilege in a substantial way. (3334)
Furthermore, this privilege that Royster speaks of has not been allowed in the composition
classroom—in ways that we may engage and students may engage in the problem-finding
and problem-solving methods that are vital to everyday life experiences. This is
particularly true of certain communities and certain schooling environments where more
challenging ways of teaching and learning are disregarded for the concrete work of skills
and drills.
In looking back to my project and what I hope it achieves, something very much along the
lines of what Royster speaks of, each student is responsible for completing one full page of
the journal, front and back. What they do with it is pretty much up to them; I ask them only
to confront an issue that they have observed, whether on the news, on social media, in their
community, and so on. They may do this by writing in any form: poetry or prose; they may
include song lyrics; they can include pictures as in a collage, or drawings. They must
choose a pen name, sign off with it, and email me so that I know they contributed and so I
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know how to direct the next contributor to pick up the correct journal. The next
contributor may engage with the previous contributor, may respond to what they had to
say, or move on to their own issue / topic. Most times students do tend to engage with one
another, and if that is not the case in the actual journal contributions, it eventually becomes
the case once everyone has contributed and they are revealed as a group.

They are already made into groups before the journaling begins, but they have no idea who
they are working with. The journal project leads into another project, which I used to do
without an extra assignment leading into it, but just as it is, the group presentation. I had
also pressed myself to consider how a group presentation could be more interesting and
exciting to students, how we could take the edge off a bit and create a better ice-breaker in
sticking a bunch of students together who don’t know each other and forcing them to make
pleasantries and come to some sort of common ground in deciding on a topic of interest.
For me, this project was an answer to many issues I took note of in my composition
classes—making class projects more interesting, with more moments for creativity and
exploration; with more moments of self-reflection and agency and authority for students;
and bringing the moments of collaboration together in a more natural sense—where
sharing has already begun before they are even part of the group. The project I overall
observe as an antidote to anti-expressivism, and as making a case for neo-expressivism.

THE STUDENT AS ACADEMIC, ACTIVIST, & ARTIST
I wasn’t really surprised when the good majority of my students jumped right into this
project with gusto. Many tackled issues of their communities; many confronted social
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issues, such as poverty and police brutality; some explored the difficulty in receiving a
degree in higher education and feeling that the system is stacked up against them—feeling
that they are set up for failure in the American education system due to soaring tuition
costs and the cutting of programs left and right. Practically all of the contributions I read
were thoughtful and considerate; they didn’t read as rushed, even if they were. Many
contained lovely artwork and some just writing, but overall thoughtful writing. All offered
moments of group conversation and consideration.

There is also a responsibility that I hope my students feel in their tackling, engaging, and
presenting of such issues that they confront while taking on this project—much like the
responsibilities that we have as educators to make this space available to students to
confront such issues. I agree with Amy Wan who in her essay, “In the Name of Citizenship:
The Writing Classroom and the Promise of Citizenship,” claims that:
Teachers, whether implicitly or explicitly, play a role in shaping the citizenship
produced in educative spaces, not only by issuing calls to adopt active citizenship,
but because the skills we want to teach—public writing, public engagement, citizen
critique, critical literacy, or technology—are inextricably, although often silently,
linked to what we imagine as the ideal “good citizen” (32).
Wan’s take on citizenship as shaping a role that we wish students to (eventually) take on, is
part of the vision I see in this project—confronting issues of concern and creating
awareness of them amongst each other and even, perhaps in an ambitious attempt,
spreading awareness beyond the classroom as we motivate students to publish, to post
blogs, and to create websites. The artistic nature of the project is an outlet through which I
believe they make meaning, still responding to, as Wan claims, “the skills we want to teach,”
but doing so in non-traditional ways and in ways that we now have access to.
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Where the Anonymous Collaborative Journal project and technology then intersect is with
the group representation, through forms of technology such as webpages and blogs, that
hold the ability to transcend the boundaries of the classroom, offering an opportunity to
achieve activism beyond the academy. As Wan also states, “Educational institutions can
have a great influence on producing citizens, but within and alongside those institutions,
the choices of teachers, administrators, and life circumstances (the list could go on) also
have a hand in enforcing those deep rules that help shape habits of citizenship” (45-46).
The discussion of influence here is deeply entwined with that of responsibility and of
upholding responsibility where we can, where we have control—that is, as teachers in
developing our pedagogies, in dealing with administration (though as proven in the
archives, this is sometimes a fruitless endeavor), and also in making meaning from life
circumstances—those of our own and of our students—using these moments as
meaningful in the academic pursuit of citizenship that is gained through the cultivation of
awareness and activism and, through my own pedagogy, with the offer of an artistic outlet.

REPEATING MY OWN HISTORY
Though I will have more to say on this in the following chapter, I feel it’s necessary to
elaborate a bit here on how my own connection as a student and an instructor,
simultaneously in this moment, has intensified my desire to rethink my pedagogy in a neoexpressivist fashion. My experience as a doctoral student took a sharp turn when I enrolled
in Mark McBeth’s class, “Writing with an Attitude: Navigating/Negotiating Voices of Critical
Experimental Writing,” in the fall of 2017. According to McBeth’s course description:
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The prescriptions of academic writing often demand stringent parameters of
structure, method, and voice according to its traditions, its disciplines, and its
genres. Yet, increasingly, the intellectual labor and the means by which authors
express their ideas take on alternative forms through the integration of multiple
genres, the varied textures of language, and the extenuating usage of multimodal
technology. […] In this course, we investigate and analyze these conventions, yet
also explore how contemporary writers push the boundaries of their intellectual
work and creative expression. […] Participants in this seminar unpack how critical
experimental writers achieve these new hybrid forms and then rehearse their own
productions of the multivalent, multi-vocal, multi-sensory, and multi-vernacular.
They will also consider how instructors could rehearse and impel novice composers
in the art of critical experimental writing. […] In this course, we collectively
evaluate what we’ve been told about writing (and literacy), what audiences we want
to reach with our writing, and how to communicate (and teach) in innovative ways.
This course offered an opportunity for me to take part in a type of pedagogy that I had
wished to see in my classrooms, though that I had not yet really delved into for fear of
rocking the academic boat too much, as I would best explain my own initial reservations,
despite by beliefs. That I first participated as a student was crucial in regards to developing
an understanding of what is gained as a participant in a non-traditional pedagogy—one
that, as McBeth claims, “evaluate[s] what we’ve been told about writing (and literacy),” as
this evaluation, and I would add interrogation, is necessary in moving past the intimidation
that many of use feel under the constraints of the academy.

It was at this time when I enrolled in the course that my mother was newly diagnosed with
glioblastoma, a form of brain cancer, and the shock of this diagnosis and the potential loss
of my mom was a tough reconciliation for me as I pursued my Ph.D. Nevertheless, it was in
this class where I found, once again (and not since my undergraduate experience in a
“Writing as Therapy” course), the healing power of not only writing, but in being part of a
writing community, in sharing hardships with one another and supporting one another in
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times of struggle. Such pedagogical visions may very well be deemed “progressive” if we
are to consider them in a general sense. According to Chris Gallagher, in Radical
Departures: Composition and Progressive Pedagogy, “For pedagogical progressives, the
primary aims of education were to cultivate in students an active, reflexive approach to
their own learning, and to encourage the study and practice of living well with others” (13).
In noting Gallagher’s use of the past tense, I would argue that this still is the aim of
pedagogical progressives. And, while I don’t see the adjective “progressive” as damaging, I
believe it, like the term “expressivism,” is loaded with connotations about its practices that
could be damaging if the work of progressives and/or expressivists is not interrogated in
the ways it should be to further understand the theory behind its practices—not just its
intentions—but what exactly is meant to be accomplished in the process.

For this reason of theory as a form of proof, I believe it’s necessary to cull from our own
histories of the recent and not-so-recent past, the experiences we have had now as
educators but, more importantly, once as students. One of the assignments of McBeth’s
class was the “Journal du Jour” which, I must admit, was the initial inspiration behind my
Anonymous Collaborative Journal. This journal basically took on the same purpose as the
project I crafted for my students, but we were tasked to fill an entire blue exam booklet,
front to back. Though I wrote about my experience in dealing with my mom’s diagnosis as
my memoir assignment in the class, I used the two journals I made to work through what I
have confronted and explained as the silencing of women in public spaces. The project I
found to be liberating and helped me to gain confidence in writing about personal subject
matter, something that is oftentimes frowned upon in the academy and as a scholar.
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Furthermore, my work through these journals allowed me to negotiate my own fears of
“getting personal”—particularly as a woman, a marginalized individual, and as a contingent
faculty member—and thus has prompted me to take responsibility in “practicing what I
preach.”

What McBeth calls “Critical Experimental Writing” (or CEW), I suppose I call neoexpressivism, or at least a part of neo-expressivism. What I took away and brought to my
own students, and continue to bring to my classrooms today, is the liberation that comes
with writing about matters of concern and, abandoning the burden and the brand of what it
is we are told or meant to believe we must do to be considered scholars and academics.
This is something that is felt at all levels of academia and this experience made more
palpable for me my students’ concerns, as these were concerns that I too was faced with.
Gallagher also claims that “[…] It is important not to lose sight of pedagogical
progressivism—precisely because its alternative visions and versions of “progressive”
work in English may point us toward a more useful and humane model for such work
today” (31). Essentially, this is what I believe is the most important aim of a neoexpressivist pedagogy—one that considers and, furthermore, learns from its past, and
acknowledges the parallels between specific times, moments, and events in history that
teach us that we actually still have so much to learn in creating a more humane model
within the academy—one that speaks to the injustices that remain unresolved to this day.
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CONCLUSION
What I have hoped to accomplish with this chapter is to look specifically at the
intersections of art and activism as an approach to a neo-expressivist pedagogy.
Furthermore, I have looked to the past as a form of evidence, both within CUNY and
beyond, to locate moments of art and activism, particularly in responding to the education
of minority students—those who were most prevented from partaking in any form of
expressivist or artistic pedagogy based upon racist assumptions of their remedial status
and, furthermore, what a remedial education for them should entail.

Holding on to these archived moments and positing them alongside today’s academy and
the world beyond the academy, a current environment that very much mimics the prolific
‘60s and ‘70s, I locate similar desires for learning between my own students and the
students of the archives. Adding a discussion of and sharing my own pedagogy, I hope has
shone some light on the what the intersection of art and activism can achieve while
displaying my Anonymous Collaborative Journal project as one component of how a neoexpressivist classroom project may play out—furthermore, proving the importance of this
project through its theory and design.

My next chapter will follow in suit and further discuss some of these activities, including
my own student and teaching experience—and those of others in the field—the projects,
activities, and assignments that I see as neo-expressivist in nature, but with the added
discussion of risks taken, adversity faced and oftentimes, fortunately, overcome. I will
argue that the risks taken are worth the results achieved, even though we not only take
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risks in doing so that make ourselves vulnerable, but sometimes make our students
vulnerable as well. But it is my intention to further prove that there is an element of
power in such vulnerability, and that by fostering an environment of love and caring while
trekking through precarious subject matter in our classrooms, we not only further our
beliefs in the importance of neo-expressivism, but we make believers of our students as
well.
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CHAPTER 3
Inside Out:
Expression and Experimentation in Public Spaces
When eros is present in the classroom setting, then love is bound to flourish. Well-learned distinctions
between public and private make us believe that love has no place in the classroom. […] Professors are
expected to publish, but no one really expects or demands that we really care about teaching in
uniquely passionate and different ways.
bell hooks

INTRODUCTION
Since I began my journey as an academic, the portion of this position that I have enjoyed
most is teaching. Research and writing are and always have been wonderful, but teaching
is where it feels the most difference can be made. I came into neo-expressivism through
expressivism, of course; and I came into expressivism sort of by accident. When I began my
work as a doctoral student in the English Composition and Rhetoric program at the CUNY
Graduate Center, I remember one class in which I was discussing my philosophies of
teaching (I had already been teaching composition for three years at this point) to which
my professor replied, “You sound like an expressivist.” I simply thought I was describing
my own pedagogy that I had uniquely discovered because this pedagogy took interest in
students—showed care and concern, thoughtfulness and, yes, as hooks attests, love—for
my profession, and for my students as well. I didn’t realize before this moment that this
sort of pedagogy had existed for decades and had a name.

There is no denying the complex lives we all hold outside of the academy—this of course
goes for both educators and students. The composition classroom is one place where I feel
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we may allow the complexity of our lives to work its way in and to help us to figure things
out. Jessica Yood, in documenting a project she took on as a first-year composition (FYC)
student in her article, “Gateway to Complexity: The Adjacent Possible of Beginning
Writing,” speaks of the complicated position that students are in as beginner writers,
describing this paradox in quoting Luhmann as a “necessary condition” of “self-organizing”
systems in our contemporary world (3). According to Yood, “To be a beginner in this
complex age is already a paradox. To be a beginner writer in a class where everyone seems
to be avoiding writing by doing it is a paradox of regenerative, recursive possibility. That
condition propelled this project: to reconsider and renew our understanding of the place of
beginning writing in our complex culture” (3). Though I don’t believe I am capturing
Yood’s take on complexity in the exact same way that she sees it, I do believe there are
parallels in considering my own vision of FYC as a gateway course; the concept of
complexity aside, FYC holds the possibility to assist students in figuring things out in this
complex culture through writing—even when they don’t necessarily see what they are
doing as writing—or at least as academic writing—what Yood refers to as “writing to avoid
writing.”

The “writing to avoid writing” observation that Yood makes speaks to an expressivist (of
sorts) nature in regards to how we tap into and harness the other composition skills
students have before they come to the classroom—and when they are not students, but
going about their own complex out-of-school lives and negotiating their own
circumstances. One such project I have taken on in hopes to harness this potential is the
Anonymous Collaborative Journal project—which I have discussed in some depth already
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(and will do so more a bit later in this chapter.) One main gripe with FYC, as many
compositionists would have, is the idea of FYC as a service course. Instead I ask that we reenvision it, as Yood also claims, as a gateway course—as the course that can open up a
multitude of possibilities for the rest of their academic careers, their future careers, and
their lives in general.

The composition classroom can be a place of learning and of literacy acquisition, of course,
but it can also be a place where care is an integral part of the environment in which one
learns—that learners can negotiate the complex and difficult aspects of their lives while
also doing the important work of writing and becoming better writers. This goes just as
well for educators as it does for students—as we all have complex lives, we are all works in
progress, and we all seek to better ourselves in a multitude of ways. The fact that we can
go through these moments of turmoil together, and that we can share and learn from these
moments together, is something intrinsically unique to the composition classroom, if we
allow it to be.

In Eric Leake’s the “The (Un)Knowable Self and Others,” he speaks of the harmonious
pairing of empathy and expressivism in the classroom when placed in the context of
critical practice:
The tensions in empathy and expressivism require critical practice because of the
inherent instability of any moves to empathy or understanding and expression of
self. Critical practices necessitate questions abut the limits of knowledge and
differences in experiences and situations; how empathy and personal writing, often
in the form of stories, are positioned, how they function, and what their results are;
how emotions, reflections, and evaluations interact; and what the personal and
social effects of these processes are. These are fundamentally epistemological and
rhetorical questions that deal with our relations to one another. (158-159)
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The issue of empathy, then, is one that helps to forge such alliances with others; while we
tell our own stories, we are also an audience to the stories of others. In developing
empathy from what is revealed of the personal experiences of others, we learn to be more
open and accepting—to seek alliances, to form coalitions with one another through the
empathy we have developed simply by listening to one another and reading of each other’s
experiences. Stories are then an important part of a composition classroom— activities in
which important writing gets done, but doesn’t necessarily feel like writing—or at least like
academic writing. What I have come to realize by introducing the story or narrative to our
writing curriculum, is that student writers don’t take the task of story-writing, well really
as that, a task; they see it as an opportunity of self-exploration and of eventual showing and
sharing with others.

My intention in this chapter is to show through my own example, and through the
examples of some of my students, the ways that the anecdotal and academic may come
together in a harmonious pairing that can be of instrumental use in the college composition
classroom. I have come to this conclusion mainly by spending a considerable amount of
time in school myself—as both a student and an educator, from childhood through
adulthood—and through seeing the difficult turns my life has taken all while I am expected
to still “perform” my role, either as student or as educator, and even more recently, and
through the most difficult period of my life, as both simultaneously. The anecdotal
reflections I turn to first have helped me to understand my own trajectory through a life in
school—what I needed, what I’ve remembered, and what I treasure still today as someone
who is trying to understand the needs of her own students.
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In “Critical Memoir and Identity Formation: Being, Belonging, Becoming,” Nancy Mack
discusses the possibilities of what such a pedagogy may offer. She claims: “Education may
not be the great equalizer for my students (or for me, for that matter), but it can help us to
compose a more thoughtful draft in the endless revisions of ourselves and our lives” (66).
The possibilities and the potential of what we may come to learn, to discover, and to
unearth—of ourselves and of others, is everything—the hope that is there as a result of
what we offer through our pedagogies. My greatest hope is that my students will find
something in our classroom that will be of importance to them, or serve them in some way
later in life; and also that they will remember our time together in the classroom and
maybe even treasure some of these memories we share—hold them close and as useful in
some way shape or form, years and perhaps even decades later.

LABORS OF LOVE
When I reflect on my years as a student, what makes the most difference, what sets apart
the so-called “good” from “not so good” teachers, at least according to my own experience,
is the element of care. There were teachers who I really felt cared about us. Teaching for
them was more than a job, it seemed; it was a passion and it seemed deeply intertwined
with their lives. If it wasn’t, they certainly did a good job of fooling me into believing it did.
There was, what I would identify, as hooks does above, pure love in those classrooms—for
the work that was being done and for the students who were under the care, not just the
instruction, of their teachers.
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I am fortunate to look back and see that many of my teachers cared about me and wanted
to nurture the spirit I had at that time to become an eventual success story. For me, it was
about the nurturing of spirit, but for others school can provide solace and even a safe haven
that some instructors may never even realize they have created for their students. Teacher
and artist Lynda Barry reflects on the refuge that school provided her from a chaotic and
neglectful household in her essay, “The Sanctuary of School.” Barry recalls:
It’s only thinking about it now, 28 years later, that I realize I was crying from relief. I
was with my teacher, and in a while I was going to sit at my desk, with my crayons
and pencils and books and classmates all around me, and for the next six hours I was
going to enjoy a thoroughly warm, secure and stable world. It’s a world I absolutely
relied on. (76)
Looking back to a moment when a young Barry escaped from her parents’ home early one
morning to go to school, the loving nurturing environment made possible because of her
teachers, Barry speaks of being so overcome by emotion that she cried upon seeing her
teacher, Mrs. LeSane, who encouraged her and other students to draw because, according
to Barry, “[Mrs. LeSane] believed in the natural healing power of painting and drawing for
troubled children” (76).

Examples such as these are evident of what school and teachers may offer beyond an
ordinary education and a solely academic interest in theirs students. When I was younger
I didn’t always appreciate this sort of attention, but I am eternally grateful for it now. In the
fifth grade, my teacher, Mrs. Norman, called my parents because she was concerned about
the crowd I had begun to hang out with; around the same time, my chorus instructor also
called my parents because I had quit the choir after two years, even though I loved singing,
simply because I didn’t think it was “cool” anymore—and, yes, I was letting these new
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friends influence my decisions. My adolescent sassy self saw this as unwelcome meddling.
Maybe they were overstepping boundaries a bit, but sometimes good, strong teachers have
to do this—have to go to the extremes; have to ask the tough questions; have to make the
suggestions, sometimes beyond their areas of expertise. I look back and see the bravery of
these two teachers to meddle in my affairs beyond academics. I believe now it did make a
difference. I rejoined the chorus and I kept my new questionable friends at a distance and
reunited with my old friends, the “good girls,” as we were referred to. I was once again
surrounded by a love for school and the desire to do well and to make the most of the
opportunities given me.

Part of the classroom love of my young schooling experience, however, didn’t just exist in a
personal interest in myself as a sort of “diamond in the rough,” as Mrs. Norman referred to
me in conversation with my mother. I was, in my K-8 education, attending school in a
rather “rough” environment, where physical fights were part of daily after-school
entertainment. That Mrs. Norman saw me as someone to be saved was very special—and
moving; she didn’t have to take that interest in me. She even advised my parents to send
me to another school where I might receive a “better” education and be in a safer, more
controlled schooling environment. But, even more special to me were those teachers who
didn’t choose who to save. Those who went out on a limb to give us all an extraordinary
experience that went beyond math and reading skills. According to “Pedagogies of Care,
Care-full Epistemological Practice and ‘Other’ Caring Subjectivities in Enabling Education”
by Sara Motta and Anna Bennett, the authors explain:
Central to such pedagogical commitments are an ethics of careful recognition of the
realities, experiences, histories and knowledges of oppressed communities,
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misrepresented in banking renditions of pedagogy as empty and lacking subjects, in
need of the teacher’s expert knowledge. (635)
The authors, in warning of “the-student-as-receptacle-model,” as discussed by Paulo Freire
in Pedagogy of the Oppressed (more about this a bit later), speak of a more engaged
pedagogy that offers an opportunity to tap into students’ lives beyond academics and see
students as people with important contributions who can be active as part of their own
educations and in making sense of, and perhaps even one day changing, the world.

One such teacher who employed this sort of care in the classroom was Mrs. Callan, my
fourth-grade teacher, who introduced us to classical music, particularly Vivaldi’s “Four
Seasons,” and taught us about hurricanes—Hurricane Hugo was the big one at that time,
1989. Mrs. Callan even taught us about the AIDS epidemic and had a nurse come in to
speak with us and teach us more about the scary disease we knew so little about at nine or
ten years old. My memories of her class are so vivid. We did scientific experiments
regularly. A thermometer exploded on me during one experiment and I remember her
rushing me into the bathroom to clean the mercury off of my favorite pale pink with black
hearts top and skirt set—very late ‘80s. That I remember what I was wearing is evident of
the impact of this moment in her class. We put on plays regularly, many of which I wrote.
We even had a class pet, a fish, which we lovingly named after her, Mrs. Callan. There was
no other experience like the one I had in that classroom—not in any other grade. As I grew
older and advanced in my schooling, I tried desperately to seek out these sorts of classroom
environments—unconventional, maybe, but considerate, carefully planned with the aim of
students in mind. I looked for the non-traditional and was oftentimes disheartened by a
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reality that seemed to prove, to grow up in school meant to abandon, what I can best
describe as, love and life in the classroom.

Finally in high school, due to my strength in English, I had the opportunity in twelfth-grade
to either take AP English, or another course called “Art English,” a class in which we
observed various kinds of artwork and different artists, drew, collaged, compiled portfolios
instead of writing essays, and watched and examined films (not movies, according to my
teacher, Mr. Montgomery—or “Monty”, as some students called him), in addition to reading
books. I immediately opted for the latter choice, which would have been much to my
parents’ chagrin, had they known, seeing that AP English would give me college credits, but
Art English would not. I never regretted this decision, however. I was pushed here to
analyze and make meaning from mediums other than texts, and this made me more
observant and culturally aware, two things I had never been pushed to be in other classes.
Most importantly, I learned that writing didn’t have to be based from texts—for the first
time in my life. This class instead, through its design, prompted us to make sense of things;
to observe the world around us; to answer for and to its madness, at times, through our
writing; to question humanity; to question ourselves. I was in awe of what I was able to do.
It felt like cheating almost. How could school be so much fun and so interesting again?

In college, however, I was tossed back into the conventional mix and felt I was mostly just
going through the motions to get to the degree. In reflecting on this moment, I’m reminded
of bell hooks and her own reflection on her schooling experience:
Certainly it was naïve for me to imagine during high school that I would find
spiritual and intellectual guidance in university settings from writers, thinkers,
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scholars. To have found this would have been to stumble across a rare treasure. I
learned, along with other students, to consider myself fortunate if I found an
interesting professor who talked in a compelling way. (Teaching to Transgress 17)
My naivety and eventual disillusionment of college English mimics hooks’ experience
uncannily and speaks to the going-through-the-motions mentality I took on that was very
much reflected in university life as a whole—that is, until I discovered Professor Jeffrey
Berman’s “Writing as Therapy” class. According to Berman in his book, Risky Writing, “The
fundamental principle in my writing classes is that everyone is entitled to his or her
feelings. Once the teacher and students agree to this principle, the classroom becomes a
safer place to explore affective issues that are generally excluded from academic
discussions” (33). This was ultimately the mantra of Berman’s class and what I had been
looking for and it is, to this day, the most memorable class of my college experience.

I remember writing a brief “memoir” about my parents and their, oftentimes, rocky
relationship. Professor Berman had asked if he could read my paper aloud, anonymously,
as he did every week in class. I said yes. I will never forget the embarrassment of
potentially being discovered as I divulged something so personal, but the simultaneous
feeling of power that my words and my experience were important enough to be shared
with the class. It was in this very class that I eventually discovered that one day I wanted to
be an English professor myself—but not just any English professor, the kind who cared; the
kind who put thought into her assignments and the moments that would proliferate from
them—loving moments that could potentially last a lifetime as memories.

Teaching, effective teaching, that is, is about having heart, showing love and therefore,
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making trust possible. The care I speak of is one that is reflected by Sara Motta and Anna
Bennett, when Motta, in quoting herself explains:
‘Care’ pedagogically expresses itself as recognition of the complex creative energies,
desires and experiences of students as a place of knowing-possibility. Such a place of
possibility manifests in pedagogical encounters and collaborations in which the
direction and process of learning moves towards a dialogical horizon and
relationship as opposed to a unidirectional and monological direction found in
banking education and reinforced by audit-culture. (637)
These are crucial elements of neo-expressivism—the intimacy and passion that are part of
composition pedagogy and the dismissal of Freire’s banking method of education (more
about this in the next section). What we may then be prompted to consider is the restricted
confines of the academy in achieving particular desired initiatives while operating under a
neoliberal agenda that leaves no space for love as part of pedagogy—an agenda that pushes
for results and a drive to simply “get things done.” But for those of us who see the evil in
this agenda, we must reconsider how class time is spent and how we design assignments,
as we too are inevitably indebted to such constraints—what we ask of student as writers—
particularly due to the fact that such impulses to get things done often neglect the
importance of care and concern for our students, and care and concern as present in our
classrooms, as a crucial component of composition curriculum. To speak of the love that
can and should be a part of composition pedagogy means to consider the whole person and
the lives they lead outside of school—not just the students and their academic roles in our
classrooms.

YOU GET WHAT YOU GIVE
The more time I spend in the academy, and the more years I accrue under my belt, the
more I realize academic life and real-life are inseparable. While I have been intrigued by
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the ideas of experimental pedagogies and expressivist writing since the very inception of
my teaching (fall 2012), getting there certainly only happened in far-spaced baby steps. My
students were my first (and, for some unforeseeable time, my only) guinea pigs in the
pursuit of experimentation. It’s crucial to consider, for all individuals who hold academic
lives, that the problematic nature of narrow-mindedness in the academy begins with the
ways we view our students and ourselves.

To see students merely as just that, students, as empty receptacles in rooms ready to
consume the almighty knowledge imparted by god-like instructors is a damaging concept
and one that Paulo Freire speaks of:
The banking method directly or indirectly reinforces men’s fatalistic perception of
their situation, the problem-posing method presents this very situation to them as a
problem. As the situation becomes the object of their cognition, the naïve or magical
perception which produced their fatalism gives way to perception which is able to
perceive itself, even as it perceives reality, and can thus be critically objective about
that reality. (85)
The banking method keeps people in a stagnant place, unable to advance from their
oppressed position, or even to perceive this position for what it is and how damaging it is
and will ultimately be. And though the damage is clearly a threat to students where the
banking method is concerned, this pedagogical ideology is just as damaging to instructors
who are to stand in a false authoritarian position (as it is really upper administration to
whom they answer). Instructors who abide by the banking method Freire speaks of
operate by being just that—a bank. A bank of knowledge, perhaps, but of what kind of
knowledge? The banking method of education wipes clear any potential wisdom or life
experience an instructor may have that is worthy of sharing for trade of lessons, skills, and
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drills. There is no opportunity for growth in any sense. Unfortunately, these are ideas that
prevail. The acts of teaching and learning as coexisting acts can, at their worst, be utterly
dehumanizing when considered as part of a banking method of education.

In attempt to humanize the classroom, to create a space that is both free and open, while
establishing some element of comfort, is a delicate act. That students have stories and
experiences worth drawing from is a starting place from which authority can be shared and
students can move beyond the stereotype of being empty receptacles. I believe the
opportunity should be there for those who wish to have this moment as part of their
education to tell their stories, whatever their stories might be. Prying it may seem, only if
we align ourselves with the train of thought that the academy is no place to air grievances
or express oneself in regards to personal matters. We then fall into the antiquated ideology
that to be professional, to be taken seriously, we must ultimately hold in that which, at its
essence, makes us our most unique selves.

Student writers can decide for themselves how much is too much. “Personal” need not
always equate to “private.” Nevertheless, such an endeavor into the personal should start
with those of us, instructors who support this sort of pedagogy, acknowledging that we
shouldn’t ask for something that we don’t expect to give in return. As hooks attests, “In my
classrooms, I do not expect students to take any risks that I would not take, to share in any
way that I would not share” (21). Opening up to my students has been a crucial, albeit not
instantaneous, part of my pedagogy. It has taken me time to build up the courage to share
myself in ways that make me vulnerable in the classroom and amongst a group of people
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who, in the beginning of my teaching career, I wanted to see me as being in control.
Opening up meant abandoning some of this control, and I must credit hooks for this
realization of the hypocrisy I was at first living out in my classrooms. Vulnerability, I
believe, is the best word I can use here. But what we often fail to see at first is the power
that is granted through the act of making oneself vulnerable. hooks calls this communal act
of vulnerability in the classroom “engaged pedagogy” and eloquently claims:
Engaged pedagogy does not seek simply to empower students. Any classroom that
employs a holistic model of learning will also be a place where teachers grow, and
are empowered by the process. That empowerment cannot happen if we refuse to
be vulnerable while encouraging students to take risks. (21)
It is inevitable that to expect personal experiences from our students in the form of
assignments, we too must be willing to share our own personal experiences—and not
necessarily because students want this or even expect this, but because these, too, are
learning moments that empower all of us and forge and solidify bonds with our students
that create an environment of trust and love.

We may often question how much of our own personal lives should be revealed to students
and in what ways and during what moments. Furthermore, for those of us who are part of
a minority group, this may come as even more of a daunting task. As Berman claims, “Selfdisclosure […] by its very nature is risky, particularly for those whose identities are
precarious to begin with” (22). As a woman—and one who is half Latin; as a single woman
at the age of forty (something of an anomaly, still, it seems); and as a feminist, I find myself
firmly planted in the margins alongside many of my students. So, I am often pressed by the
responsibility I hold that if I don’t share my stories and make my voice heard, how may I
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expect them to? I imagine hooks also has felt this way as a Black female educator, but I
don’t sense hesitation in her voice. She understands that we, as educators, must be fully
present in “mind, body, and spirit” (21) and I would imagine that she sees a further
strength in those of us who have more to risk in being open and becoming vulnerable—and
that we have more to offer our students in understanding the power that such vulnerability
can hold.

I am beginning to understand my own duty and responsibility to practice what I preach in
my classrooms; but for those of us who find ourselves in the margins, in any way, this is
most likely not a natural process and one that takes effort. In Christopher Burnham’s
“Expressive Pedagogy: Practice Theory, Theory Practice,” focusing mainly on the work of
bell hooks, he claims the following:
Praxis is the means and locus for building critical consciousness. With Elbow
[hooks] shares a goal; the aim of her pedagogy is to create a place for voices. The
voices in the classroom include the voice of the teacher as well as those of the
students. Her expectations of the teacher are extremely high: to bring students to
voice, teachers must have and understand voice. And voice is related to selfactualization. She calls this kind of teaching, “engaged pedagogy” […] it emphasizes
well-being. (33)
In focusing on this particular moment from hooks’ teaching, Burnham draws attention to a
critical agent of effective teaching—and this is exactly what I mean in my assumption that
educators in the margins may have more to offer, because, in many cases, we have a more
heightened sense of self-actualization as our own potentials have been challenged in the
face of a white supremacist patriarchal society. For anyone who has experience in
teaching, we know that most students, regardless of who they are or where they come
from, are in a process of tapping into and figuring out their own potential. What stands out
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as most important then, is the common ground shared of vulnerability that leads to
empowerment between teachers and students and, as facilitated by teachers, between
students and students. Yet, this act of congruity is something we all must work toward.

Part of working toward this goal lies in our experiences as writers—because writing is
personal. hooks speaks of, where I quote her above, the holistic classroom as being one
where teachers, as well as students, continue to grow (22) and I believe this is a crucial act
to keep in mind as one’s time in school should not equate to stagnancy. I like to think of
this process as evolving, though I appreciate hooks’ view of growing as important also. The
metaphor of growing is also reflected in Peter Elbow’s work, Writing Without Teachers,
where he discusses growth as synonymous between people and writing: “Growing is
certainly a proper word for what people and other living organisms do to arrive at a
“grown” or “mature” state. They go through a series of changes and end up more complex
and organized than when they started” (22). In reflecting on the growth of people and
“other living organisms” in this passage, Elbow’s claim can just as well apply to the process
of writing, and in fact he states:
It is my experience that when I write something that is good or which satisfies me,
almost invariably it is a product of just such a process. And when I struggle hard
and fail to produce something good or pleasing, it seems almost invariably because I
couldn’t get this kind of process to occur. (23)
The growth process that Elbow speaks of, akin to both living beings and the act of writing,
humanizes the act of writing itself and the people who are in these writing classrooms. In
other words, instinctively we observe the classroom environment as being occupied by
teachers and students—but not by people. Sometimes the stories that people have, or the
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struggles they have go unaccounted for or unnoticed in these academic spaces. Writing is
and will be, over the course of a semester (and even, perhaps for some of us, a lifetime) a
continuous struggle, but one we may all draw personal narratives from. I see this as
particularly helpful in the way that Elbow discloses his own failure at times to produce
good writing. Having students see our own struggles with writing, as so-called
“professionals,” creates a common ground and enriches the acts of solidarity between
teacher and students. We grow together as people and as writers and we come to realize
how life and writing are intertwined and often affect one another.

In my own experience, this past spring semester 2020, was full of the most struggles I had
ever faced in teaching and writing. The shift to strictly virtual learning due to the COVID19 pandemic had put us all from midterm until the end of the semester online and in our
own environments as we congregated over screens. The physical distance, however, made
us closer in some ways, as we all struggled together with the switch to online learning, the
challenges it presented; the fear of a ravenous and unpredictable virus ravaging our city;
and even, for some of us, the imminent grief due to illnesses and deaths of loved ones.

On our last day of class I was taken aback and touched when one of my students asked
before we parted as a class for good, what advice I would give them moving forward. There
are many nuggets of wisdom I feel I have acquired in my forty years on this planet, but I
offered them one that was most new, most raw, and most real, and that came in the form of
a narrative of sorts that had to do with life and writing. To paraphrase, I told them the
following:
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Learn when to go easy on yourselves because when you’re not, nothing will turn out
the way you want it to. Listen to your body, to your heart, to your mind. They tell you
when it’s time to slow down and, oftentimes, we don’t want to because we are a part of
this go, go, go; be productive; be successful; dog-eat-dog culture, and we may even feel
guilty in taking a break from the rat race that is life. But if we crash and burn we will
only be that much more set back than if we allowed ourselves that time to rest. I
learned this in dealing with my mom’s decline due to her battle with brain cancer,
which started in summer 2019, and I tried to push through, despite the pain I felt and
the indescribable sadness that hung over me like a shadow. Looking back, I think I felt
that her days were numbered, but I tried to push past and keep going: keep teaching,
keep researching, keep presenting at conferences, and of course, to keep writing. I
can’t say looking back how my teaching or presentations faired during this difficult
time, but my writing was disastrous. (As Elbow explains, I too just couldn’t get the
right process to occur.) As I kept telling those around me regarding my writing: My
heart is in it, but my head isn’t. I learned after months of struggling and failing to
produce good writing to give myself a break. To tell myself that I was going through a
lot—really, a LOT, and that it was okay to slow down, or even stop for a while. With
my mom’s move to hospice I stopped altogether and only resumed once the process felt
it could take place again: once I had grieved, accepted the devastating fate, and
realized that I could go on once more because mom would want me to. In a nutshell, a
sign in the caregiver’s center in one of the many rehabilitation hospitals my mom had
spent time in, summed it up best to me and resonated with me immediately, and still
does to this day. It read: “Remember, you can do anything, but you can’t do
everything.”
I hope these words were of help. I realize to tell people, particularly people like my
students, who oftentimes work many jobs while in school and help to support their families
once they are of working age, to “slow down” may at first come across as a luxury they can’t
afford. But I felt this way as well for a time, until I was driven to a point where I had no
choice but to slow down, lest I, as I describe earlier, crashed and burned.

These raw and real moments that discuss my own struggles and hardships, I feel, are
moments that solidify a bond between my students and myself. Where they see me as
human—as flawed and damaged—and, to me, that is incredibly important, as an alliance is
formed between us. They see the role they play in supporting me, just as I support them.
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Amy Robillard, in We Find Ourselves in Other People’s Stories: On Narrative Collapse and a
Lifetime Search for Story, speaks of, what I equate to, the alliance I locate in the sharing of
personal stories:
[…] Telling stories is important not just because it is empowering or because it
provides an opportunity for silenced voices to be heard or because it helps us
develop form from chaos but because our stories and others’ stories are
interdependent. They work together to help us figure out who we can be. (emphasis
in original 30)
All of these elements: working together to figure things out, growing together, and making
ourselves vulnerable in front of others, are the very essences of a neo-expressivist ideology
that seeks to harness narrative as not only an empowering agent of composition pedagogy,
but also as an agent of solidarity and collective growth through the stories we share and
learn from. A group of individuals can’t grow together without expressing their faults,
mistakes, struggles, and fears. We must be willing to share in order to grow. And this
process, when accomplished, fosters an environment of trust, caring, and love. I know it’s
more than coincidence that once I began to foster this sort of environment in my own
classrooms, once I opened up more about my own struggles and fears—opened up more
about myself as more than a teacher, but as a human being, who feels and has a complicated
life, just as we all do, that my students actually began to use the word love in their
evaluations of me—anonymous claims that they not only loved my class, but loved me.
Nothing could be more humbling and meaningful to me than this.

There is no telling, of course, what stories we all hold unless we are willing to share them.
And there will be those in class who find more discomfort in this process than others.
Creating an environment in which people may feel comfortable and safe in sharing these
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stories is paramount in the endeavor of a neo-expressivist classroom that takes on personal
experience as part of its pedagogy, while also considering the mercurial nature of stories
that may divulge too much. Knowing how much is too much is a constant consideration of
such classrooms that I often think of as a boiling pot of water, where you add a little bit of
water at a time in hopes that the pot will not boil over. Such classrooms are constant
experiments in which, with each semester and each batch of new individuals, we are bound
to learn of and perhaps, at times, even be startled by the stories we are told. But this sort of
experimentation is necessary in the aspects of growth and development and in learning
how we grow and develop as individuals, but more importantly, how we do so together.

TEACHING AND TMI (TOO MUCH INFORMATION)
We are made to believe that, in academic settings, emotion doesn’t mesh with erudition.
The neoliberal agenda that seeks to professionalize students leaves no room for the
element of personal experience as a part of education—nor does it allow for the
differentiation and diversion of people’s lives; simply stated, professionalism strives for
homogeneity and allows nothing more. Neo-expressivist classrooms combat such
unrealistic and prejudiced notions, instead valuing all individual experiences as useful and
important, despite what such experiences hold and where and who they come from. And
while all experiences hold equal value, all are undeniably different and can pose challenges
we may be forced to deal with as educators when learning of certain experiences.

Of course while this may be troubling to some educators, and understandably so,
particularly as composition instructors, we must realize the unique bond that our students
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might feel with us, compared to their other instructors, as writing classes tend to touch
upon more sensitive matters and material, despite the pedagogy the instructor follows. In
“The Uncomfortable Teacher-Student Encounter and What Comes to Matter,” by Sherilyn
Lennon, Tasha Riley, and Sue Monk, the authors suggest a “focus on possibilities, rather
than outcomes, [which] destabilises linear lock-step notions of knowledge as commodified
and/or stable, and reminds us of the intensive nature of teaching” (628). In considering
and, furthermore, embracing the mercurial nature of teaching and the mercurial setting of
the classroom, moments arise that offer a confirmation of the intensity and intimacy, I
would add, that teaching can afford, through the significance of “possibilities” rather than
“outcomes,” which speaks to the neo-expressivist dilemma of not producing results. The
“not-knowing” exploratory nature of such classrooms grants neo-expressivism a certain
unconventional credibility, where possibility becomes a goal to work toward—a goal that is
mutable and unique, which values individual experience, rather than collective outcomes
that rely too much on expectations—past advantageous events that should (so we are told)
be repeated.

Each year is different; each semester is different; each group of people in the classroom is
different; why should outcomes remain the same? Why should we keep the same
expectations? Overall, in disregarding the most intrinsic elements of our beings, in
pretending that they do not exist, and ignoring the possibilities that may arise from them,
we are left no other option in the academy than the factory-style, cold authoritarian space
where there will undeniably be winners and losers: the inevitable authoritarian instructor
with her obedient little minions—some of whom will far surpass others, simply due to their
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lives’ circumstances. What I have come to realize as part of my duty as a neo-expressivist
teacher who must pave the way in combating the damaging and silencing aspects of
academic life, is captured by Jonathan Silin in his book, My Father’s Keeper: The Story of a
Gay Son and His Aging Parents: “My personal and professional lives have a serendipitous
way of running along parallel tracks” (67), and the duty I speak of lies in making this
realization a reality for my students as well. Silin, as a caretaker of his elderly parents and
his dying father, and simultaneously a teacher of young children, sees his own two distinct
identities as inseparable in many ways—but predominantly in ways that care is employed
in the roles he holds—caring for his parents and for his students. And though these
identities of personal and professional are distinct, they aren’t disparate. As I have also
come to this realization that Silin shares, I see my personal and professional lives running
along together; one doesn’t stop to wait while the other is in control of my life; they
proceed at the same speed, at the same time, so that even when I am not living one in a
physical sense, I am living it in ways that it continues to run through my mind. They are
both part of me, always. And while they run along parallel tracks, for me, they intersect as
well at times.

I want my students to feel this too—to realize and understand that one life does not
necessarily stop when the other resumes. That it is impossible to completely turn off the
switch that puts us in personal mode when we are in the professional space of the
classroom and vice versa. I want them to realize that the composition classroom is one
public space that can allow them that freedom to make meaning from their personal lives
and, furthermore, that when actually living out their personal lives, if faced with a difficult
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situation, this class can perhaps be part of a healing process, can help them work through a
difficult time or experience, can provide some solace. But they must first see this through
me, of course. Breaking down hierarchical barriers of separation between power-wielding
professor and powerless student, is no easy task. However, it starts with very simplistic
notions of human acknowledgement—of the idea that, stripped down to only our bare
humanity, we are all at the same level as we all have complicated lives outside of school
that inevitably make their way into our academic lives. Such an approach to create this
academic environment where everyone, regardless of their differences, can function in a
public space where they are valued as equals, involves moving beyond the strictly
academic—examining how and where inner and outer lives, or personal and professional
lives, can and may cross.

It goes without saying that we have many faces, masks even, that we change to
accommodate any given environment we may finds ourselves in—this often is due, at least
in part, to matters of propriety—and of course matters of propriety count where
professionalism is the standard. While of course not all matters of my personal life are
rendered appropriate for classroom conversation, other aspects of my personal life and the
simple nuances of my needs, wants, concerns—and those of my students as well—maintain
the ability to function as viable ephemera for classroom conversations and even
composition subject matter. As Silin also claims, “When we decide to share secrets, they
connect us to particular people in a more intimate manner” (116). The thing is, matters of
my personal life are matters that not only affect me, but can, and likely will, affect my
students as well. All while dealing with my mom’s cancer diagnosis; her illness and
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treatments, and surgeries; her ultimate move to hospice; and her eventual death, I
contemplated how much is too much to reveal to my students. In the end, I decided to be
very honest with them about what I was going through and what my mom was going
through. How it affected me; how it might affect my performance as their teacher at times;
how I might have to cancel classes, end classes early, take calls while in class—the things I
thought they should know so that I didn’t seem like a scatterbrain, or distracted, or
irresponsible. This is the most easily decided and sensible reason as to why we divulge—
for accountability. But, also in doing so, I have learned of the affects that such openness
and honesty can produce, especially in such an environment as the academy, where we
usually are not prepared for such moments of vulnerability.

Looking back to these moments and the journey through my mom’s illness, I think of all the
times I had to make those uncomfortable announcements in class. And they were
uncomfortable—for me, so I imagine as well for my students. A couple of these times I
cried, unable to hold back tears of the devastation I was feeling. I cried when I shared with
my summer 2017 students my mom’s diagnosis; I had to cancel class the day I found out, so
it was the responsible thing to do once I returned to class, but I wanted them to know, as
well; I didn’t know whose life I might be touching by sharing this story of devastation.
Some students seemed uncomfortable with my raw emotion and looked down at the floor,
or diverted their eyes away from me, but others looked directly at me with heartfelt
expressions of sympathy.

When the fall 2017 semester began, I had to cancel the first day of class due to it coinciding
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with my mom’s first day of treatment. So, on “our” first day I told them why—even though
this was the first day I had met them. As Lennon et al. claim, “it is not just our students who
are being made and re-made with and through the teacher-student encounter. Our
material, discursive and affective experiences are forever colliding and coalescing to
produce new wounds” (626). The wounds of sharing this devastating experience reopened
for me with memories of the first time I made the announcement to my students regarding
my mom’s diagnosis, questions racing through my mind: Will I cry again? Will they think
me too open? Will they think this isn’t appropriate? There were no answers so I jumped into
action, automatically almost, as if it were an out-of-body experience. My voice quivered,
but I held it together this time. While I was no rookie to crying in front of students by this
time, crying on the first day was something I wanted to try to avoid and, strangely, each
time I made such announcements in class it did get a bit easier; it became more normalized
that I share these sorts of experiences.

On this first day of class, as I ended by informing my students of this new turn of events in
my life, as everyone filtered out of the room, one student stood there, looking at me
sheepishly, shifting his feet nervously, eventually making his way up to the front of the
room. I’ll call him Henry. Henry was undoubtedly in this moment contemplating whether
or not he should share with me his own story, his own pain and suffering. He told me that
while at first he felt funny doing so, and that he was afraid I might think it was weird or
uncomfortable, he decided to do so because he felt it might help me. At the age of only
seventeen, he had lost his mother just seven months prior to cancer. Henry and I
developed a special bond, and while my regular office sessions with him sometimes felt like
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therapy sessions where I was being stretched beyond my areas of expertise, I locate these
moments as those in which we are in a position, as composition instructors, to take an
interest in our students’ lives beyond academic realms and, perhaps, to do even more for
them—as some of my own teachers had once done for me. I believe this is a gift of teaching
composition, and one that we should not evade. To this day, I keep in touch with Henry
and, even if I am really just there in the background, I’d like to think that those talks we had
and continue to have, have helped him to move on, particularly in the face of tragedy—of
losing a parent; I know on my end my talks with Henry have helped me. Seeing someone so
young persevere after losing his mom, grow, and fight hardship, has given me strength to
do so in dealing with my own loss.

While considering the complex notions of the inner and outer, the two distinct features of
human life that teeter on a fragile brink of coexistence, but never seem as though they are
warranted to mingle in the academy, I examine them interchangeably—in which one
seamlessly melds into the other. As Lennon et al. claim, in quoting Ahmed, “knowledge
cannot be separated from the bodily world of feeling and sensation” (624). So, certainly
there is subject matter, there are topics of conversation, discussion and debate; there are
opinions, even, that are blatantly appropriate for academic discussion. Then there are the
more risky elements of conversation, discussion, and debate that often leave us wondering
whether or not it is wise to broach such issues or reveal such opinions at all. While illness
and death may be difficult to deal with in public settings, there are of course other
experiences that provoke more resistant responses due to their controversial nature. But
it’s worth pondering how and why these moments may have a place in the classroom after
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all.

When the intricate and delicate weavings of inner and outer lives inevitably become spun
together in the academy, the result may call for precarious negotiations to be made. Jane
Tompkins displays such negotiations in her book, A Life in School: What the Teacher
Learned. According to Tompkins, it was not until eighteen years into her teaching career
that she discovered the necessity “to know, on a given day, how the students are feeling,
where they are in their thinking, whether they have desires or discontents that aren’t being
addressed, concerns they need a chance to air” (94). Theoretically, what Tompkins
proposes seems rather simple and commonplace, but in any given classroom setting, how
often do we take into consideration the individuals in those rooms and their feelings,
wants, or needs? Certainly, it is far easier to regard the needs of the class—the mass of
students instead of each unique individual. So, in a practical sense, a challenge is presented
as to how, as educators, we address these individual issues and prepare for what we may
encounter—how we may go about entering unknown territory.

Nevertheless, I agree with Tompkins (particularly as educators in the humanities) that we
often are in the presence of a silent yearning from students where there is something
deeper and more meaningful within their thoughts than the academic discussions that we
witness at the surface. And when we consider the inevitability of such student yearnings,
the proof we have, though not tangible, resides in the fact that we, as educators, experience
such yearnings as well. Tompkins also is sensitive to the human need of expression and
camaraderie—the solidarity that proliferates from shared experiences and the bond
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solidified through our yearnings. However, Tompkins speaks of a space in which such
sharing is expected to take place when she reflects on her experiences of teaching
American autobiography courses:
The people who signed up for those courses wanted to tell their stories; they
wanted someone to know their pain. I wanted the same thing, though I didn’t know
it then. My own unhappiness found relief as I read about theirs. It was the bond we
shared. Through the autobiography courses I came to know my students at a deeper
level and felt more connected to them […] (95).
While this very personal moment might be brushed off and summed up by the old adage
“misery loves company,” there is certainly more to it than that and it lies in the word
“connected” I believe. The moments are rare when people connect in academic settings,
and this is due in part to the fact that we are conditioned to believe that the personal and
the professional don’t belong together.

This does not, however, change the fact that we all have baggage and carry it with us
wherever we go. In some places it may be easier to set it aside, to push it away. But, let’s
face it: The academy does not have baggage check. Furthermore, because of its
inconsistencies, namely the fact that we take the academy, in most instances, to be a liberal
institution which, contradictorily in fact, follows a conservative neoliberal agenda, the
academy creates the perfect storm to open wounds which reveal such raw emotions—
many of which we become trained to hold in and, furthermore, cruelly and coldly offers no
solace or opportunity to heal these wounds. As bell hooks reminds us, “no education is
politically neutral” (37) and this becomes an inherent reality to all involved in academic
life. In other words, I believe it goes without saying that there are those individuals who
are not initially made to feel welcome in the academy—as in many other professional areas
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of life, and these individuals of course would be women, people of color, those of the
LGBTQ+ community, and even people of certain social classes. However, the liberal
advertisement of the university, as a place that welcomes everyone (so state the many
school missions, i.e., those I cite in chapter 1), can come to feel as nothing more than
hypocrisy—false advertising that contradicts the mission.

It is, of course, important to consider the fact that, in turning back to Tompkins, she speaks
specifically of an autobiography course and not a typical first-year writing course. In this
sort of setting we expect that people have stories they wish to tell; they have joined for a
reason, after all. But, if college students do indeed sign up for such courses, then clearly
there is interest. If we give students the opportunity of autobiographical work, then they
may decide how they want to approach such an assignment—what and how much they
wish to reveal. A conviction I return to in such matters of conflict and decision-making
where assignments are concerned is that the reliance on personal experience can always
prove to be useful in composition classrooms. The personal experience that people share
through writing can prove invaluable to writer and reader alike, despite its content. As Lad
Tobin suggests in “Process Pedagogy,” “These ideas—that students actually have
something important and original to say and will find ways to say it if we can just get out of
their way, give them the freedom to choose their own material, and show them that we are
interested—run throughout early process pedagogy” (5). Tobin locates a connection
between student freedom and process pedagogy—an expressivist staple. I would add that
by fulfilling our wish to see “original” and “interesting” student work, allowing students
freedom in their writing would align with tapping into their own personal experiences.
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What could be more freeing in a composition class than to be given the opportunity to tell
one’s own story? Personal experience as intertwined with process pedagogy, therefore, is a
good starting place and foundation from which to build, expand, and simply understand
complex issues.

My concern, then, is not whether or not these types of personal assignments belong in
first-year composition classes; clearly I believe they do. The only element of concern I
locate with such assignments, or even with such openness as a part of my pedagogy and
even my relationship with students, lies in our preparation and areas of expertise. Are we
prepared, as educators (and not therapists), for what might become unearthed? This is a
legitimate concern, but it is part of being a teacher in any way we look at what our role
encompasses. Are teachers not sometimes prompted to intervene in a student’s personal
life? What happens when they detect issues at home? What role must they play /
responsibility do they have when bullying occurs? What do they do when a piece of writing
or a drawing turns up something troubling? We can certainly surmise that it doesn’t
specifically take a neo-expressivist classroom for these events to potentially happen. These
are the more difficult aspects of a life in school, as a teacher who is sometimes asked to go
beyond the typical calls of duty.

Neo-expressivism merely makes clear that if we want writing that is meaningful and alive,
then what our students write about is key to achieving this endeavor. Subject matter that is
close to the heart, that is personal on some level will likely proliferate these kinds of
successful writing. When writers write their own stories, they write with passion, with
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meaning, and with fortitude. But this has to permeate the entire environment of the
classroom and the class, as a whole; this can’t be a one-assignment-deal if we wish to see
change. It may start that way, testing the waters, so to speak; but, ultimately, it must
become a lived experience in the classroom.

MELTING POTS, MERGING STORIES
In reflecting on my own consideration of the responsibility instructors hold in a
classroom—particularly a diverse one—to see students as more than the empty
receptacles and for them to see us as more than the god-like, all-wise authoritarian figures,
I recognize the challenges posed. In abolishing these dehumanizing notions, we are
prompted to consider all of us in the academy as real people with real lives and important
experiences, but the question then becomes: Whose lives and experiences are made to seem
worthy of composition and why, and how can we defeat this erroneous notion that certain
stories hold more value than others? We must ensure that all are heard who wish to tell
their stories and that we not only accept the story for the value it holds to its writer, but for
the potential value it may impart to its readers as well.

Here I turn to Susan Swartzlander, Diana Pace, and Virginia Lee Stamler, who in “Requiring
Students to Write about Their Personal Lives,” make their concerns for the personal genre
completely clear in asking us to “Consider […] the possible impact of race, ethnicity, class,
or sexual orientation on a student’s discomfort with autobiographical writing” (B2). And,
in my own prior consideration of this matter, I would reiterate the fact that anyone, despite
race, ethnicity, class, or sexual orientation, could feel unease with the assignment.
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Autobiographical / personal writing can be a daunting task for anyone and for various
reasons—but the shared reason being self-exposure and ultimate vulnerability. If we
consider the state of vulnerability that will evidently present itself, we have no choice but
to acknowledge that some will undoubtedly feel more vulnerable than others—specifically,
people on the margins. Nevertheless, we must maintain a conviction in the power that
ultimately and eventually comes from and with such vulnerability.

One such group of individuals who at first might be daunted by the vulnerability of
exposure could be those who identify as part of the LGBTQ+ community. Harriet
Malinowitz discusses the particular risks these students face in the academy in her essay
“Textual Orientations: Lesbian and Gay Students and the Making of Discourse
Communities.” According to Malinowitz, “Even the theories that offer the most promise of
connecting writing to radical social change fail to imagine the perils at which outlaw sexual
identity is articulated in homophobic culture—in which school is a primary site of violence”
(40). The academy can be a scary place, even without requesting students to pour out the
personal. What Malinowitz speaks of can evoke the most visceral of fears and biases, of
course. And, though published in 1995, I see the issue she raises as pertinent to our
consideration today, particularly in such contentious times as we are living through now in
the year 2020.

Nevertheless, Malinowitz understands the complex nature of asking students to delve into
the personal and the promise it also holds. She claims, “[…] When lesbian and gay people
enter the officially sanctioned headquarters of literacy training—i.e., the school—they are
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implicitly asked to check the literacy they have acquired in the lesbian/gay community at
the door” (41). Not only does this line remind me of my own claims about the academy not
having “baggage check,” it also solidifies my point that we shouldn’t have to check our
baggage; we should be able to, and feel at ease to use the baggage that has become part of
our everyday existences and experiences to enrich and enlighten our own learning
experiences, as well as those of others, and this is a practice that neo-expressivism aims for.

A particular instance in one of my first-year composition classes captures the essence of
what Malinowitz discusses. For my students’ first essay assignment, a personal narrative,
the subject matter on which they were to write was completely up to them—as long as, as I
told them, it was regarding an experience they had had and is one they attribute as a
learning experience—something not only they learned from, but they believe others would
learn from as well. On the day they came in with their drafts, I had them swap with another
student to peer review each other’s work. I believe in peer review as one of the most
important and productive activities we can conduct in composition classes, for it is here
that students are exposed to, not only the work but also the stories of others. Students are
always told (or warned) that we will peer review beforehand so that there are no surprises
and so that they can take into consideration how much they would like to reveal. One of my
students chose to write about his experience of coming out to his family and friends in high
school. He beautifully captured the fear and anxiety he felt; the acceptance and rejection he
received from different people in his life. The student he swapped with was a student
athlete, a swimmer, who wrote about his family’s desire for him to pursue basketball, but
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how he faced a difficult decision to go against their wishes in order to follow his own
dreams and desires to become a swimmer.

Though the subject matter was thoroughly different, the two students identified a
connection within their stories: potentially letting loved ones down in pursuit of their own
happiness and discovery of their own unique identities, despite what others wanted from
or expected of them. And again, Malinowitz sums up beautifully what this moment
captures: “A composition class is a particularly fit site in which to discover that the word of
the Other subtly colludes with, melds with—indeed, is embedded within—one’s own” (43).
Let us not then forget that there are many groups of “Others” and we are each and all
Othered in some way. In learning of each other’s stories, we establish a form of mutual
understanding. So, I agree with Malinowitz that a composition class is an apt place to
establish such connections by tapping into the personal for this very reason.

The collaboration of varying perspectives does pose challenges at first, but these very
challenges can lead us to more propitious results. One example that I find useful comes
from Peter Elbow in his Writing Without Teachers. Elbow’s clever metaphor of “cooking”
describes the writing process, the essence of the complexity and even messiness, of what
the process entails when he explains it as, “bubbling, percolating, fermenting, chemical
interaction, atomic fission. Cooking drives the engine that makes growing happen” (48).
He also claims that at “the heart of cooking [is] energy” (48). In regards to this metaphor, I
also consider the variety of ingredients, the reliance on recipes, the testing, trying, and trial
and error, that go along with cooking; sometimes you get it right, and sometimes, no matter
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what you do or how hard you try, it just won’t turn out the way you want it to—similar to
life and to writing.

Elbow also speaks of cooking as interaction between ideas and, furthermore, as interaction
between people. In this respect, the importance of collaboration is emphasized and Elbow
does not neglect the fact that such interactions can cause road blocks, what he addresses in
his section titled “Noncooking.” There are two types of noncooking which Elbow
addresses: the first being when everyone is nice and agrees with one another; the second
being when everyone disagrees with one another and interrupts without allowing anyone
to finish a thought. It is the latter form of noncooking, however, where Elbow sees
promise:
The problem of the argumentative group illustrates how to get cooking going. They
need to stop all the interrupting and make sure each speaker finishes what he is
saying before someone else speaks. In this way they can maximize the chance of one
person’s view actually getting inside the head of the other people and being
transmuted or reoriented there. […] This amounts to giving each idea a full hearing
and insures that the interaction happens—that other material is seen through its
lens. (57-58)
Such an approach then leads to the valuing of personal experience, as everyone, despite
various life circumstances, has important experiences to share and from which others may
learn. The key is to allow each voice to be heard, giving ample opportunity for listening to
and learning from one another. In an environment where everyone is in agreement,
nothing is gained—and most likely due in part to the fact that rarely (even in the most
homogenized of environments) is everyone in agreement with one another anyway. The
composition class is an environment where we can easily assure that everyone will have a
voice that is heard—if not through speaking, then through writing.
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Elbow proposes a civil democratic practice that takes into account the inevitable instances
of diversity within learning environments and claims that it is within diverse environments
where the important work of learning through shared opinions and ideas can happen more
successfully. Elbow claims this himself: “I always stick up for the advantages of diversity:
different kinds of people working on different kinds of writing” (79). While Elbow speaks
here specifically of genres and different kinds of writing, I find this example commensurate
with the discussion of what the sharing of different life experiences—different people and
different kinds of writing (different styles, different stories) can do for one’s writing
experience. My own students’ peer review sharing moment allowed them to see that a
common goal was achieved through their writing, even though they had different stories;
they had both made appeals to their audiences in which they highlighted the difficulties
that come with straying from expectations or norms. Through reading each other’s stories,
this affirmed for each of them the significance of what they were feeling through this
experience.

To further ensure our purpose in the sharing of stories, achieving learning and
understanding as an end result while overcoming, at least to an extent, biases and
prejudices, it is important to keep in mind what Paula Mathieu discusses as “contemplative
practices” and “mindfulness.” In the podcast, Pedagogue, Mathieu claims that
contemplative practices and mindfulness foster an environment of “kindness” and “selfreflection” in the composition classroom (Episode 22, 1:20). While this knowledge that
Mathieu shares speaks of curriculum design and pedagogical practices, I see these ideas as
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beneficial in fostering an environment that we, as instructors, create, but which our
students contribute to. So, it is highly important that we impart these ideas of mindfulness
to our students as they share work and reflect on the experiences of others, to garner a
deeper understanding of where someone else might be coming from.

Mathieu also speaks of what essentially is a gamble in planning composition classes when
she claims how hard it is to “truly be present in the classroom” seeing that we all have so
much going on in our lives—instructors and students alike—but furthermore, how this
difficulty is exemplified during the planning period before instructors even meet their
students (Episode 22, 5:47), that is, before the semester has begun. Mathieu claims that
ultimately the goal of mindful pedagogy is to “help [students] with their own lives”
(Episode 22, 6:15), and I agree that this is what the acts of storytelling accomplish as part
of a composition curriculum, particularly as part of a neo-exprerssivist pedagogy, where
stories are the crux of the curriculum.

The practice that Mathieu and I advocate for (though what she calls mindfulness and
contemplative practice, I call neo-expressivism—or at least a subsection of neoexpressivism) creates an environment where differences are ultimately embraced through
the sharing of stories and circumstances. While this is a practice that is ignited by the
teacher, it is one passed on to students to foster an atmosphere of comfort where people
learn from one another, making a public space more intimate and safe. The notions of this
kind of class and what it is meant to achieve are also reflected in the work of Jody Shipka,
who in Toward a Composition Made Whole, speaks of her desires for her students:
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I […] believe that frameworks that provide students with opportunities to move
between—while reflecting upon—the affordances and constraints associated with
different representational systems and ways of knowing may better prepare
students for the variety of intellectual and interpersonal tasks and activities they
will likely encounter in other classes, in extracurricular spaces, as well as in their
future professions. (107)
What Shipka discusses, beyond the wholeness of a pedagogy that takes into consideration
the personal aspect of a composition class and the professional aims as well, more
importantly is the concept of readying students for a future that will hold, in all aspects of
life, the necessity of being versed in ways that respond to diversity and differentiation—or
the idea of being accustomed to differences and diversions from what we identify as our
own norms and values. Composition classes that are built upon the ideologies that I have
discussed here, and that I have learned to put into practice, are composition classes that
can make this important goal a reality. Doing so begins by learning from and with one
another, through the important stories we all have to tell and can tell when a composition
pedagogy allows for these moments to happen.

THE CALMS AND THE STORMS
Nevertheless, there are times when disparities of race, gender, sexuality, and social class
can create skewed dynamics and thwart the progress that sharing is intended to make.
Despite the most persistent and cautious efforts, creating an environment where all
students feel that their ideas and experiences are welcome is no easy task; some may only
feel comfortable when holding such matters in. Even through sincere encouragement from
teachers and peers alike, silence may inevitably be the end result. But, silence is not
necessarily a sign of weakness, nor is it necessarily a result of domination; a responsibility
remains that the diligent work of attempting to distinguish these differences is carried out.
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In other words, we all have valuable experiences that we can extract from our personal
lives—experiences that are viable to classroom learning; we just need to figure out how
each and every person can tell their story in a way that allows them to do so with as much
ease as possible.

Furthermore, and in a fortuitous notion, the composition classroom functions as a
microcosm of the real world, and so it goes without saying that what we observe in the real
world will filter into our classrooms. Though this can be a double-edged sword, depending
upon the subject matter that may arise through classroom conversation, and oftentimes
depending upon the state of the world outside of our classrooms: When hateful sentiments
become part of life outside the classroom, people may feel more entitled to reveal such
sentiments in the classroom; but when moments of solidarity and triumph prevail, this too
may be seen as part of our classroom moments that bring us together; so long as we
examine the dynamics at play in the classroom that mimic society, important learning
moments can happen in the composition classroom.

Examining classroom dynamics means doing so when silence is what we experience in the
classroom as well. Cheryl Glenn’s Unspoken: A Rhetoric of Silence carefully examines the
multifaceted realms of silence and claims that, “Masculine discourse has been the
monologue of a male-dominated ruling class, while feminine discourse has spoken the
perspectives of the dominated: the poor, the disabled, the “raced,” the foreign, and, of
course, the female […]” (21). The trajectory of gendered discourse, as Glenn points out, has
not altered. This is a claim that reads as true regardless of history or demography. It reads
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as the natural order of things, cringe-worthy as that may be in a modern context. The
feminine discourse, then, is the muted discourse, as it fulfills its duty to oblige the dominant
discourse. This is, however, the truth at face value and true only in certain contexts—not
all. The pivotal element to consider, in all circumstances of silence, is that, regardless of the
oppression bestowed upon the dominated, regardless of the discomfort and the
unwelcoming aura that often hovers over those who are not intended or expected to free
their voices, silence in this sense, is always a choice.

The choice of silence, though prompted by differing circumstances, should always be given
the benefit of the doubt. Though it may read as disinterest, boredom, or even a failure to
take risks, there is a responsibility to acknowledge and envision it as more, and as
something inherently important. In doing so, we begin the important work of inclusion and
bringing individuals together, despite different circumstances or life experiences—a first
step, I believe, in seeing all people in the academy for more than what their academic
purposes serve.

I struggled for some time in seeing my female students, when compared to my male
students, as less willing to take risks in their writing—actually being less likely to open up
in regards to personal matters. The reader may even notice that most times when I reflect
on student work as examples, the highly emotional subject matter I refer to is written by
male students: the student who was involved with gang activity; the one who came out to
his family; the one who openly discussed sexist views or racist views. In considering
Glenn’s discussion, men are made to feel more comfortable in public conversation; they
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naturally have a public voice while women have had to fight for their voices to be heard. It
makes sense, then, that women would feel less at ease in making themselves vulnerable in
divulging emotional and personal experiences. After all, it took some time for me to be
comfortable with the perception I might receive as a highly emotional, overly sensitive,
hysterical, perhaps unstable, female instructor. But in opening up and being upfront about
my own experiences—revealing my vulnerability as a person who has bad days, months,
years; as someone who has had to balance being a caretaker, with being a student and an
instructor; as a woman who lost her mother to cancer; as a patient herself, all her life,
dealing with a genetic disorder, I have empowered myself and my students—particularly
my female students—as I watch them continue to crawl out of their shells.

I believe as I turn more toward the expressive nature of teaching and learning, that there is
more that unifies us than divides us. But maintaining a watchful eye for potential moments
of controversy and discomfort is part of the expressive territory as well. In being
considerate of when and where differences collide, if expression allows for the ability to
tune into the precarious positions that all individuals hold, as both powerful and powerless,
we risk creating an environment that might proliferate highly emotional and even hateful
discourse. It is inevitable that in an environment where expression is encouraged,
individuals will feel welcome and at ease to share their feelings and their fears—this, in
turn, may include certain biases or prejudices. Oftentimes (though I do not wish to
overgeneralize) this may be most true of students who carry a particular privilege (i.e.,
white men), but can even be tinged by cultural norms that students have grown up with.
For instance, in one of my classes I had a student, Latino male, a bit older than my average
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freshman student, mid-twenties, who openly claimed that he believed women shouldn’t
have jobs, but should stay home and raise children. Of course I was a bit offended. Why
would he say this in my class? Was it directed toward me? How did the other women in the
class feel, all there in that room with the purpose of one day having a career and many
already working grueling jobs? I realized quickly (within seconds) that offended I should
not be. I had, after all, created this open environment of sharing sentiments.

I instead challenged him, questioning why he felt this way. After a pause and a
contemplative look, he replied that this was the way he was raised—that his mother never
worked, his grandmother never worked—women, as he had been raised to believe, just
didn’t work. After being pressed and teased a bit, as I asked whether or not he believed I
belonged in that classroom as his instructor, he chuckled and replied by explaining that
maybe he didn’t think all women should be housewives, but that he would prefer to have a
wife one day who was. Fair enough.

What I gather from these moments is that we hold a responsibility to ensure that a civil
discourse can be maintained when discussions get a bit dicey. We can and should have
conversations about things that, at first, might seem offensive, but can actually lead to
pivotal moments of contemplation and learning. While I like to think that introducing a
neo-expressivist approach to the classroom might grant a voice to those who are often
silenced: people of color, women, people who identify as part of the LGBTQ+ community, of
course I am at times frightened to consider what sorts of ugly sentiments could be
unearthed. I don’t see this as a direct critique of neo-expressivism, but as something I feel
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neo-expressivists have a responsibility to consider. We cannot privilege the ideas,
opinions, and experiences of a select few; the aim is to make an environment that is safe for
all. The work of Sharon Crowley offers a straightforward solution when she claims: “If
Americans do not know how to invent arguments, if they do not know that they can
discover alternatives to the positions defined by powerful people and institutions,
democracy is indeed in trouble” (26). Democracy is deeply intertwined with neoexpressivism in allowing all voices to be heard and in positing all personal experiences as
valuable. Indeed we run a risk in granting such freedoms. But only in handing over power
can we make progress as a society. Despite our social positions, we must accept the
contingent nature of power and be willing to abdicate such power, if we wish to move
forward in a productive sense.

From the perspective of an instructor who wishes to create a more free and open
environment, where multiple ideas and opinions are welcome, this makes sense; abdicating
out natural authoritarian power and passing it along to students does not seem so radical,
but rather, reasonable—and productive. It is once that power is handed over that we face
the most risk and uncertainty: How, after all, can such power be equally distributed to
ensure that all may benefit from it? Simply stated, it can’t. The academy and particularly,
to cull my own experience here, the composition classroom, is an inconsistent space in
which we may experience a hotbed of contentious issues—and particularly in this moment
of flagrant politics and policies. Crowley, as stated prior, speaks of the importance of
addressing such issues in the classroom as a necessity in establishing an ethical democratic
practice. She, nevertheless, understands the difficulties of carrying out such discourse
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amidst contentious topics when she claims, “My students tell me that they do not argue
about politics or religion because they do not wish to risk losing. Since they readily
associate loss of an argument with the state of character they call “being a loser,” they
preserve their integrity by refusing to engage in argument at all” (30). Though it may not
be the intention of Crowley to delve into the majority-minority dynamics at play in such
scenarios, I find it curious to consider her discussion of the fear of “losing” or being seen as
a “loser,” as commensurate, despite the demographics of majority and minority individuals
in classroom settings.

Like Elbow, she addresses the importance of establishing a civil democratic practice in our
classrooms but, unlike Elbow, she fails to address the inequalities that ultimately persist
amidst social disparities. What Crowley proposes is reminiscent of Elbow’s previous
claims of evoking a civil democratic practice within our classrooms. However, I believe
Elbow is more sensitive to the issues of diversity within certain classrooms, and the
notions of disparity and discrimination, which can stunt our efforts toward a democratic
practice. What I would wish to ask Crowley then is, though we may all at times feel like
“losers,” aren’t some of us, by force of circumstance, simply posited on the losing end? I
would be remiss to assume that Crowley’s intention is to disregard such notions of
majority-minority disparities. However, when not even a full page later she speaks of acts
of belittling by “queering or feminizing,” I am a bit confounded by what I read as her
neglect of the issue (31). Yet she clearly answers my desired question. Her claim here is
that argument is evaded, in general and by all students, on the premise of positing oneself
on the losing end before an argument even begins.
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I agree with Crowley that students of all kinds may be reluctant to partake in such exercises
that focus on argumentation while I also acknowledge, as I presume Crowley would, that
there are students (of all races, genders, et cetera) who would be quite comfortable doing
so. My concern with the issue she discusses is that she skirts over the fact that by
“queering” and “feminizing” as blatant ways to criticize rather than engage in argument,
marginalized individuals (women and queer people in particular here) are immediately
pinned on the losing end. To use my own examples, we have all heard the criticism, even in
a joking manner from one man or boy to the next, exclaiming: “You run like a girl!” Or, even
though this one seems to have died down now (thank goodness), it was big in my growing
years to show distaste for something by saying: “That’s so gay.” Evidently, if argument is
avoided by intents to belittle by queering or feminizing (as Crowley claims), then those
who are labeled as / identify as queer or feminine, we may gather, are subjected to feel that
they have no place (or voice) in argument. As composition instructors we hold a
responsibility to ensure that we create an environment where everyone’s voice has a place
that is welcome and regarded as important.

When I consider what a civil discourse entails; what silence could mean—in speaking or
writing; when I reflect on the democratic practice of teaching and, more importantly,
teaching composition, I acknowledge that the way I design my classroom, with my students
in mind, of course, means everything in achieving these sought-after goals. Therefore, our
assignments must reflect these goals and must respond to the issues we detect, where
certain people may still feel hesitation to speak up, to open up, or even to take on particular
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subject matter in their work. Certain pedagogical tactics grant a voice to everyone and
allow trust to be established, not only between teacher and student, but also between
students. Such assignments will likely stray from the conventional and involve some
element of risk—but these are the risks we take for love of what we do and to see students
develop a love for what they do in our classes.

SOCIAL EXPRESSIVISM & EXPERIMENTATION
Part of the responsibility in being a careful and considerate teacher I’ve learned is to
reiterate to students to think before we speak; to be careful of the ways we say and write
things; to try to be open to others’ feelings and opinions; and to try to appreciate
differences, even if we don’t agree. As Marian MacCurdy claims in “From Trauma to
Writing: A Theoretical Model for Practical Use,” “[…] While experiences may be distinct, a
painful awareness of being utterly different from others can be shared. Differences can
even bring people together and give them permission to speak” (177). Furthermore, by
focusing on these unique academic moments of differing experiences, we are allowed the
opportunity to address a major critique of expressivism: that the practice focuses too much
on the idea of individuality and, therefore, on the individual—a critique that social
constructionists sought to reform with the implementation of their own practice as
pedagogy.

As has long been the case and the critique that expressivists just can’t seem to shake, there
is truth to this ideological aspect of expressivist theory. Patricia Sullivan, in Experimental
Writing in Composition: Aesthetics and Pedagogies (Composition, Literacy, and Culture),
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points out the fact that, “[…] While expressivists who argue for the teaching of
experimental writing often critique academic discourse […], they are more concerned with
the student as individual, his or her honest or authentic writing/self, and therefore relegate
social or ideological concerns to the background” (45). What I believe Sullivan (as well as
many others) fails to realize regarding expressivist theory is that there must be a “starting
place” from which social or ideological concerns can spring—that starting place, in
considering neo/expressivism, is within the individual. Sullivan begins by making a good
and fair point; however, she (and she is not alone) reduces her argument to a mere
generalization based loosely upon antiquated notions and (mis)understandings of
expressivism and its intentions.

What begins with(in) the individual need not—and should not—stay there. As Sullivan
states just a page earlier, “Writing is both a solitary and a social act; we both teach
individual students and participate in a social process” (44). I believe this holds true
regardless of one’s pedagogical theory. It is not as though all expressivists acknowledge
the component of “teaching individual students” and do not acknowledge the component of
“participating in a social process.” The entire crux of expressivist theory relies on the idea
of process—and no one ever said it was a completely solitary process. Reflecting on the
work of Lad Tobin, Sullivan comments on the spirit of the process movement during its
inception in the 1960s and ‘70s:
[Tobin] does not deny that the “writing process movement,” as the name of a
historical moment in composition, has come to represent some of the same projects
and values of expressivism: “But in the composition world, the term has come to
mean something else [other than just a generalized process]: an emphasis on the
process, student choice and voice, revision, self-expression. But most of all it has
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come to mean a critique (or even outright rejection) of traditional, product-driven,
rules-based, correctness-obsessed writing. (Tobin qtd. in Sullivan 19)
According to the above description, which actually portrays process and expressivism as
hand-in-hand, emphasis is placed on the idea that expressivism, like process, is most
accurately defined when it is realized as a theory and, therefore, a movement (when
enacted) that shuns the antiquated traditions of academia—those which focus on the
professionalization of the individual (rules-based, correctness-obsessed.)

I see this critique of the academy that neo-expressivism sheds light upon as an agenda to
defeat its critique of being too individualistic. In other words, as neo-expressivism seeks to
take on the institution’s push of professionalization, which can and should be viewed for its
biases: racist, anti-feminist, and homophobic, we may accept neo-expressivist theory as one
that seeks to ameliorate and reform such biased traditions which only work to the
advantage of a select few. Neo-expressivism then, when implemented as practice, allows
for the opportunity of awareness—of learning and experiencing through others—which
can and may lead to greater change, action and even activism. Though perhaps an obvious
observation, the academy is an institution that has never been heralded for its diversity.
That said, Sullivan does note that we may “[See] innovative and experimental writing as a
way to diversify academic prose [through] examples of formal experimentation—language
play, fragmentation, nonlinear arguments, or non-argumentative writings […]” (49).
Through diversification we achieve inclusivity and the valuing of nontraditional forms of
writing—a turn away from the one-size-fits all mentality—a new way of theorizing best
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practices for an academy that no longer is occupied by individuals who all fit the same
mold.

Classroom diversity is an element of today’s more modern universities and one in which
neo-expressivism may best be applied. In making the move from the self to the social, we
are tested as neo-expressivists to see how learning moments may unfold despite what are,
at times, extreme differences in ideologies. A first-year writing class I taught a few years
back hit a contentious moment when one student, a white man who had grown up in
Brooklyn, openly shared his anger regarding the newly formed Black Lives Matter
movement. He claimed, quite confidently, that everyone involved in the movement was
“racist against white people.” What we, as a class, did not know at first was that this
student had faced a series of events in which, growing up, he had been jumped, harassed,
and beaten up by Black kids in his neighborhood. These events, paired with what I
gathered, (though I admit from hypothesis and assumption) that his parents felt some form
of prejudice against people of color, led to an inevitable, though inexcusable, conclusion as
to why this student, without an outsider’s perspective—one other than his own and/or
perhaps than his family’s / community’s—may have felt the way he did.

While I diffused the situation as best I could, first informing the student that there were, in
fact, white people involved in the Black Lives Matter movement (something he did not
know), I was fortunate to quickly learn that there was another student in the class who
knew far more about the movement than I did, and had even been involved in some of its
events. When writing time came, I, with some hesitation, paired these two students
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together for peer review. I was met with the possibility of this going one of two ways: the
way I had hoped for—that each would learn something from the other in regards to where
they were coming from; or the way I dreaded—that an argument or some form of
altercation would ensue due to their starkly contrasting viewpoints. I was relieved when
things turned out civilly between the two. I agree with Judy Rohrer who in her article, ‘It’s
in the Room’: Reinvigorating Feminist Pedagogy, Contesting Neoliberalism, and Trumping
Post-truth Populism” claims:
While I seek to create as safe and respectful an environment as possible, I also
encourage students to learn to sit with discomfort and stretch toward curiosity, selfreflection, and willingness to change (one’s mind, one’s practices, and the
institutional structures in which we are embedded). (587)
When reflecting on each other’s work, the students had constructed a dialogue that did not
persuade the other, per se, but led to a mutual understanding—a basic, “I see where you’re
coming from,” conclusion as to how and why each of them felt the way they did. In
addition, the former student, the one with the initial skewed perception of the Black Lives
Matter movement, even seemed to learn something and have a take-away moment. At the
end of the semester, he wrote an email to the class thanking everyone for “putting up” with
him and saying that he a learned a lot.

While I’m not advertising that the route I took works miracles, or that this particular
student left my class a changed man, I am attempting to shed light on what I feel was a
pivotal moment in my classroom where I took a risk, pairing two very different students
together, who clearly had different experiences and, therefore, different opinions on a
particular matter. All I could hope for—and I think we accomplished this much—was that
each student was allowed a window into the other’s mind and even life, for a moment—the
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opportunity to experience another person’s train of thought that had formed as a result of
life’s circumstances. Deborah Brandt, in the The Rise of Writing: Redefining Mass Literacy,
explains this interaction between writing moments and what happens as a result, reflecting
on a study she conducted in which writers wrote amongst one another:
The most repeated social fact among the participants in the study is that writing is
scenic: it is an observable, nameable, and recognizable activity. Other people can
see and make sense of the fact that you write and you can see and make sense of the
fact that they write. The scenic quality of writing—comprised of its settings, its
materials, and its postures, not to mention its products—is obvious. Yet its very
obviousness is what sediments the activity of writing into larger routines and
relationships of life. (138)
Aside from the specific focus on my two students’ differing perspectives of the Black Lives
Matter movement, one student was white, Anglo, identified as straight, and was a selfproclaimed Trump supporter. The other student was a young man of color, who identified
as queer, and openly supported more liberal agendas. When and where might these two
ever have had the opportunity to share and discuss, or merely even learn of, their differing
perspectives—and, more importantly, why and how they came to such conclusions
regarding their unique experiences? As Brandt comments above, the activity of writing can
lead to “larger routines and relationships of life.” I would add that it may also lead to new
realizations and this can result from the experience of writing in a community where
writing is shared, seen, and experienced.

Moments such as these in which writers are able to experience and learn something new, I
believe, are the moments we must harness, as they can be advantageous to our field of
study and advantageous to the development of individuals who will contribute to our
society eventually in a multitude of ways. These moments have prompted me to consider
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how assignments other than our typical essays and peer reviews could create dialogues
either between like-minded individuals, or those who hold differing ideas and opinions
because, as Rohrer also claims:
When they start to realize the richness of the experiences of their classmates, many
students become intensely engaged in the course–they want to hear from each other.
Often they build empathy, but they also build skills for respectful disagreement based
in analysis, and in both instances, they build knowledge. (589)
The assignment (or project, as I prefer) that for me has best accomplished this outcome is
the Anonymous Collaborative Journal that I mention and discuss in the previous chapters.
What this project seeks to do, first and foremost, is to connect students and their
experiences, ideas, opinions, and interests—not by way of peer reviewing longer essays,
but through shorter excerpts oftentimes alongside artwork—drawings and collages.

The open form and open genre add to the creative aspect, which I believe further highlights
the students’ individuality, as some write poetry or cite song lyrics; some write in prose
and avoid visuals, while others rely on visuals to enhance their purposes. While it is always
exciting to see what students come up with, and the anonymous element adds to this
excitement, the true intention of this project responds to a major critique of expressivism
that is resolved by a neo-expressivist project such as this one: starting from the self and
moving beyond to the social; beginning with an aspect of one individual identity and
eventually establishing a collaborative identity as part of a group for presentation.

In Stacey Waite’s Teaching Queer: Radical Possibilities for Writing and Knowing, the aspect
of identity as intertwined with the composition process is a crucial point of understanding
the complexity of a writing process:
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Every writing class is about identity: the identities of the students, the teacher, the
dynamics between various expressions of those identities in writing and in the
classroom. To say otherwise would be to fool ourselves into thinking our
pedagogies, our teaching choices, were about something other than ourselves. (95)
Taking into context and consideration the multitude of identities within a given
composition classroom leads to a safe assumption that writing can never really be a
completely solitary act of self-interest alone, and this is because, though the personal
experiences we have are unique, the act of writing isn’t. In other words, we use writing to
make sense of and learn from our own experiences by sharing them with others and vice
versa. As MacCurdy claims, “Writers have known for a while that the process of writing, of
ordering our images into a coherent narrative, seems to give some measure of control over
that which we cannot control—the past” (184). The ideas displayed by these two authors
correspond to my earlier discussion of “growing” as part of a writing community. A project
such as the Anonymous Collaborative Journal makes the coming together of identities more
palpable by way of sharing and responding to the thoughts and ideas of others in class. The
outcomes we seek to achieve are all about ourselves: how we become better writers, yes,
but also how we become more empathetic and sympathetic, how we become better
listeners and less insular in our perceptions, how we become part of a community;
therefore these outcomes are about everyone. Despite our pedagogical practices and the
assignments we design, we need more projects that achieve this element of collective
growth—that go beyond the academic essay as a basic composition means to an end, but
also we need to rethink the essay, its purpose, what it does for students, and how we make
academic writing in general more about possibilities than outcomes.
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CONCLUSION
This chapter has shown the beneficial outcomes of a neo-expressivist pedagogy that is
willing to go beyond the notion of our students as empty receptacles in our classrooms.
Such practices are not always the “safest,” but may open up worlds of possibilities to learn
of and from the differences that surround us, by taking on uncomfortable subject matter,
and by doing so in nonconventional ways that acknowledge students (and teachers) as
people with fears, concerns, and desires, and simply as human beings who have more to
offer the academy than the consumption of a rote curriculum. Furthermore, such
environments, in addition to a typical learning environment, foster an environment of
caring and love—crucial components to growth that are necessary at the pivotal time of a
college career intended to ready students for the world beyond school.

As educators, we may feel we are taking risks if we go this route, but I ask that we also
consider what we may offer our students, and the academy as a whole, in the special and
unique position we find ourselves in as composition instructors. Such moves will likely not
come without adversity—from other teachers; and even from students; and, of course,
from administration. But we must follow the testament of our beliefs as instructors of
composition—as those who often know our students best, more personally, within the
academy. What may initially seem to be a risk that we are taking could potentially provide
a safe haven.
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The next chapter will discuss how we look at the composition class and academic writing
as sites and moments in which students can best harness their own stories in ways that
uniquely capture their voices. In further rallying against the professionalization of the
academy, this chapter seeks to further explore, in a twenty-first century context, the idea of
students writing in their own languages—or at least avoiding the appropriation of and
denouncing Standard English (SE) as a critical language of the academy by showing that SE
is no one’s natural language. Though the examination of this issue is predominantly
explored with current students, part of understanding the unnaturalness of imposing the
dominant language must be identified by looking to history to prove how this problem
persists and why—and to further garner an understanding of what language colonization
seeks to achieve and what it ultimately destroys in the process.

Part of what this next and last chapter sets out to do, through my own beliefs in teaching
college composition, is to show that adding different expressive or unconventional
assignments to our curriculum only goes so far if we don’t also consider how students can
further make these assignments their own—and in a way that they don’t necessarily feel
like assignments, but like projects that are close and important to their lives. The neoexpressivist classroom, therefore, should not only be a site of expressive pedagogies, but of
expressive language, as well, and these types of pedagogies will likely be more welcoming
to the use of various languages and dialects—those other than SE. I also argue that by
allowing students to use their own language, we free them of constraints that everyone
feels, essentially, in trying to sound smart, and as a result, we end up with work that is
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more alive, and thoughtful, and interesting—simply because this anxiety attributed to
sounding smart has been removed—what I have come to call “language anxiety.”
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Chapter 4
Speaking in Tongues:
Neo-Expressivist Frameworks to Fight Language Anxiety
Language is become a vehicle by which the most delicate and refined emotions of one mind can be
transmitted, or, if we may so speak, transfused into another.
-- Hugh Blair

INTRODUCTION
Language has been made a thing to fear, a thing to intimidate—a divisive means of
separation, rather than a harmonic means of communication—and the anxiety that has
burgeoned, as a result, is one that is felt across various groups and communities. Language,
whether written or spoken, can be used to dominate or discriminate. It can be used as tool
to wield power and superiority over others. This dissertation has thus far attempted to
take on an argument for neo-expressivism in today’s classrooms; and particularly in this
moment of our nation’s political climate and culture, I have demonstrated that a neoexpressivist approach is an apt pedagogy to fight discrimination and to enhance the
learning experiences of all students, while considering an extra emphasis on those students
who are marginalized and are, therefore, oftentimes at risk in the academy.

What is left then to confront in this chapter is the tying bind and the vehicle through which
we bridge our differences and find solidarity—the ways we continue to communicate with
and learn from one another and the means by how we do so—the idea of language as our
common denominator, ironically perhaps, as we all speak and grow up with different
languages and dialects. Yet what we have in common is that not one of these native
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languages is the language of professionalism—the language of the academy. This is not to
say that “the language of the academy” is a means to get people together—quite the
contrary; it serves as a means to place people in hierarchies of categories: those who are
privileged and those who aren’t—the linguistic haves and have-nots. A neo-expressivist
approach offers broad ways of enabling and enacting a community-building classroom by
focusing on the rich linguistic differences we all have and may offer to the field of
composition. A neo-expressivist approach embraces such linguistic differences and, again,
focuses on sufficiency rather than deficiency through the normalizing of the many
languages and dialects we speak and write, therefore, eventually denouncing the language
of the academy through recognition of such differences.

My intention here is to explore language in general, and the multitude of languages that we
bring into the academy, as vehicles of change and development for how we move past
prejudices and stereotypes of certain groups of individuals, while also debunking myths of
the power of professionalism—the myths we have all, at various stages of the academy,
been indoctrinated to believe in. This indoctrination stands for educators as well as
students—for the simple fact that we were once (and some of us, like myself, are still)
students, and also due to the culture of academe as a whole—the roles in which it functions
to professionalize and how it must have its minions to thrive in this endeavor. According to
Richard Ohmann, in Politics of Knowledge: The Commercialization of the University, the
Professions, and Print Culture, in an address to graduate students of the liberal arts, he
claims:
I assume […] that you came with concerns about social problems and hoped to
address them responsibly with the aid of what you are learning and of the social
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authority conferred by professional membership […]. You can name your own
issues, and I’m sure you have plenty of them, as we do in English: literacy, the
relations of elite and popular culture, the status of minority dialects and languages,
the continued subordination of women, and so on. If I’m right, I imagine that you
are finding, too, or will find, that your expertise and concern run more into small
local channels than you might have wished. Hopes for deeper literacy shrink into
schemes for writing across the curriculum; hopes for racial equality come down to
inclusion of a black writer in English 202. (64)
Though published in 2003, the disillusionment that Ohmann speaks of still persists and has
even worsened in today’s academy. Such issues as the ones listed are very real and reside
as matters of concern in a liberal arts education. However, these issues are mitigated to fit
the professional agenda of the academy while still appearing to respond to the pressing
issues—not to ignore them all together: a syllabus addition, a curricular change—but
hardly the work of resolution or even education, knowledge-production, where such issues
are concerned. No deep institutional systemic changes have been made that will make a
real difference in educational culture.

Ohmann is correct then in his assumptions that what we want and what we receive from
the academy oftentimes remain at odds; and while all of the examples he provides echo
concerns of what is right and just, after decades—centuries, even—the example I will
predominantly focus upon in this chapter is that of, as Ohmann explains, “the status of
minority dialects and languages,” as this one example encompasses all of the others. In
other words, looking at the hierarchical structuring of languages has everything to do with
“literacy”; it has everything to do with the “relations of elite and popular culture”; it has
everything to do with the “continued subordination of women” (and, I would add, all other
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oppressed groups); language discrimination has everything to do with everyone—
particularly where we consider the academy and the professional world.

I have stated in the previous chapters of this dissertation my argument for the inclusivity
that neo-expressivism allows. One of the strongest components of neo-expressivism as
practice I maintain is its ability to connect, to afford solidarity, and to offer a pedagogy that
does not discriminate—contrary to what many opponents have previously claimed of the
practice’s past: that expressivism is not suitable for any student body other than one that is
privileged and elite. While the superfluity of expressivism has been highlighted in many
recollections of the practice’s inception and have, therefore, provided comic relief with
images of hippies in catatonic states entranced by an aroma of incense permeating the
classroom as they lie on carpets and share their feelings, my hope is that something
tangible has been offered otherwise—and, hopefully, through my own work, to display
more solid, grounded notions of what we all are capable of sharing and how we may all
benefit and unite through expressivist frameworks that utilize many languages and seek to
banish language anxiety—the name I have given to the fear we all feel when pressured to
sound smart—a fear that is perpetuated in the academy and endemic not only in academic
circles, but in the worlds beyond and outside of the academy.

PUTTING IT IN PRACTICE
As someone who identifies as a neo-expressivist, and as someone with many years of
adjunct teaching experience, running between multiple campuses in a given semester:
public colleges, private colleges, community colleges—privileged students, working class
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students, students from backgrounds of poverty, students ranging in ages from 16 to 52,
students of all ethnicities and races, I have been able to test my theories and practices in
these very classrooms and to reflect on my own findings as to how the results weigh out
across the varying spaces and environments of these classrooms. The basis of such
theories and practices that respond to diverse crowds of individuals in academic settings
are grounded in the necessity of outreach in a context of diversity—how do we as
educators reach out to a classroom full of students, not only facing the challenge of having
many students, but many students that function as a conglomerate? Despite the varying
demographics in these classroom settings, what all of these individuals have in common is
that Standard English (SE) is not one of their native languages.

Every one of us (instructors as well) is made to feel some unease, particularly upon first
entering the academy, because the academy is not a natural environment as we know it; it
is one where the work of training takes place—the training toward professionalization. It
is up to those of us who wish to undo these notions by designing pedagogies that respond
to this challenge. As for my own pedagogy and purpose, I’m reminded of Carmen Kynard’s
Vernacular Insurrections: Race, Black Protest, and the New Century in Composition-Literacies
Studies, in which she speaks of:
[…] challenging the nature of knowledge in the American university and the
world/language it constitutes. [And also] redefining what it means to be
revolutionary in the context of radical social change as it effects the masses as
opposed to using language education to train students to become part of the newly
incorporated post-1960s ethnicized middle class. (82-83)
Though Kynard poses the if/or existence of “world and language” within the American
university, I see the two as functioning due to causality—that they are intertwined—that
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one speaks for the other and that one causes the other to happen. In other words, the
world of the American university creates the language it constitutes, and the language of
the American university defines the world it constitutes. The language of the American
university is the language of professionalism and, upon its mastery, it promises the right of
passage into the professional world—or as Kynard poignantly observes, “a post-1960s
ethnicized middle class.” But the professional world is full of broken promises and
misguided notions of success.

Furthermore, in this brain-washing / white-washing attempt to professionalize students
and other people of the academy, what remains most troubling is what is lost of
uniqueness, of richness in diversity of culture and character—of what each individual can
contribute to a group. This, I believe, is most easily lost when we abandon the students’
own languages as a means of expression and a way to master literacy. According to Ofelia
García and Jo Anne Kleifgen in “Translanguaging and Literacies,” “it is frequently the case
that literacy in any language other than the dominant one of a given society is not
acknowledged, making many multilingual learners’ literate work invisible when it is
performed using language practices other than those legitimated in school” (560).
Therefore, the work of educators in composition classrooms is imperative in the endeavor
to make the work visible that exists in languages other than the dominant form—to ensure
ways of classroom practice that grant a voice to everyone. As the authors also claim, “When
they redesign the learning environment in this way, teachers also open the way to more
student agency to interrogate traditional language practices and ideologies that impede
their education” (559). Redesigning the classroom in such a way allows for all students to
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not only feel that they are welcome participants, but also active agents in their own
educations.

Even though recognition of student language use beyond / in addition to SE has rather
deep historical roots, with the 1974 CCCC “Students’ Right to Their Own Language”
(SRTOL) policy, as educators we have been made to feel, even today, that certain
pedagogical practices do not belong in certain classrooms, as I have previously stated. Yet,
what my own research has proven is that fears of simply not sounding smart are indeed
pervasive and not endemic to one particular demographic. Furthermore, classroom
experience has likely taught any instructor that many, or most, students often enter the
classroom with a firm belief: that they are bad writers. This is a claim that we oftentimes
find to be as far from truth as possible. However, the by-the-books mentality to ready
students for college, and next for a career, is a mentality that begins before college and
essentially teaches students that they must prove their worth through standardized hoops
to jump through—not only tests, but technicalities, such as the five-paragraph essay and
the avoidance of personal pronouns. According to the SRTOL policy:
Discussions must always emphasize the effectiveness of the various options, and
must avoid the simplistic and the patronizing. Tapes, drills, and other instructional
materials which do nothing more than contrast surface features (the lack of –s in
third person singular present tense verbs, or –ed in past tense verbs, for instance)
do not offer real options. Instead, because they are based on a “difference-equalsdeficit” model, they imply that the students’ own dialects are inferior and somehow
“wrong” and that therefore the students’ homes, the culture in which they learned
their language, are also “wrong.” Such simplistic approaches are not only
destructive of the students’ self-confidence, they fail to deal with larger and more
significant options. (1974)
That students come to college thinking themselves bad writers, already defeated before the
semester has even begun, speaks to the conditioning they have undergone as part of their
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schooling, but also in the greater context of society, being told and made to believe that
their own languages are not sophisticated enough; their cultures and customs not civilized
enough—that no part of their own natural being has a place in the academy and that,
therefore, they must change. Undoing this engrained mentality and eliminating these fears
of learning and damaging notions that have been embedded are the greatest challenges of
teaching composition. The palpable challenges presented then make for a difficult decision
that is fraught with controversy, responsibility, obligation, and ultimately, doubt.

Eight years ago, as a novice instructor of composition, I thought it best to play by the
books—to continue the work that students had become accustomed to (read, disillusioned
by). So, in the beginning, I did the grammar lessons; I taught the five-paragraph essay; I
even told them, no personal pronouns! What did I find? Not all that much had changed
from the semester’s beginning to the semester’s end in terms of their writing—maybe the
grammar was a bit tidier—but even that wasn’t much of a change. Most disappointingly,
the writing was rather dull and lifeless; I knew they probably had more interesting things
to say, and certainly more interesting ways to say them, but we didn’t dare enter that
territory just yet. My students seemed to want structure and I wanted to keep the job I had
just received. No one specifically told me that this was what I had to do, but grammar
always lingered over the ideology of what we were supposed to be doing. I was handed, of
all things, a grammar book to use when I was hired. I overheard, and even was part of,
many conversations that centered on the teaching of grammar in first-year composition.
But, to be honest, it never felt right to me. It never felt productive and it often felt strained.
I was clearly at odds with what my colleagues seemed to feel about grammar as an
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important component of teaching composition. I remember distinctly that a colleague
exclaimed how she spent an entire hour and twenty-minute session on commas one day
and I was absolutely floored. I couldn’t imagine much more of a waste of time in the
classroom.

While I was not yet comfortable in speaking out about my feelings toward grammar
lessons, what hadn’t occurred to me right away was an important question that would
become a crucial part of my pedagogy: Could structure look differently than the ways that we
had been approaching it? Another myth / misunderstanding of expressivism (see chapter
1) is that there is no structure to the pedagogical practice—that expressivism equates to a
laissez-fare free for all where anything goes and instructors have no control. Nothing could
be farther from the truth. What I hope to make very clear is the idea that expressivism
(now what I prefer to refer to as neo-expressivism) does not mean the complete
relinquishing of authority on the part of the instructor and the transference of control to
students; nor does it mean an absence of structure and, therefore, structured assignments.
Neo-expressivism begs that we question what authority, control, and structure mean and
look like in the current composition classroom and that we add an element of comfort in
which students will feel free to create their best work; and such comfort and freedom may
be best negotiated by loosening the language reigns.

Turning back once again to Peter Elbow’s Writing Without Teachers, many people
misinterpreted (or selectively interpreted) his intentions as a full absence of teacher in the
classroom. As Elbow claims, “[…] I can only set up something like the teacherless class in
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my own class if I adopt more the role of a learner and less the role of a teacher” (vii). He
didn’t say that teachers shouldn’t have some authority and expertise in the classroom, but
that they should pay attention to the talents and expertise that students bring to the
classroom. He further suggested that we can learn from our students and what they have
to offer, and began a conversation about reducing a culture of deficiency. In continuing this
conversation, my hopes are to address this culture of deficiency by highlighting the
strengths of students and showing that neo-expressivsm provides the necessary
frameworks to do so. One of the goals of neo-expressivism is actually to induce a culture of
sufficiency, of acknowledging what students do right instead of constantly pointing out
their flaws. Here, in taking on the issue of language anxiety in the academy, by exploring
neo-expressivist frameworks, the sufficiency of students to make meaning, to make sense,
and to engage in academic work, is proven through the poignant ways students tackle
issues and matters of concern, in their own unique ways, if we can just step out of the way
and allow them to express themselves in the ways that they see fit and best.

In my experience, applying neo-expressivist practices means shared control and authority
between instructor and students and structured assignments that allow a good deal of
flexibility for students to choose and make the work their own. But my assignments have
also evolved, where traditional essays are still very much a part of my composition
curriculum, but other more expressivist activities now exist as well. I have also used the
opportunities to rethink my curriculum as a way to tackle the grand task of what Vershawn
Young has offered: “That we all should know everybody’s dialect, at least as many as we
can, and be open to the mix of them in oral and written communication” (“Should People
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use They Own English?” 111). These are words that I have tossed over and over again—the
right idea, but the question of how to do this posed a challenge for some time. I had
thoughts that involved the encouragement of using one’s own language to get the work
done. I ultimately nixed grammar lessons. I was faced with some adversity—even from
students. I was initially (and still sometimes am) haunted by the specter of Lisa Delpit,
particularly as far as students of color are concerned, that the teaching of skills is essential
to these students’ survival (Other People’s Children 18). Delpit introduces the power game,
where she tells her students that their language and culture are “unique and wonderful but
that there is a political power game that is also being played, and if they want to be in on
that game there are certain games that they too must play” (40). The reduction of
education to political game playing, where there will ultimately be winners and losers,
speaks to a capitalist neoliberal ideology in which few, if any at all, will survive as equals to
the white man in a white man’s world—the world of the academy. Really, can we ever beat
or even merely keep up with the people who created this game by only playing it the way
they have established the rules?

I understand Delpit’s concerns, but I remind myself that necessary skills are not restricted
to grammatical correctness, proper syntax, and word usage; these are the skills we have
gravitated toward at times and have clung to, not because they are more important—but
rather, because they are the easier skills to teach, to fix, and by doing so we respond to
something tangible—we get results we can point out, or explain, such as: Look, that comma
is used correctly! But what those results prove is not a greater understanding of literacy or
fluency, or even better writing. The skills that truly make good writing are far more
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elusive, more risky, even—and they provide results that may or may not be so easy to
show, document, or record. Such results are very specific to a given environment in
regards to growth—not always something assessment can display. But the cultivation of
these other skills, these more elusive skills, is imperative where power is introduced, not as
a game to win or lose, but as available to everyone.

In my own classrooms and with my own students, I’ve eventually learned to take these
risks, despite what the results or outcomes would be able to prove. Like so many other
things in life, I would never know unless I tried. I have spoken about my Anonymous
Collaborative Journal project in prior chapters, but what I didn’t really get into was the
undeniable hesitation I felt in first proposing this project because, if I was going to do it, I
was going to do it right, meaning I was going to be very much removed from critiquing, or
more so, correcting the journal. As I told my students, spelling didn’t matter. Grammar
didn’t matter. Sentence structure didn’t matter. Just their creativity, their delving into
ideas in thoughtful ways. I believed it was necessary to take this step when I thought back
on my original inspiration in Mark McBeth’s Critical Experimental Writing (CEW) class that
I took in my second year of doctoral school. As McBeth states in the introduction of his
course syllabus:
The prescriptions of academic writing often demand stringent parameters of
structure, method, and voice according to its traditions, its disciplines, and its
genres. Yet, increasingly, the intellectual labor and the means by which authors
express their ideas take on alternative forms through the integration of multiple
genres, the varied textures of language, and the extenuating usage of multimodal
technology. (2017)
In this course, called “Writing with an Attitude: Navigating/Negotiating Voices of Critical
Experimental Writing,” we were prompted to consider the different ways that academic
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writing can take place—and still in meaningful and goal-driven ways. What McBeth
proposed to us as the “Word du Jour Journal” I took and reconfigured for my own
undergraduate classrooms as the “Anonymous Collaborative Journal.” As I stated earlier,
both projects consisted of stretching certain boundaries that are often confined by, as
McBeth articulates, “stringent parameters” of traditional forms of academic writing. In
McBeth’s class the Word du Jour Journal provided an opportunity to play with conventions,
and most importantly, as far as I’m concerned, with language.

In addition, through the proposal and presentation of this one project, the classroom
environment transformed into a space that was more free and comfortable to share ideas
and experiences—something that I had longed for, but had not experienced in higher
education. I wanted this for my students too. I knew that this fear and intimidation I was
feeling was something that they felt as well—yet no one talked about it. It’s as though,
sometimes, we are all expected to pretend that we are comfortable partaking in academic
discourse communities without the slightest feelings of fear or doubt, and certainly without
the concern that we might say something that makes us, for lack of a better way to phrase
this (there’s my anxiety again), sound stupid. I believe we all have felt this way at one
moment or another—even the smartest of us, the best educated of us, and so on.

TELL ME SOMETHING GOOD
As I discussed the Anonymous Collaborative Journal previously in other chapters, and in
enough depth I believe, that I won’t do so all over again, one aspect of its intended purpose
that I do wish to touch upon here is how the journal abandoned all strict conventions of
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language use, which made it much more lively, soulful, and successful, I believe. Aside from
the artwork in it that I was eager to see, I was also very eager to see how students would
navigate issues and ideas in their own languages—that is, when not held back by the
constraints of SE. I was excited by the idea that “[…] The classroom, its language pedagogy,
and students’ texts—in both content and form—can literally be as explosive, as socially
transformative and social action-based, as the insurrections on the streets” (Kynard 84),
and I was not disappointed by what was achieved. I realized that in the given context of
this rather free assignment, anything less than the total abolishment of SE could not make
this success possible. I also realized, however, that at the time this was indeed necessary in
its most blatant anti-SE fashion. But wiping clear any instances of formalities and
technicalities could indeed open a Pandora’s box later on. When it came time to write
essays and leave the journal, would students have become too adherent to the looseness of
the journal? Would I make sense in explaining that one way of doing something was okay
for one assignment, but not for the other? I guess… But, really, did I have to explain this?
Did I have to make these distinctions? Or, could I (and, more importantly, was I ready to)
loosen up my grip on the formalities of essays as well?

I began to question myself, if it was my purpose to be open to multiple dialects and
languages, as Young has proposed, then was I not being a hypocrite in saying that SE must
apply to their essays but not to the journal? If I had had hesitations regarding the journal
project, I had full out internal battles with myself over this next issue and often found
myself playing good cop / bad cop as I ran over grammatical deficiencies and other
technical issues. How does an anti-SE composition teacher address grammar and syntax
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issues? I thought about Peter Elbow and his “write first, fix later” ideology, which I could
not agree with more. But to this, I’ve added my own neo-expressivist touch, an aspect of
my pedagogy that I always come back to: negotiations. I believe in the idea of offering and
asking, what do you want to be corrected on? How much do these corrections add purpose
to your writing? To your purpose in this course? How much are you willing to negotiate in
terms of form and content, or form for content, or vice versa? What I came down to is
basically a “circle and let them decide” policy. Or, more specifically, what I pose are
questions along the lines of: Were these language and expressive choices conscientious
choices or did you do them randomly? For what reason and for what audience did you
make these writerly choices? What impressions will they leave on your readership?
The best example I can recall in which I faced this battle I speak of was in one of my firstyear composition classes where I had a student who wrote an insightful paper on, of all
things, the issue of schools pushing SE. Despite the writer’s eloquence and ambition to take
on a topic that I thought to be well beyond the years of freshman composition, it was, as
many readers would be troubled by, peppered with grammatical errors. Strangely, some
may say, I didn’t see these errors as a deficiency in his writing. I thought, actually, they
helped to prove his point—that SE was a racist approach to homogenizing a student
body—and that good writing could contain grammatical errors. Still, sometimes I am
plagued by my obligation to at least mention that existence of error. And I’ve learned by
now to not see this necessarily as a fault in my teaching, as a crack in my neo-expressivist
practice; again, it can be about negotiations. Kynard, in quoting Horner, Lu, Royster, and
Trimbur, claims that we “work against the dominant argument that students must learn the
standard to meet demands by the dominant” and that to “survive and thrive as active
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writers, students must understand how such demands are contingent and negotiable”
(246). When I speak of obligation and responsibility, then, I also acknowledge the
obligation and responsibility we hold as educators to allow for this sort of understanding to
flourish in academic environments.

So, I decided simply to point out to my student that there were some grammatical errors,
and circled where they were, but I acknowledged that they might be intentional, a stylistic
choice to serve the topic; whether they were or they weren’t, I told the student that I would
leave it up to him to make the decision as to whether or not he wished to fix these errors.
In the end, he fixed some and left others as is. Were these mistakes on his part? Or were
they intentional? Either way, did it really matter? In the end I decided it didn’t. He worked
hard. He wrote an insightful and original paper on a topic that interested him. He did
substantial research. He wrote eloquently and in a way that kept my attention. And, as a
composition instructor, what more could I ask for? He made rhetorical headway in an
essay about language that didn’t succumb to colonizing linguistic conventions. His work
was quintessential good writing. As Gerald Graff explains in Clueless in Academe: How
Schooling Obscures the Life of the Mind, the arrogance of college teachers doesn’t lie in the
attempt to turn their students into intellectuals, but rather “in the narrow and limited
conception of what an intellectual might be” (127). When we move past the insular notion
of intellectualism as defined by professionalism, only then can we begin to broaden our
scopes of such things as what constitutes good writing and what pedagogies perpetuate
good writing beyond stringent and merely correctable matters.
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I acknowledge, however, that these insular notions are part of the very foundation of the
academy and are, therefore, not so easy for all to move past. I even imagine that some of
my colleagues might have frowned upon my approach to my student’s paper if they knew
of it. They might have thought me negligent or reckless. Again, I am reminded of Kynard
and her discussion of such technicalities in student writing as polarizing, when she claims
that she is:
[…] remind[ed] of critiques of critical literacy pedagogies as unable or inattentive to
form and grammatical concerns when those concerns are merely approached
differently, not ignored. In these cases, the trope of what students need is usually
claimed as politically neutral territory for a rather conservative mode of curriculum
and instruction. […] The logic of goodness and student need is often invoked in the
false binary of teaching standard or nonstandard English. (emphasis in original 93)
The first problem in regards to the polarity that Kynard observes lies in the idea of
binaries. There is nothing binary in regards to the teaching of composition—despite who
the students are, where they come from, or what languages they speak. As I have
mentioned in earlier chapters, the idea of binaries offers concreteness—ocular proof of
right and wrong. It makes sense as to why, then, grammar is attractive as a learning
component and a part of our pedagogy. But this is a false sense of proof in the context and
consideration of good writing.

Even when I was, by certain standards, being cautious and careful, as a novice instructor, I
considered myself a hack whenever I attempted to teach grammar. I didn’t know (and still
don’t know) most of the terminology. I had never received a formal grammar lesson in
school. In the 7th grade we had “grammar class,” which consisted of going into class twice a
week with a workbook and the teacher telling us to do exercises X, Y, and Z, while she sat at
her desk reading one of those drugstore novels. I learned grammar through trial and error.
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I still make errors. I’m making some now as I write this dissertation—I know it. That
didn’t prevent me from getting into grad school, or doctoral school; my lack of grammatical
fluency doesn’t make me a bad writer. For the most part, by now, I know what’s right and
what’s wrong—but I have no way of knowing, nine times out of ten, how to explain why
something is right or wrong grammatically. The teaching of grammar, in my own
experience (though I would bet in the experience of many others as well) didn’t make my
students better students, nor did it make me a better teacher.

Now, of course, I must be responsible and consider if any particular advantages afforded
me entrance to these educational opportunities, despite my grammatical deficiencies. It’s
imperative that I ask here: Would everyone have been so fortunate? I can only speculate,
and indeed take into account the racial connotations that often underlie the acceptance /
denial outcomes of entry to academic and professional realms. And, taking the easy way
out here, perhaps, I would have to reply to my own question by saying, it depends. It
depends upon the circumstances by which and through which we seek entry to particular
educational opportunities. Nevertheless, I acknowledge that I am white and perhaps being
white and being from a middle-class suburban background did, sadly if so, make my
deficiencies easier to overlook. I also will acknowledge that I am not Anglo, however, and
that when applying for schools and jobs, I do state that I am Caucasian, but Latinx. I don’t
carry a name like Jane Jones and have, in fact, been told that my name could “pose an issue”
despite the fact that I am white because it’s “very ethnic,” according to a high school
guidance counselor I conversed with years ago when applying to colleges.
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What I am trying to prove here is that my identity as a white woman may have afforded me
some advantages despite these grammar deficiencies. My parents’ identities as white
Europeans may have afforded them some opportunities to climb the social ladder that,
perhaps, people of other races and ethnicities with the same level of language fluency
would not have been afforded, simply because that is the sad state of the world we live in:
It’s a racist thing; it’s not a language thing. We will never know for sure what academic /
economic advantages one person might have had over the other due to race or ethnicity,
but we can speculate that those prejudices persist. And though I’ve gotten deep into this
discussion, I would emphasize that what we need to do is look past these circumstantial
scenarios of what might be happening (because truly they are happening) and instead fix
this issue at the root, by being more welcoming, accepting, and open to the ways that
people speak—to listen to what they have to say, and not get hung up on how they say it.
This work must begin in schools and, particularly, in composition classrooms.

But what I would also emphasize here is that grammatical correctness / incorrectness isn’t
necessarily what writing in one’s own language is all about. Grammar is a mere bump in
the long road that is language anxiety. Therefore, freeing writers from these technicalities,
smoothing these bumps in the road, allows for a writerly experience that happens more
fluidly, without the preoccupation of adhering to correctness. Good writing isn’t neat and
tidy writing, necessarily. Good writing is writing that is alive, passionate, and free. And
good writing must start and be encouraged outside of schooling and as part of every day
life. And, as part of our own schooling histories, I believe it’s crucial to look to our own
academic experiences, pre-higher education, pre-high school even, for inspiration. While I
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reflect on my own primary education and the lack of grammatical training I received, I am
also reminded of the innovative and creative assignments I was allowed to do—before
schooling and professionalization became one and the same. In “Who’s Coming to the
Composition Classroom?: K-12 Writing in and outside the Context of Common Core State
Standards,” Marcelle M. Haddix and Brandi Williams, discuss the Writing Our Lives
program, which they describe “as a response to parents who are concerned about their
students’ reading and writing abilities” (66). The program, according to the authors:
•
•
•
•
•

Focuses on how urban youth writers define, understand, challenge, and use the
writing in and out-of their secondary and post-secondary schooled lives
Begins to theorize ways twenty-first century tools and technologies can be used to
promote the writing identity of urban youth writers
Accesses the voices of students often ignored as active agents in their own learning
Encourages, celebrates, and supports the writing of urban youth writers as critical
ethnographers of their own writing lives
Provides opportunities for participants to be leaders of writing instruction for
themselves, teachers, peers, and members of the community (66).

I believe this model, as many other pre-college curricular models, displays the sorts of
composition pedagogy approaches that do indeed engender good writing. In this particular
time period of our schooling that the authors speak of, good writing has not yet necessarily
become entangled with professionalism and, therefore, good writing is not commensurate
with more professional-sounding writing, or even strictly academic writing. This bulleted
list of curricular objectives is entirely neo-expressivist in its design, as it speaks to a focus
on student sufficiency and proficiency, rather than deficiency—what students bring to the
classroom rather than what they are lacking or in need of, and where students are active
agents in their own educations. Furthermore, the Elbowian aims of the list follow the
model of shared authority between teachers and students.
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As the authors further explain, “[Students] come face to face with the realization and
confirmation that they are indeed writers and are capable of merging their out-of-school
authoring skills with academic writing within a school environment” (67). This realization
is the very essence of neo-expressivist practice and speaks to the goal of banishing
language anxiety, as the authors cite and support the use of “out-of-school authoring skills”
not only as accepted, but as welcomed in the academy, as an important aspect of
composition pedagogy. Designing pedagogies that aim to merge these inner and outer lives
is the neo-expressivist step that responds to what we really wish to see in composition
classrooms: good writing. Therefore, it is essential to understand that good writing cannot
only rely upon academic writing pushed in the pursuit of professionalism.

MIDDLE-CLASS PROBLEMS
Beyond the concept of “language anxiety,” Peter Elbow, discusses “propriety anxiety,”
which he claims stems from a basic desire to be accepted (Vernacular Eloquence: What
Speech Can Bring to Writing 353). Whether in academic, professional, social, or even
familial circles, this anxiety exists. It’s an anxiety that all are prone to, as no one wants to
be the dimwit of the group who can’t keep up in conversation or, god forbid, says
something wrong. Furthermore, a demand for correct language is one of the most
pervasive ways a culture attempts to instill “propriety” (353). Facing the shame and scorn
of not being erudite can equate to the kiss of death, especially for more uppity types. Elbow
explains that this form of propriety is often “tangled with class” (353). And particularly it is
the middle-class that Elbow claims tend to be the “tongue guards of our culture” (354). He
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focuses on the element of class distinction as a main contributor to language/propriety
anxiety and discusses the middle-class—a group that exists as one also vulnerable to the
pressures of professionalization.

These types of anxiety transcend class barriers for reasons that are shared across classes,
but vary in what is culturally expected and accepted amongst different social groups. More
than acceptance even, for certain individuals the “keeping up” mentality is one brought
upon themselves, feeling they have something to prove—to others and to themselves. But it
is linked to the concept of professionalism, in that this “keeping up” mentality begins in the
grooming stages and, therefore, in the social circles of the middle-class, before the
professionalization of the academy even begins. The pressure is there and it is real. It
dominates in different ways than those associated with racism or ethnocentrism, but that
same conception is there—that language becomes a device to intimidate and manipulate,
regardless of who we are.

From my own experience as a white middle-class woman, my encounters with language
anxiety formed in family circles long before they did in the academy. I grew up the
daughter of a Spanish immigrant father and a Bronx-native mother of Sicilian and Polish
decent. My father, a gregarious life-of-the-party type, who loves to hold court at an
intimate dinner table, cracking jokes and elaborating on his vast knowledge of history, is
simultaneously terrified of public speaking. You could not pay him enough to get up in
front of a room and simply say a few words about someone or something. Though I never
delved into this phobia my father holds nor questioned him about it, I attribute it to his fear
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of being incorrect in speaking the English language. Though he has been in the US for over
fifty years now, his accent is as strong as ever, and he still must consult his children from
time to time when tackling English literacy—a question that always begins, “How do you
call it when…?” I noticed my father’s anxiety even more so when my mother’s cancer
diagnosis was revealed to us and we had to regularly communicate with doctors and other
people in the medical field. My father always had one of his children handle these
conversations, further proving, as far as I could see, that dealing with professionals, people
with degrees and careers that paid well, only heightened his sense of language anxiety.

My mother, who has since passed after her battle with cancer, was the youngest and the
only one of five children who, after some time in the working world and college
environment, felt the need conquer her Bronx accent. And once she did, only after a couple
of drinks did the charming native accent emerge in words like “cawfee” and “nevva mind.”
My sister and I always reflect on and laugh at a moment when, at our sister-in-law’s bridal
shower, mom sat remarking as gifts were opened after an open bar bridal shower brunch.
Upon the opening of a set of sheets she exclaimed, “ooohhh, nice sawft cotton!” Mom was
much more transparent about her ambition to train her tongue than dad ever has been—
then again, dad doesn’t train, but instead chooses to silence himself in moments where I
imagine he would actually love to speak up. My mom was open about the fact that it was
when she entered the professional world that she began to feel that her Bronx accent made
her “sound unintelligent,” as she once told me. She didn’t come up with this idea herself;
she was convinced of this idea through a social construction that often prevails in academic
and professional settings. She often spoke of a particular moment when, in her young
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twenties, she took an administrative job at the local community college, an older woman
she worked with corrected her after she said something along the lines of “She don’t do
that.” She admitted to me how embarrassed she was in that moment and how she never
made that mistake again.

My parents, each haunted by their own unique experience of language anxiety, made sure
they would in no way have kids who spoke incorrectly. And though their experiences
differed, my father as an English language learner and my mother growing up with and
speaking a form of city dialect, they ended up in the same place as far as language was
concerned—further due to the social constructs that led them to believe, what I now
perceive to be, a particular falsehood: that correct language equated to a sense of success in
life—a representation that one had “made it.” These social constructs imposed upon them
led to beliefs that gave my parents similar anxieties regarding outsidership and
belongingness, though for somewhat different reasons: My father’s accent and
inexperience with English labeled him an alien, a foreigner, someone perhaps not to be
trusted. My mother’s accent labeled her as a product of a working class environment, not
as well-educated or well-to-do, perhaps; they both had something to prove—but to whom
and why? There is no objective reality to such claims or beliefs, yet these social constructs
tormented my parents and many others who are faced with the same or similar linguistic
fates.

My parents, products of working-class families, were now raising middle-class children, in
the suburbs, in good schools. Language anxiety would be all around us. There was a lot of
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correcting in our home. I recall my mother becoming annoyed with me whenever I wrote
“gonna” in place of “going to” in a text message. My father, who I believe feels to some
extent hopelessly defeated by the English language, has resorted to criticizing it all
together. It makes no sense and is an ugly language, as he claims—nothing beautiful or
melodic about it, like Spanish or Italian. And, as unattractive as it is, according to my father,
Americans have only butchered it and made it much worse. He loves to rip on the
American penchant for abbreviations and acronyms, POTUS (President of the United
States), being one of his favorites to mock. His reasoning is that Americans are lazy in
language usage and have no respect for the language they speak. These parental pet
peeves about language also add to the societal monitoring and policing of language and this
idea he holds is targeted at us, his children, as well. According to Elbow:
Propriety anxiety wouldn’t strike so deep if it struck only writing. Sadly, many
people feel they must guard against impropriety or error in their speech too: the rich
intricate, spoken language that they know in their bones. They sometimes feel
danger, even when they converse informally with family or friends. (emphasis in
original 355)
That my parents felt the need to correct and critique the language we spoke and the way
we spoke it was evident of their own insecurities with the English language and,
furthermore, SE. As their children grew older and surpassed their levels of education, the
intimidation of speaking correctly, even amongst their children, grew. I believe correcting
in some form, allots an element of comfort, as so many of us do have insecurities when
speaking; to detect someone else’s deficiency is undeniably a leg up, an offer of hope that
someone said something wrong and we picked up on it. Aside from my parents, one aunt,
from my father’s side, who even though a Spanish immigrant like my father, had come to
the States earlier than he did and eventually married a very wealthy man, absolutely loved
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to correct me. I usually couldn’t get through a full sentence without her interrupting, “No,
no, honey, she and I,” half sweetly and half condescendingly, in exaggerated enunciation so
that she almost sounded British. Even to this day, I have a certain underlying anxiety when
speaking with her, though now that I teach composition, the correcting has ceased to exist.
Perhaps she fears me more now.

I’ve often thought on these moments—my family’s desire to correct their children, the
woman’s decision to correct my young mother: What sociolinguistic forces give permission
to incite such public humiliations of language correction? From whence does this type of
public language policing begin? But, nevertheless, was this not the right thing to do, to
correct, that is? I’m not scarred by these moments certainly, but they did for a time leave a
lingering dread to speak with adults—particularly as an adolescent— and a desire to
sometimes remain mostly quiet at family gatherings. My mother ultimately was grateful
for being corrected, despite her initial embarrassment. I don’t think it was the wrong thing
to do, per se. But, then again, the work place isn’t the classroom—and it certainly isn’t the
composition classroom. I believe what these complex questions and observations prove is
that this is the very conundrum we are faced with as composition instructors when we see
these sorts of language errors in writing. But I also believe that so much depends upon the
conditions of the assignments and activities—and while correcting may be important to
some, or even many composition instructors, and I do get this, I would hope we can at least
agree that it is far from the most important element of writing that we encounter.
Nevertheless, I do suspect that most people in the academy, and even beyond the academy,
consider that the composition classroom is where this linguistic monitoring and correcting
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should happen—and should happen intensely.

If I felt this type of linguistic anxiety in the intimate environs of family, how do students in
classrooms feel when under the same scrutiny? Is the scrutiny more viable in the
classroom because students enrolled for this type of linguistic scrutiny? Is it that the
scrutiny exists, or how and why it exists, and how teachers present the didactic issues of
linguistic policing? These are necessary questions to address continuously as we consider
and carry out our pedagogies. The prospect of an education, as many would believe, offers
the promise of a comfortable middle-class life after all, so there oftentimes is the
expectation that one will be corrected to reach this goal.

One turn that CUNY has taken in the right direction, particularly at Kingsborough
Community College, and despite CUNY’s troubled history of its views on various languages
and accents, is the somewhat new implementation of a Voice & Articulation course. After
emailing with two of the professors who teach this course at KCC, I was better able to
understand the aims of what the new (and vastly different design) of this course seeks to
achieve. Originally established within CUNY as an “accent reduction” course some decades
ago, those who enrolled sought to drop their native accents, be they foreign or domestic, in
hopes of the acquisition of a more “proper” accent in speaking English. According to Doctor
Gordon Alley-Young, Chairperson and Professor of the Department of Communications &
Performing Arts, who oversees the Voice & Articulation program at KCC, the purpose and
new direction of this course ensures that “we are moving away from accent reduction and
towards appreciation of accent diversity.” This move shows that there is promise for the
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inclusion and acceptance of different languages and different ways of speaking the English
language—though much work remains to be done. But examples such as this one offer
hope and proof of at least a positive trajectory.

Years ago, the original course in accent reduction would have targeted people such as my
parents. Knowing of their discomfort, they may have enrolled. They were likely students
at their local community college right around the time such courses on language reduction
were being pushed. But KCC’s new turn in developing the Voice & Articulation course
instead tells such people to embrace their accents, to treasure their uniqueness and, yes, to
see their accents as smart and articulate. I also spoke with Professor Laura Spinu, who has
been teaching the Voice & Articulation course at KCC since 2017, and she had the following
information to offer regarding the course:
We have moved away from accent reduction and towards a descriptive approach, in
which no accent is perceived as superior to another. We study the various
characteristics of different accents using acoustic analysis software and […] we will
also be employing ultrasound technology to visualize the articulators during speech
production and compare the movements specific to different accents. In 2018 we
collected speech samples from students in order to create a linguistic map of our
college […].
What Professor Spinu offers in this description of the course is the specific ways that,
through its design, a multitude of accents become available for other speakers to be
knowledgeable of—normalizing them and therefore creating a level of value that can be
attributed to the experiences of other language speakers and other language learners. This
holds true for non-native English speakers who can find solidarity with others who also
may struggle with the English language and for native English speakers who can learn of
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such struggles and also see themselves as not superior because, as Professor Spinu claims,
“Everybody has an accent” (Slide 2 emphasis mine).

Professor Spinu was also generous enough to share with me her findings from an
anonymous survey she conducted regarding the Voice & Articulation course at the end of
the semester. I’ve included them below (note: AS = American Standard):

Anonymous survey at the end of the semester
“Before taking this class I did have somewhat of a bias against people with accents. Now after everything I’ve learned that accents are a part of
society and there is no reason to look down upon someone because of the way they speak. I realize now that everyone has an accent.”
“My attitude towards AS has changed from a neutral perspective to a more respecting attitude. Many people from all over the world try to learn a
second language which is difficult in its own way and trying to lessen the accent you grew up with is a challenging task. [...] I admire people who
have had the strongest of accents coming from where they grew up and then lessening their accent to an extent where native English speakers can
understand them with little to no problem at all.”
“It’s interesting to think that some people, especially those with accents, are sometimes stigmatized. I don’t believe that this is fair. We should all
appreciate how diverse the world of language is.”
“I would say I have become extremely unbiased towards accents due to the experience in the research project we conducted and the part my
group was for stigmatized accents specifically and it opened my eyes as to the amount of people that are considered stigmatized.”
“I learn a lot from this course and this course makes me regret to my high school English teacher who came from Pakistan, I didn’t show enough
respect to him because he has a big accent problem. My attitude towards AS has changed in a positive way.”
“I now look at accents as just a part of us rather than looking at someone who has an accent and thinking they are less intelligible, because in
reality we all are speaking the same language. Accents are just a part of us. I also feel like after taking this class I should help spread awareness of
this to those who try to make fun of someone who has an accent or bring someone down because of an accent.”

This survey from Professor Spinu’s class shows overall refreshing responses that come
from mere exposure to such language differences. The responses remind me of Young’s
theory of becoming familiar with everyone else’s languages—or as many as we can—as a
way to break down the barriers of linguistic prejudice. A class such as this one is a viable
way to do so. Furthermore, and at the risk of shaming the students who offered these
responses (because I think this proves something incredibly important), though they admit
their initial distaste for and discrimination against accents, many of them use incorrect
English in writing their responses. Case in point.
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Of course there is still work to do. Classes like this are the exception and not the rule. And I
believe there is something ingrained in our mentalities about certain accents and issues of
prejudice—and we are all guilty of this. Even in these moments of revelation from the
students of this course, the second response, though positive in nature, is also problematic
as the person speaks of the language learner “lessening their accent to an extent where
native English speakers can understand them with little to no problem at all.” Why is this
the English language learner’s problem and not the native English speaker’s problem? What
sociolinguistic forces have led so many to believe that English language learners must
accommodate native English speakers? These are ideas that tenaciously persist, but the
normalizing of such linguistic differences through the design of our courses is one
important way to change the trajectory of such mentalities. Composition courses must get
on board with the implementation of such designs; compositionists are at the site of this
reform, if they so wish to be.

Outside of the discipline of composition, and sometimes even within the English
Department, but almost always in other disciplines, the work of grammar policing is in full
force; but it is believed that we, the composition instructors, are those who need to be
doing this policing, and are believed to be evading our duties if we don’t. Many
composition instructors have heard accusatory comments from other instructors that feel
as though we are being told how we should do our jobs. I, myself, have been on the
receiving end of students sharing with me the disdain from other instructors who harshly
ask questions along the lines of: What are you learning in your writing class? And, Who is
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your writing instructor? As if I should be reported for my students’ grammatical errors in
other classes. It is no wonder, then, when students themselves become hung up on wanting
to fix their grammar, as this is where so much of the focus on composition unfortunately
lies, certainly at least outside of the discipline of composition. This intense focus of course
springs from the underlying social constructs which I previously discussed that form
language anxiety in the first place; but let us not forget that grammar is also the easy thing
to fix in writing and the thing that most anyone can point out as either right or wrong.

As I write, I am stuck on a particular occurrence that keeps repeating itself as now, in my
fifth-year of doctoral study, I am fulfilling a Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC)
Fellowship. Through this fellowship, we as English students and writing instructors are
mixed in with fifth-year students from other disciplines and tossed together every so often
to discuss best practices in the teaching of writing. The funny thing is, in a crowd of one
hundred plus individuals, only about fifteen or so of us actually teach writing, so perhaps
you already know where I am headed with this little anecdote: What do you think all of the
other student / instructors want to emphasize in our talks about teaching writing
effectively? Chances are, you guessed it: grammar. But all joking aside, I see this as a
significant problem, and one that can only begin to be repaired when we change our own
mindsets in composition classrooms and then work from the inside out to change how
others outside of our discipline view writing and language, amidst and despite certain
discrepancies, with a focus on what really matters in the teaching of both. Many of these
colleagues / instructors fail to ask questions about things that do indeed matter: How do
we improve students’ rhetorical abilities? How do we help them build arguments? What
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scaffolded steps help to build an essay project before we address issues of grammar (even
if we ever need to address grammar)?

In one of these particular WAC meetings, a comment stood out to me as particularly
troubling. When a fellow writing colleague and myself attempted to challenge the notions
put forth by someone from another discipline who believed fervently in grammar policing,
we were met with a firm and defiant statement from this individual who claimed: “We have
to teach and correct their [students’] grammar to prepare them for reality.” I was so taken
aback by this statement that I didn’t think to ask what she meant by it. I don’t know that I
wanted to know what she meant by it. I could only take in this statement as (though
perhaps not intentionally) racially charged. What does the teaching and correcting of
grammar have to do with reality? But, more importantly, with whose reality? This
statement, how I analyze it, encompasses the very issues of language anxiety and why so
many people choose to filter and attempt to perfect or completely silence themselves
altogether.

This example also encompasses the stringent protocol of grammar policing that many
instructors adhere to as testament in the teaching of writing. According to Asao Inoue in
the 2019 CCCC Chair’s Address, “How Do We Language So People Stop Killing Each Other,
or What Do We Do about White Language Supremacy?” “We must stop justifying White
standards of writing as a necessary evil. Evil in any form is never necessary. We must stop
saying that we have to teach this dominant English because it’s what students need to
succeed tomorrow. They only need it because we keep teaching it!” (364). The statement
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made by the other WAC participant, when examined alongside Inoue’s claim, makes
evident the racial connotations of grammar policing and labeling of certain languages and
ways of speaking as insufficient and unsophisticated. The preparation of reality that she
spoke of, aligns with the racist, and fallacious, I would add, notions of what many
instructors feel “students need to succeed tomorrow,” as Inoue points out.

But it seems, upon deeper analysis and in actuality, that such adherence to grammar
policing and, overall language colonization in the composition classroom, has little to do
with student success and more instead to do with instructors’ comfort levels, and even and
particularly outside of the discipline of composition, limited knowledge about linguistic
usage, literacy acquisition, and rhetorical argument making. Inoue also claims:
Our decisions NOT to build more radical, antiracist, and anti-White language
supremacist assessment ecologies in our classrooms often are based on our own
selfish sense of comfort [...]. I cannot tell you how many times I’ve heard writing
teachers, ones who are conscientious, critical, and experienced, say to me, “I’m just
not ready . . . I don’t feel comfortable yet, maybe next semester.” What a blind sense
of privilege! What a lack of compassion […]. (366)
In such admittances we are shown a neglect for not only student success, but a neglect of
the comfort of our students to take part in the composition process, and even in schooling
and in their overall educations, in a way that welcomes them with open arms as intelligent
people worthy of being in that classroom—as participating without feeling that they must
change, and all at the expense of the instructors’ selfish need for comfort in conducting the
class. Such neglect makes clear why, even people like my parents, white working middleclass people, were made to feel that they had to change the way they spoke to be part of a
community: an intelligent, professional, and even respected, community.
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Therefore, language anxiety must be taken on in the academy, where we have a platform to
do so and where we can correct and work toward a vision more realistic and suitable to the
world many of us will go on to be a part of. Neo-expressivists’ personal–reflected
assignments achieve unity amongst myriad individuals, all victims of language anxiety, who
have something to share with one another, though their stories and experiences may
diverge, essentially creating the neo-expressivist bridge. When we speak of banishing
language anxiety, it isn’t about choosing one way to write over another; its’ about how we
make multiple genres, styles, and lingos, more common, familiar and, therefore, more
acceptable, by using them in harmony.

RHETORICS AND RHYTHMS
In this section I wish to highlight the so-called “broken” ways that people speak English and
to show that they’re not broken at all, but rather tell lovely and unique stories of the
diverse ways that our language can be spoken and in an authentic way that is not forced, as
SE is. And though it is my intention to make clear the collective victimization of all types of
individuals to language anxiety, and to, therefore, pose the issue of language anxiety as an
issue that has the ability to unite us all, I would be remiss to assume that the weight of
language anxiety is not disproportionately felt most heavily amongst people of color—
Black individuals, in particular. In “Black Idiom,” Geneva Smitherman affirms that the
academy has helped to paint a sordid history of BE: “Traditionally, the school and its
English teachers, both white and Black, have simply contended that Black speech was
characteristic of ignorance and lack of education and thus to be avoided by middle class
aspirants” (501). For anyone who has endeavored through the schooling process and has
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spent any significant amount of time in the academy, the coercion of SE subtly makes clear
what Smitherman articulates here: the racist agenda that exists as part of the coercion of SE
in schools.

Nevertheless, and ironically perhaps, people of all races love to appropriate BE. Anyone
would attest that non-SE dialects have a more catchy, comfortable, and I would even say,
charming allure to them. Songs are never sung in SE. Despite who the artist is—Black,
white, whatever, we can all agree that SE rarely, if ever, has a place in music. When Ella
Fitzgerald in the 1950s sang, “It don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got that swing,” would it have
had the same impact if translated into SE, which I assume would go like this: “It does not
mean a thing it if it does not have that swing”? I think not. I think we’d all agree it sounds
ridiculous. So, the same, then, would go for a white performer, let’s say Elvis, in singing,
“You ain’t nothin but a hound-dog,” which in SE I assume would be, “You are nothing but a
hound-dog.” Again, awkward and completely unmelodic.

Furthermore, the ways in which we relate to music are translated by what we might define
more as BE, but certainly not SE. Smitherman asks:
Are the Black and white Idiom differences on the suprasegmental level—i.e., on the
levels of intonation, stress, pitch, etc.? Or on the levels of rhythm, cadence,
resonance, tonal qualities, etc.—measurements for which we as yet have no
established empirical model? (But there do be something distinctively different
about the rappin’ style of Black preachers, Black Power orators, and various sundry
Brothers on the street.) (emphasis in original 500)
Smitherman answers her own question by emphasizing that there is indeed something
about the Black idiom that is more distinctively appealing. Take even old catchy adages, for
example, “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” How often do we hear this? Yet, if translated into SE,
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“If it is not broke, do not fix it,” it just doesn’t have the same appeal—or even the same
warmth. There is something undeniably more trustworthy in non-SE dialects, most of
which share such elements as incorrect contractions (i.e., ain’t), that is preferred in many
aspects of all of our cultures and conversations—so why not in the academy?

Let me be clear that I do not think white students or white people should be allowed to
appropriate the language of hip hop and BE and, worse yet, attempt to claim it as their
own—they shouldn’t. Rather, students of all races and cultures, who speak and are more
comfortable with their own dialects and general ways of speaking, all of which are non-SE,
should be given the opportunity to express themselves in these ways in the classroom, as
we are likely to get real and undaunted expressions from writers that are worthy of
contextual study. BE is perhaps the best example of such a dialect that offers us a lively
alternative to SE, but really all non-SE dialects can achieve such outcomes, simply because
the anxiety of having to appropriate formal language is removed. Let us then be prompted
to consider what all non-SE dialects offer the culture, writ large, and then question why
they are not allowed to make such offers to the composition classroom.

The consideration of non-SE languages and dialects also, of course, includes the writing of
students for whom English is not a first language. These students are oftentimes the ones
who are most likely to doubt their own writing, be embarrassed by how they say or write
something, and feel ultimately defeated (similar to my father’s seeming feelings of defeat at
times) when entering an American composition class, and as early as on the first day—
language anxiety in a vicious form. In my experience, however, these students have no
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reason to feel this way. ESL (English as a second language) students are also the ones who I
have noticed use some of the most beautiful and vivid language when describing things in
writing. For instance, I once had an ESL student in my class who wrote in her narrative
essay referring to a certain memory as being “caramelized” in her mind. When I pointed
out to her how lovely I thought that description was, she simply and honestly said to me
that she just didn’t know what the right word to use was. She thought instead about how
she enjoyed cooking, and the caramelization process she was familiar with implied
something being fixed or stuck.

Rather than focusing on what could be seen then as the deficiency of a student not
understanding the correct vocabulary to portray her example, we can instead look at the
sufficiency she holds in making meaning and by using other available resources in her
linguistic toolbox. According to Bruce Horner, Samantha NeCamp and Christiane Donahue
in “Toward a Multilingual Composition Scholarship: From English Only to a Translingual
Norm”:
This translingual notion of multilingualism also shifts our focus away from
individuals, located on a fixed scale of competence toward “mastery” of a reified
"target" language, and toward groups of people working in collaboration to use all
available linguistic resources; and it shifts our focus away from disciplinary
boundaries separating specific traditions of scholarship on writing and its teaching,
and toward putting these diverse traditions in dialogue with one another to the
benefit of all. (288-89)
Many of my other ESL students do lovely things with language and imagery that are, in all
honesty, sometimes prompted by mistakes, or lack of complete knowledge of the English
language, but are also some of the most beautiful passages and descriptions I have ever
read.
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Particularly in the narrative genre, writers have more opportunity to be descriptive,
expressive, and playful with words and language. My ESL students, I’ve noticed however,
often are most likely to do this. Following are some examples from three narratives:
The first student writes about his experience in basketball tryouts using the following
examples of simile and metaphor:
o “My heart was moving like an express train during rush hour.”
o “On the court I can feel a bunch of eyes on me like if I was some kind of exotic
animal.”
o “I felt like there was a war going on inside my heart.”
o “I avoided eye contact as my eyes started to fill up like a lake on a rainy day.”
o “I felt like I was holding back a river of tears, eventually the weight became
too much for me to carry and I let the river go.”
The next student delves deep into emotions felt at the time of starting a new school:
o “Crossing those big gates at the entrance of the school tickled my senses
knowing not what I was afraid of; an unknown fear is the greatest fear of all.”
o “This was the first time ever I had left my family for such an extended period.
So, my heart was thrusting against the chest.”
o “After seeing and talking to him, the butterflies in my stomach began to die
off because he gave me a reason to stay. He said to me “son, every good thing
comes with price and since you are here for brighter future, let your goal be
your focus regardless of the situations you may encounter”.”
o “He enthusiastically smiled at me and told me with a soft voice “everything is
going to be fine”. Those spoken words sparkled the little joy I had left in me.”
The last student also does a lovely job of expressing emotions, but also incorporates vivid
imagery, as she tells a narrative that recalls her difficult childhood being separated from
her mother and the moment they were reunited:
o “The emotions are not even emotions for me to feel they are just a part of me
now and have become part of who I am. Do not get me wrong, I am not alone
but I am lonely.”
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o “Our conversations were not long. I would always believe her and not
question her considering she was sending packages of food, clothes,
everything that she could get her hands on. It was a whole other world to me
whenever I opened these packages; those were always my favorite things to
look forward to especially because they were from my mother.”
o “My father stopped trying to raise me, and I would like to believe that he just
did not know how to, not that he did not want to. Sometimes, it just felt as if
he was just someone that was living with me. Not taking care of me, because
it was my mother’s hard work that was taking care of both of us.”
o “I remember that day so vividly. She had denim on denim holding a red purse
and was sitting on a plastic chair. This time she was not hiding behind a
smile, there was pure joy in her eyes, her smile, and even the way that she
spoke.”
These examples, all from students whose native language is one other than English, prove
beautifully what can be achieved of good writing that is alive and authentic, despite some
minor grammar and syntax issues. I think most readers would focus more on the
descriptive and heartfelt language these students (all freshmen, as well) provide their
readers, rather than any mistakes or errors made. These are classic examples, also, of why
we must ask: What really matters in writing?

The coercion of SE would likely strip these students’ of their own beautiful ways of writing,
as SE focuses on the correct, yes, but also the cold and the stoic—a trade-off for writing that
may contain errors, but be written in such intriguing and captivating ways. Other
questions then arise: What kind of writing do we wish to teach and, ultimately, wish to read?
Furthermore, what do we wish to accomplish during our time in the composition classroom?
We must consider what the diversity of languages and the diversion of these languages
from the standard form of academic English / SE can afford our students and our
scholarship. As Horner et al. claim, “far from directing compositionists’ attention away
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from the circumstances of teaching, these efforts would at the very least push
compositionists toward greater recognition, appreciation, and use of the heterogeneity of
students’ language resources” (291-292). And as the authors also explain, “these efforts
would push composition from its parochial status as a U.S.-centric, English monolingual
enterprise to a discipline directly confronting, investigating, and experimenting with,
rather than simply correcting, language practices on the ground” (291). Part of the
argument I have made thus far in this dissertation centers on what neo-expressivist
practices can offer the field of composition studies. I see what Horner et al. suggest as
commensurate with what neo-expressivism allows as an opportunity to include, engage,
and invest in the diversity of our students, their languages, and their contributions to the
teaching and learning experiences, which enrich our classrooms in a multitude of ways.
When we create and allow this environment to unfold in academic spaces, we all take
something away, students and educators alike, as not only learned content from the
classroom, but valuable experience we may use in our everyday lives.

In attempt to not collapse ideas and languages that are clearly not the same, my hope is to
show, instead, that what all of these different and non-SE languages share is an authenticity
that is lost when the appropriation of SE becomes the focus in composition classes. The
differences that exist between Black English (BE), translingual dialects, and what will next
be discussed, allow unique perspective and insight into the mind and life of our different
writers; simply stated, the languages are as unique as the people who speak and write
them. But, furthermore, by bringing all of these languages together, we inch toward the
goal of what Young has proposed in learning and becoming more open to the use of
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multiple languages and dialects—becoming more comfortable and more respectful of the
different ways that people express themselves, and understanding that expression can best
be captured when we allow writers to use the languages that they are most comfortable
with.

Furthermore, to do anything less speaks to the lack of due diligence in regards to our
responsibility to create an environment where people may feel at ease with writing and
experience it as a more natural process in which the writer is embraced as a whole
authentic person—not someone who must change, must hide, or must bury feelings or
identities. In “Alliances, Assemblages, and Affects: Three Moments of Building Collective
Working-Class Literacies,” Jennifer Harding, et al. discuss affect and assemblage theory as
crucial components of incorporating what they call “working-class literacies” into
classrooms in a responsible manner. According to the authors:
Assemblage helps us to understand connections across space, movement, and the
interweaving of ideas and action. Thinking in this way (about assemblages) helps us
also imagine the energies and intensities that made things happen: bringing people
onto the streets; waving placards; making demands; propelling people to make long
motorway journeys to read their work and listen to others. Affect helps us consider
the enthusiasm and passion that moves bodies but is otherwise unarticulated. (16)
What the authors explain here is the crucial missing link in regards to the inclusion of
working-class literacies (and languages, I would add) in the academy. What is grouped as
“working class” I take to encompass various literacies and languages; for one, I think of my
mother, who grew up in the Bronx: the quintessential New York City accent and dialogue.
This also would include other city accents, rural accents, and general ways of speaking and
language usage that are often associated with the so-called non-elite, or working class.
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Assemblage and affect are necessary components of the due diligence that is missing
oftentimes when such literacies and languages are observed, but not lived in the
classroom—and here I would add that, in addition to the working class genres, this holds
true of all non-SE languages. Also, according to the authors, “[…] The study of collective
working-class literacy practices should also take account of affect in encounters, relations,
and processes of identity in formation” (10). I see the authors’ suggestion as reliant upon
the lived experiences of our students and of how, in not consulting affect and assemblage,
we deny students the importance of their own lived experiences—their own connection
between lived experience and literacy acquisition. But I would also suggest that neoexpressivist classrooms fulfill this necessity as they are built upon the foundational blocks
of assemblage and affect—sharing and learning from the experiences of others and delving
into personal experiences as they are intertwined with feelings and emotions. The added
ingredient in this observation, however, is that neo-expressivism takes into account the
writer’s most authentic and unadulterated self and, therefore, not only accepts, but
respects the language of each individual writer.

Furthermore, assembling or coming together, and applying affect to garner a deeper
understanding, particularly of that which we do not understand or have not lived through,
answers a call to confront the discomfort that is often (and very much currently) spoken
about in regards to differences that exist in any given environment—predominantly
differences of race and class. If the purpose is not to engender a deeper understanding of
and appreciation for our differences in literature, literacy, and language, then why include
multicultural texts at all? And, if we see the imperativeness of the inclusion of multicultural
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texts (and clearly we do) why do we not also recognize the cultural uniqueness that our
students may afford the academy as well? According to Bonnie J. Williams-Farrier in
“Talkin’ Bout Good and Bad Pedagogies: Code-Switching vs. Comparative Rhetorical
Approaches,” “[…] It is our right and responsibility to stress that learning may occur for all
students when we encourage diversity and explore the culturally rich linguistic strengths of
ALL of our students” (emphasis in original 255). In doing so, as Farrier-Williams explains,
we may overcome language anxiety, seeing that all languages offer their linguistic strengths
and that all languages face oppression from the dominant standard form, SE—a language
that never belonged to any one group of individuals anyway; a language that, therefore,
really has no place in any of our compositions—be they personal or academic.

THE VALUE OF VARIOUS VERNACULARS
Putting scholars of different times and places in conversation to take on the issue of
language anxiety has been an enjoyable and, what I believe to be, concrete attempt to
showcase what exactly is meant when discussing the ways we are brought together despite
our differences through language. Language is something we all share, yet something we
all do differently—it both unites and separates. This separation is of course often due to
issues of demographics and social class distinctions and, therefore, the acquisition of
literacy; as Ohmann claims, “[…] Litearcy, which, in spite of many compositionists’
egalitarian hopes, is a birthright to some, a meritocratic attainment for others, a low-grade
marketable skill for many, and a “remedial” insult still to others” (125). Therefore, it may
seem like a dividing factor of humanity, but upon closer speculation, it becomes more
obvious the ways that, and even through differences, language unites us. A neo232

expressivist approach to teaching language acquisition and usage in academic classrooms
offers a way to thwart the skepticism that Ohmann has critiqued, as it avoids the skills and
drills technicalities that ultimately divide writers and speakers into hierarchies. A neoexpressivist approach to language acquisition and usage focuses instead on the brilliant
ideas, and ways of communicating them, that all speakers and writers can offer.

It’s curious to consider, then, that with the push of professionalism, language has come to
cause such controversy and anxiety. This dilemma is apparent when we turn to the culture
of the academy—its zeal to professionalize students by instilling correctness and propriety
in lieu of expression and creativity. Particularly in classrooms built on expressivist
pedagogy, instructors who defend students who write in “their own language” can’t easily
reconcile their expressivist ideology with the imposition of professionalism. To find
evidence of university policy language that demonstrates this “professionalization” of
students’ language we need not look any further than first-year composition syllabi, which
state such goals as “use correct grammar,” and “write and speak in Standard English.”
These are two current examples from syllabi of two different institutions in which I teach.

Neo-expressivist pedagogy, focusing on language as a tool for personal expression, based
on the process theory of composition, promotes a belief that the process of writing is more
important than the final product—and part of this process is in writers locating a unique
voice that is theirs and not one that is pushed by the professionalization of the academy.
Though opponents often argue that a focus on the personal is not inclusive and detracts
from social unity, social expression is indeed achieved through such practices, as it is first
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through the individual who locates something of meaning and then, through shared
experiences, finds solidarity amongst peers. And what more authentic way to indulge in
the experiences of someone else than through their own unique telling of their narrative,
through their own voice and their own language? In negotiating the differences between
individualism and collectivism here, an argument that has occurred between composition
and rhetoric expressivists and social constructivists, we can see that these two approaches
to teaching writing haven’t ever really been resolved, and so, in addressing that schism
here, this chapter discusses how disparate values of language teaching—particularly
between expressivism and professionalism—can be negotiated into a more cohesive (less
divisive) type of writing pedagogy: neo-expressivism.

The concept of “professionalism” is something somewhat elusive and intangible. We may
take it to mean, the readying of individuals for the professional world, when considered in
the context of the academy; but it is not the spoken word of the academy. As I have shown
in my first chapter, few if any universities openly state it as part of their mission to
“professionalize” their students. In other words, the actual word “professionalize” often
does not appear, but the underlying assumptions of the goal to professionalize are merely
masked by these missions. Furthermore, when we move into course expectations,
curriculum descriptions, and syllabi information, it is there—and, perhaps, we bring it
upon ourselves as instructors—this pressure to ready our students for the professional
world. We may, out of fear or obligation (or fear of obligation), succumb to the idea that
the main reason students are pursuing higher education is to attain a career, and that it is
our job to fulfill this expectation. This dilemma is not new. The paradoxical instances that
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result from language colonization—on the one hand enforcing linguistic propriety, and on
the other, a potential loss of a lively and energetic native and natural language—has stirred
ambivalence in the field of writing and rhetoric, and the world beyond, for generations.
Next, I will offer some cross-epochal examples of this ongoing conversation that resumes
yet remains the same. The reiteration never seems to make any dent in how the academy
thinks about language.

Spanning centuries back and to a country abroad, Scottish rhetorician Hugh Blair
encountered this very dilemma of language colonization in the eighteenth century, when
serving as professor at the University at Edinburgh, he witnessed the invasion of
metropolitan English on his native Scottish dialect. As Blair claims in his Lectures on
Rhetoric and Belles Lettres (1783), “Eloquence is no invention of the schools. Nature
teaches every man to be eloquent, when he is much in earnest [and] to distinguish between
true eloquence and tricks of sophistry” (XXV: 4-5). Eloquence of language, then, has
nothing to do with more proper, professional, or metropolitan forms of language, but
everything to do with the natural ways in which we learn to express ourselves; this was
true in Blair’s time as much as it is today. The coercion of proper English is inorganic and
similarly, in classrooms today, students are seduced by the promise of professionalization
to attain a degree and a career, but more troubling is the undercurrent of what such
promises state: that an individual’s own language—the language of family, of friends, of
customs and cultures—is not good enough for the professional world—again, falling back
to what I have coined language anxiety. Furthermore, what this anxiety perpetuates, is the
belief that one must change to be accepted into a community of professional individuals.
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Blair offers a bridge for the divide between expressivism and professionalism, an apt
approach to mediate tensions that exist between those who see the validity in an
expressivist pedagogy, but are forced to adhere to academic constraints in readying
students for life beyond college, thus proving what neo-expressivism can bring to the
current culture of language anxiety. In eighteenth century Scotland, Blair found himself at
odds with the academy’s push to “professionalize” its students, that is the academy’s
enforcing the use of metropolitan English; and, though while not necessarily claiming,
making perfectly apparent that the spoken Scottish dialect is too course and uncouth for
the academy. He understood the responsibility to ready students for careers in such
professions as law and the ministry, but was haunted by the idea of turning away from the
native language of the land and, more importantly, what was lost in doing so. As Blair
claims in his Lecture XVII, “When an author is always calling upon us to enter into
transports which he has said nothing to inspire, we are both disgusted and enraged at him.
He raises no sympathy, for he gives us no passion of his own, in which we can take part. He
gives us words, and not passion” (358). Blair attests that in appropriating the language of
the academy, a more “proper” perhaps, but indeed a more sterile language, the cultivation
of passion is impossible.

This controversy incites an anxiety of what it means to be torn between a need to produce
correct, proper and, therefore, professional writing, and a desire to express oneself in a
native and natural tongue. He argues that in trying on the professional dress of linguistic
propriety “the style indeed is raised, but the thought is fallen. […] When the thought is truly
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noble, it will, for the most part, clothe itself in a native dignity of language” (IV: 76-77).
This thought addresses the paradox confronting composition and rhetoric today—the push
and pull between enforcing grammatical correctness and elevated vocabulary versus
insightful and original ideas that may be spoken and written in any language, as the natural
language of the individual is likely to produce the most passionate and heartfelt of ideas.

Historical and rhetorical scholarship on Blair, and his connection to the literacy of the
Scottish Enlightenment, finds that there indeed did exist a curricular paradox situated
amongst the tensions between the two clashing languages within the academy of
eighteenth century Scotland. Liam McIlvanney in “Hugh Blair, Robert Burns, and the
Invention of Scottish Literature,” explains, that though the Scottish Enlightenment
intellectuals and even the teachers of rhetoric and belles lettres “did promote metropolitan
English as the language of public exchange, many of their theories […] can be read as
justifying “unrefined,” nonstandard language” (30). McIlvanney continues that this was
due to the fact that “on the one hand they were eager to “improve” into a metropolitan
linguistic idiom; on the other, they were […] increasingly suspicious of metropolitan
political corruption and disposed to praise much that was rustic, robust, and uncourtly”
(30). Language, at its most effective state, will always be a hybrid of the “proper” and
“improper.” The Scottish Enlightenment rhetoricians may have, to an extent, had their
hands tied as to how, and if even, they could challenge the academy. As Blair claims, “let
nature and passion always speak their own language” (XVII. 360), but essentially what
Blair proposes is an acceptance of the inevitability of language colonization and a
reworking of methods to negotiate a comfort zone of non-anxiety where we may feel at
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ease using our own languages, while using them in ways to establish a credibility of the
vernacular.

What Blair proposes parallels a more modern scholarly approach, and today we may
consider ourselves fortunate to challenge coercive notions of linguistic propriety, especially
if we are to consider what neo-expressivism offers as a means of education through
engendering authority, ownership, and a conviction of the self as propagator of knowledge
and experience. While not declaring himself an expressivist, linguist and critical race
theorist Vershawn Young also challenges colonizing standards of linguistic propriety that
match Blair’s ideas seamlessly: “What we need to do is enlarge our perspective about what
good writin is. We all been taught to respect the dominant way to write, even if we dont,
cant, or wont ever write that one way ourselves” (112). Young introduces “code meshing”
to explain that everyone (from students to professionals) writes in a mixed genre that
“blends dialects, international languages, local idioms, chat-room lingo, and the rhetorical
styles of various ethnic and cultural groups in both formal and informal speech acts”
(emphasis in original 114). If a mixed genre is good enough for professionals to use in their
world, why would it not work in a general sense wherever and whenever speaking and
writing are practiced?

In many ways I see Blair as advocating for his era’s version of “code meshing” due to his
penchant for native dialects and languages, their authenticity, and the inevitability of an
intrusion of metropolitan English—to meet in the middle might be his solution. But such a
vision was most likely a fruitless endeavor in the academy of eighteenth century Scotland;
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however, now there is at least some interest and investment in the code meshing of
academic and native languages. It’s difficult to argue (for believers or nonbelievers) that
where Blair and Young intersect, as Blair simply states that language “is become in modern
times, more correct, indeed, and accurate; but, however, less striking and animated” (I:
124), there is truth in this problematic and precarious scenario that speakers and writers
may find themselves in. Both scholars locate their situations as victims of language
colonization—Blair in terms of his native Scottish dialect as compared to “metropolitan”
English, and Young in regards to BE as compared to SE; therefore, both identify a problem
that surpasses their own experiences—experiences that are not unique, but instead speak
to the pervasive culture of language colonization. Specifically in this moment of
professionalism, this concern is of the utmost importance as there is more now, than ever,
at stake because of what professionalization and the pressure to succeed have contributed
to our current culture of literacy and how this contribution has perpetuated a form of
twenty-first century language anxiety.

It’s crucial to explain the relationships between language colonization, professionalization,
authentic language, and academic language for purposes of the argument of this chapter. In
moving between a lot of these terms, a connection must be established to make clear how
they work both together and against one another: Language colonization is the moving
toward and eventual coercing of individuals to speak (and write) a certain way for matters
of professionalization; this I of course locate in the academy, but in other areas, circles, and
circumstance of life as well (as previously discussed.) Academic language is the term I use
for this coerced form of language pushed in the academy. We may also refer to it as
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Standard English (or SE), as it may apply to all areas of life where a more formal approach
to language usage is desired (the academy included, of course). Authentic language is the
language we naturally learn to speak and use amongst family and friends—and is never a
form of SE—though one that is often frowned upon as inappropriate for more professional
environments, i.e., schools, the workplace, et cetera. But the work of normalizing languages
can and should begin where we teach writing—in the academy and in composition
classrooms.

Neo-expressivism can claim its credibility as an ideal pedagogy to negotiate tensions
between the clash of languages—the familiar and formal, the personal and professional.
McIlvaney has described the eighteenth century Scots poets as “’tightrope walkers’ on the
border between folk and learned culture” (30), the exact position we find ourselves in
today. As instructors of the twenty-first century, we understand the importance of
preparing our students for a competitive workforce which lies ahead; but, like Blair and
Young, we acknowledge the importance of maintaining an aspect of truth in one’s
learning—of cultivating the self as creator of one’s own knowledge, and instilling that
knowledge is gained and expressed in many languages. The passion that Blair speaks of is
lost when the attempt to emulate a certain style becomes a main focus and writers abandon
their own way of writing for fear of incorrectness or perceived incapabilities. And Young,
as one of our contemporaries, furthers the idea that we have all been taught (though I
might say coerced) to “respect the dominant way to write,” and while he urges that we need
to “enlarge our perspective about what good writin is,” I would add that this is what we do
in neo-expressivist classrooms.
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The aim to understand, or re-understand, what constitutes “good writing” lies in the
assignments and activities we design and how we design them. Designing assignments that
are meant for purposes of expression and reflection, as well as instances of typical
academic proficiency, can help to combat language anxiety and to open up our perspectives
about good writing and, furthermore, to understand that good writing happens in multiple
languages and dialogues. In other words, insofar as commonplace assignments, such as the
essay, we can reinforce the importance of cultivating ideas, developing voice, and engaging
with the subject matter and sources writers may use by incorporating their personal
opinions, feelings, and even experiences, all while writing in a style that is natural and
enjoyable to them. We can train ourselves to look beyond grammar and syntax and
spelling, even—the tidiness of a paper—the superficial “good” work that often stymies
writers by breaking the flow to stop and correct and to, ultimately, obsess over such
correctness. But we can also design different assignments altogether, that help to make
this ease of writing more possible—mediums that are different from the essay and,
therefore, seem more welcoming to the different and more unconventional ways writers
may write.

Neo-expressivist frameworks that seek to take on language anxiety have everything to do
with personal experience as an element of truth. And nestled firmly in eighteenth century
philosophy is the theory of individual experience as truth. Blair claims “[…] It is found, by
experience, that there are beauties, which, if they be displayed in a proper light, have
power to command lasting and general admiration. In every composition, what interests
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the imagination, and touches the heart, please all ages and nations” (II: 34). This “proper
light” which Blair speaks of may, today, be considered the space of the neo-expressivist
classroom, where the experience of the individual is held in high regard, challenging the
authoritative positioning of the traditional classroom, where knowledge is distributed and
students are merely there to consume, Freire’s banking model versus problem-solving
model (as discussed in previous chapters). And as Blair also claims, these experiences that
“interest the imagination” and “touch the heart” please “all nations and ages,” we might
gather that the sharing of experiences, beginning with the work that we conduct in our
classrooms, can engender a form of communication which transcends language barriers of
all kinds, and may also bridge divides over chasms that echo of racial prejudice and
ethnocentrism—the belief that one way of speaking is superior to another.

Young sees this as the greatest obstacle of language colonization and has this to offer:
“Instead of prescribing how folks should write or speak, I say we teach language
descriptively. This mean we should, for instance, teach how language functions within and
from various cultural perspectives. And we should teach what it take to understand, listen,
and write in multiple dialects simultaneously” (112). Through Blair’s proposition of the
individual’s experience, which aligns with the ideology of neo-expressivist classrooms
today, we may achieve what Young suggests as the grand task of familiarizing ourselves
with a variety of dialects, or ways of communication and expression. To consider the needs
of future generations, this provides more of a service than a general sense of
professionalization does, as professionalization seeks to homogenize rather than
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individualize—an antiquated notion—and a hypocritical turn from a twenty-first century
mission that claims to embrace diversity within the academy and workplace.

Blair’s particular understanding of language colonization sheds a new and different and,
perhaps, even antiracist light on this argument when applied to the twenty-first century.
The anxiety Blair speaks of garners a new understanding of what it means to
professionalize and what is acknowledged and accepted as suitable when language is used.
The sense of anxiety from Blair’s time to now has heightened, when in the eighteenth
century, we might categorize Blair’s quandary as based on a moral dilemma, today with
this same dilemma, we are also faced with racially charged questions of what it means to
speak “correctly,” and how this question has become one that looms over us because, as
Young poignantly theorizes, we’ve all been taught to respect the dominant way to write—
and speak. And we all have.

A neo-expressivist focus on the self and Blair’s focus on personal passion connect—which
connects to Young and to antiracist, anticolonial language pedagogy by examining the
theory and practice of racism and power relations embedded in history, and by
empowering individuals by validating their everyday experiences. We are all subject to the
forces of language anxiety. But inhibitions are abandoned as writers realize that no one
writes or speaks perfectly—that SE is no one’s native language. Blair claims, “As all human
perfection is limited, this may […] be the law of our nature, that it is not given with one man
to execute with vigour and fire, and, at the same time, to attend to all the lesser and more
refined graces that belong to the exact perfection of his work” (III: 43). In a twenty-first
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century context, McIlvanney articulates Blair’s intentions in this passage, explaining that
“Blair argues that expressive force and “vehemence” ought always to outweigh
considerations of delicacy and refinement” and “insists that a work of art may contain
impure language, grammatical errors and indelicacies, and nevertheless be “admirable”
(33). This is the very essence of language anxiety. Far too often are writers stymied by the
stress of sounding unintelligent or just plain wrong. While the anxiety exists for
everyone—novices and experts alike—this is a testament to the fact that too many
hindrances are based upon an erroneous fear that simultaneously exists, yes, but also does
not if we all feel it.

Certainly the most stock is put into claims that language discrimination hovers over
specific racial and ethnic groups, and Young has made evident the racial undertones that
accompany an attempt to “fix” the way certain individuals speak. While he claims that
many of these fixers try to cite their efforts as helpful in breaking down walls of “linguistic
differences,” Young attests that this further drives a wedge between “racial differences.”
He states, “[…] nobody’s language, dialect, or style make them “vulnerable to prejudice.” It’s
ATTITUDES. It be the way folks with some power perceive other people’s language. Like
the way some view, say, black English when used in school or at work” (110). The
colonization of other languages, when language spoken by those with power, is deemed to
be a superior, more sophisticated style of speech, is perhaps one of the more obvious
catalysts of language anxiety—and one that tends to prevail in academic and professional
environments—but one that does not have to. It is no surprise that prejudice will prevail
when the languages of different people are observed; both history and current examples
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make clear the persistent and pervasive nature of such prejudices. As a last plea, we must
normalize such language differences by beginning small and local. This important work
must begin somewhere and composition classrooms are small spaces where great changes
can take place.

CONCLUSION
This chapter has highlighted what I see as simultaneously a problem and a solution in
regards to the neo-expressivist classroom. Language colonization and language anxiety
may be countered by embracing linguistic differences and by acknowledging all languages
and dialects as part of the composition process. This deeper look into language anxiety and
the attempt to overcome it, confronting the issues that language differences undeniably
bring to a classroom, but also embracing the beauty of diversity within a classroom setting
where multiple languages and dialects exist, is synonymous with the complicated idea I
first encounter in this chapter—that language both separates and unites us.

And though language anxiety can be seen as a negative aspect of learning and schooling, it
is also a necessary aspect of both—a right of passage, if you will, in developing confidence
and a unique voice in the coveted acquisition of literacy—particularly in institutions of
higher education. Furthermore, as I have shown, language anxiety is a tie that binds us all
together, as SE is no one’s natural language and everyone feels some sort of intimidation
when tasked with the grand challenge of having to sound smart and impress an audience.
Though some individuals are certainly made to feel this way more so than others, a
common fear of language anxiety is an inevitable part of life in the academy. Nevertheless,
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it isn’t my intention, necessarily, to eliminate language anxiety altogether, but instead to do
something generative and productive with it that could ultimately diminish it anyway.
Students should be acutely aware of their linguistic anxieties, to acknowledge them as a
problem to solve, to overcome, instead of something to ignore and “fix” with a “grammar
band-aid.”

So, for those of us who have chosen a life in the academy, I believe it is our duty to mitigate
such fears—at least as best we can. One way we may do so is by considering what students
(particularly novice students) hold at stake when they enter the university—the daunting
task that, for many, they feel they must abandon an intrinsic self that, according to
academic standards, does not fit in with the university. This is a sad realization that so
many students believe that, at best, their two lives must be separate: one for in school and
one for out of school. Why must they be separate at all? Why can’t their cultures and
languages be part of their academic lives? They can be, if we are willing to put in the work
of careful and considerate pedagogies that help students to negotiate in-school and out-ofschool lives.

It also isn’t my intention to claim that only neo-expressivist instructors can make this
happen, or that this sort of work can only be done in neo-expressivist classrooms—quite
the contrary. All and any of us can do this work if we so wish and for the reasons I have
already discussed. My point about neo-expressivism is that these inclusive sorts of
pedagogies already happen rather naturally because we believe in self-expression; we
believe in personal experience; we believe in the process and the journey, not only of the
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student, but also of the person. I would reflect here on a previous quotation I used in this
chapter from Liam McIlvaney in which he describes the eighteenth century Scots poets as
“’tightrope walkers’ on the border between folk and learned culture” (30). I followed with
the thought that this analogy works for composition instructors today as well, balancing
the obligations we are burdened by and the feelings we can’t deny of what is best for our
students. I would further this, though, that the most obvious of tightrope-walking
instructors are the neo-expressivists whose visions of best practices are oftentimes even
less likely to align with administrators, or even other instructors. Nevertheless, we know
what we must do and we believe that the risks are worth it. The journey may be precarious
at times each semester, but neo-expressivists must keep their eyes on the prize. There is
an end-goal in sight. And coincidentally (or maybe not) Carmen Kynard also mentions
tightrope walking as congruous with composition instruction and has this advice to offer:
“The most important thing about walking a tightrope is gettin ovuh to the other side” (104).
Again it is all about negotiations: understanding what we want and what we can afford;
knowing where we may break the mold and where we must keep form; learning that we
will simply win some and lose some. A delicate balancing act, always.

And perhaps we can look to our students here to help us even better understand this
metaphor of balance, as our tightrope-walking is their “slacklining.” While still a type of
balancing act, young people have brought a new style and “trickery” to the art of balance.
They do incredible acts of bravery to keep their balance on the slackline. Even the slackline
has a less conventional form: it is less taut and rigid; it has a looseness that allows a
slackliner more options for balance. This new version of tightrope walking could, in
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essence, offer a more apt metaphor for the various platforms of neo-expressivism. It
highlights our students instead. It takes into account the negotiations they make between
their in-school and out-of-school lives, the ways they bring these lives together and choose
not to keep them separate; the balancing act they perform, that is, the decisions they make
and the agency they hold as writers and not just students; it is, ultimately, about them and
what they bring and contribute to the process of composition. After all, this balancing act is
about getting over to the other side—but more so about having the most productive
journey over.
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EPILOGUE:
Education as an Anecdote to Life
January 13th, 2021
Over the course of time it has taken me to write this dissertation, some time between a year
and a half and two years, the world we live in and life as we know it has changed so much—
for all of us. In some ways, and for some of us, that is certainly an understatement. There
was no predicting what was in store, what we would be living through; most of us, just
going about our normal everyday lives, had no idea what we were in for. This is something
that we all share. And even amongst the divisiveness that has proliferated due to the sad
and unfortunate events of recent, we have all, each and every one of us, needed a time to
heal after enduring such times of tumult and tribulation.

Stacey Waite, in her Teaching Queer: Radical Possibilities for Writing and Knowing,
beautifully articulates a reflection on writing—what it can and should be—what it can and
should do. I keep these words in mind as I look ahead to the semester that begins in a few
weeks and as I observe the world around me in all its ugliness: “What is writing, after all, if
it is not imagining the world as other than it is, thinking imaginatively to make seemingly
impossible connections, and even perhaps imagining ourselves other than we are?” (192).
Is it not so bold an idea to consider that this can be the reality of the composition
classroom—a place where we participate together to engender change—in the world
around us and in ourselves, so that we may better serve this world that is in desperate
need of change?
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Today the House proceeds with the second impeachment of a US president, for the first
time in history. A week ago today, the Capitol was stormed by white supremacists staging a
coup to demand the most unstable, incompetent, racist, sexist, xenophobic (I can go on),
president the country has ever had, illegitimately remain in office. Six people were killed
during this insurrection. People are still being killed every day, and in numbers greater
than we have seen thus far, due to the COVID-19 pandemic that this same president chose
to ignore during his time in the White House. To date, and at this very moment, not even a
year since the first recorded death on February 29th, 2020, 385,406 Americans have died
from the virus and continue to senselessly do so as I write. Hospitals are overwhelmed.
Gift shops have become intensive care units. Refrigerated trucks are being brought in to
serve as morgues. All of this in the great United States of America.

We are all living this harsh reality, and for some, it is harsher than others. Message signoffs between myself and friends, and family, and neighbors, and colleagues, and even
students, always now include something along the lines of: “Stay safe,” “Be careful.” Things
we never felt the need to say just a few short months ago. And amidst the chaos of the
moment and uncertainty of what lies ahead, it is the latter group whom I think of the most
during these uncertain times: my students.

It’s become almost impossible not to address these issues in the classroom, as they are part
of our everyday conversations; these issues, after all, consume our lives. That’s’ why now,
more than ever, I believe in the convictions of neo-expressivist pedagogies, as I hope this
dissertation has made clear. Call it opportune timing for the practice and, perhaps, for my
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research, but these last few years, and particularly, these last few months, have made the
necessity of neo-expressivist frameworks that much more urgent. Nevertheless, these very
moments we are living through do pose a challenge in regards to what is discussed and
how it is discussed in the classroom, as I have previously discussed in my chapters. But
now is also the time that we must harness the subject matter of what we are living through
to make a difference, to embrace diversity, and to move beyond the narrow perceptions
and neoliberal agendas of the academy. As bell hooks attests in Teaching to Transgress:
Education as the Practice of Freedom:
To commit ourselves to the work of transforming the academy so that it will be a
place where cultural diversity informs every aspect of our learning, we must
embrace struggle and sacrifice. We cannot be easily discouraged. We cannot
despair when there is conflict. Our solidarity must be affirmed by shared belief in a
spirit of intellectual openness that celebrates diversity, welcomes dissent, and
rejoices in collective dedication to truth. (33)
The work of transformation, so necessary in this time, can begin with our pedagogy—with
the careful and considerate decisions we make to better serve our students. This, too, does
not come without its complications. It is much easier most times to take the easy and safe
way out—to not address the subject matter of our lives, to pretend that the world outside
the classroom walls is not happening, so that we may stick to the rote work of a stringent
composition curriculum. Furthermore, that the academy squeezes so much out of us and
demands so much of us as well, leaves even more opportunity to take this easy way out.
But is this what we really want from the classroom experience—for our students and for
ourselves?
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January 17th, 2021
Looking ahead to a new semester beginning in less than two weeks, I am once again
planning what we will do over the course of the next fifteen weeks in our first-year writing
course. Adding to the mayhem of life outside of the classroom, the university in which I
teach has suffered severe budget cuts, leading to a drastic cut of first-year writing sections,
and a burgeoning number of students per section for those that remain. Where I would
normally have 22 students max, I currently have 30. We are being advised to cut
assignments, cut readings, cut whatever else we feel is necessary to accommodate this
growing student body in the classroom—and, of course, to preserve our own sanity. Not
only does the academy not have baggage check, as I have previously stated, it sometimes
adds to the baggage we must lug around.

We sometimes have no option other than to answer to the demands of the higher-ups who
make such decisions that affect us, as instructors, and our students, and that have the
potential to derail the important work we wish to see achieved in our classrooms—
particularly, more than ever, during such times of hardship as we are currently living
through. But what is crucial to remember is that, even in times of despair, the dream of
what the neo-expressivist classroom hopes to achieve can remain an endeavor, and a useful
one at that, where composition studies is concerned. As Richard Ohmann explains in The
Politics of Knowledge: The Commercialization of the University, the Professions, & Print
Culture:
There is no need to put aside hopes of making a political and cultural difference.
You can work where you are and will be to challenge the entrenched inequality and
the arrogance of power that nearly saturate our main arenas of public discourse and
social action. You will have social authority: the question is, how to use it in
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collaboration with others; how to be consciously political agents, both in the
narrowest professional sites (the syllabus and pedagogy of English do make a
difference) and in negotiating alliances beyond your certified competence and
beyond the academy. (emphasis mine 75)
What this quotation reminds me of, is the egalitarian hopes that neo-expressivism offers: a
space of shared authority; a place to make meaning from the chaos of life; a place where the
curriculum can create the changes we wish to see, and where everyone can and will be
heard—where each individual experience will matter and will be used alongside each other
experience to achieve a union that eventually may work toward a better world.

January 19th, 2021
Syllabus is done. Class starts in 10 days. I’ve cut some assignments, some readings, as
suggested. I’ve allowed for more one-on-one time, conferences in lieu of class in the last
week and a half of the semester. Given the dire situation of having 30 students, this oneon-one time for each of them may be somewhat of a fairytale. I’m still also figuring out
assignments—what to keep, how to keep, all while keeping the challenge of online classes
in mind as the pandemic still rages and keeps us holed up in our homes. This, some may
say, is no time to “get all expressivist.” These are hard times. Challenging times for us all.
We must rely on necessity and not superfluity. I get that. I always get that, and I get it now,
but I of course think otherwise. I hope that through this dissertation I have proven why I
think otherwise, but here I hope to make my final claims to my reading audience so that
they may, perhaps, see otherwise as well.
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I am reminded of and drawn to what Patricia Suzanne Sullivan attests in her Experimental
Writing in Composition: Aesthetics and Pedagogies where the desires of neo-expressivist
educators clash with the academy and the institutions of academic discourse:
Compositionists who advocate experimental writing […] challenge the hegemonic
ideologies associated with academic writing. But they tend to foreground the ways
in which alternative forms of writing represent social groups and situate individual
students within larger social structures and discourses. (45)
Considering neo-expressivism as a form of experimental pedagogy, as I have done in prior
chapters, situates the practice as one that can have staying power and be taken seriously.
In such a flagrant time as we are living through in the twenty-first century, we can regard
neo-expressivism as a pedagogy that offers a chance, an opportunity, for all experiences to
be valued—where none is better than the other. Through the acts of sharing, and learning,
and healing, by taking advantage of alternative forms of writing where we use our
experiences as moments worthy of contextual study, damaging myths are debunked about
neo/expressivism. We see the promise that the practice offers and we come to realize that
the academy can and should offer more than the promise of hegemonic ideologies, such as
professionalization.

Why can’t and why shouldn’t education provide some solace, some comfort, in addition to
providing the supposed necessity of professionalization? Why must these two things be
mutually exclusive in the academy? With the corporatization of the academy (as I discuss
in chapter 2) came a turn toward the professional agenda of skills and drills; of
standardized tests; of the focus on deficiency and fix-it culture; and of the neglect of
students’ talents, skills, and experiences. As I have made clear, I understand the academy’s
desire to professionalize; I just see the pursuit of professionalization as being insular in its
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endeavors. I see the academy’s notions of success as being very narrow, very closeminded. And I particularly wonder, in moments such as these that we are now living
through, how success can be achieved in any sense if we do not allow the opportunity for
healing in our classrooms. What good is the intellectual mind if it is wounded? Can the
mind persist in the ways it is told to do so when the heart is broken?

The academy, particularly in its credentializing and assessment areas, seems to overlook
the wholeness of the individual and the wholesomeness that the individual should strive
toward. The journey to success does not run on one track, and we do not make this journey
alone. As different as our experiences may be, as much as our stories may diverge, we are
all, in some way, shape or form, working toward the same end-goal. In We Find Ourselves
in Other People’s Stories: On Narrative Collapse and a Lifetime Search for Story, Amy
Robillard captures the reality of academic life in its disregard of the individual as a whole
being who has a meaningful life and meaningful experiences that reside beyond school.
She attributes this neglect to the academy’s disdain for story—the very thing that makes us
unique and that also unites us. Yet, she claims that it is “our distrust of narrative” (77) that
gets in the way of doing the important and open-minded work that can take place in the
composition classroom, and further claims:
There is a reluctance to admit that we are attached to our work in ways that come
before the intellectual. If it is personal, it is too simple, or so we believe. I think we
can fool some of the people some of the time. But life is more than argument. Life is
story. (77)
It is this very idea discussed by Robillard that is harbored as an important selling point for
neo-expressivism: the value of story, not just for its interest, or the sensational qualities it
may hold, and certainly not for its simplicity, but for seeing the work of story as important
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and meaningful intellectual work—looking to narrative as a cornerstone of what the
composition classroom could and should be: a place that nurtures the individual who then
contributes to developing a sense of community and solidarity.

As I run through the roster of my students who I will meet via screens next week, I wonder
how they are doing. What they are doing. What their lives have been like for the past ten
months (when the pandemic began), for the past four years (when Trump took office).
How they have handled and negotiated the tense and scary moments we have been living
through: A deadly disease, mass death, white supremacy, riots, racism, sexism, (again, the
list goes on). No. This is the exact time to dig through my neo-expressivist toolbox. This is
no time to turn back on the convictions I have come to believe in so strongly for the wellbeing of my students.

This is, in fact the perfect time to adopt and adapt to my neo-expressivst convictions as
now, more than ever, we need to heal and we need to feel that we are not alone in these
lonely and frightening times. According to Daniel F. Collins in “From the Personal to the
Social,” his essay contribution to Critical Expressivism: Theory and Practice in the
Composition Classroom “[…] Expressivism has always been an exploration of self and social
world, a form of inquiry and discovery; expressivism has always been about the
construction of meaning, about the development of self through a concern for voice and
lived experience” (124). Of course where Collins refers to expressivism, I take this and
apply it to neo-expressivism and regard these ideas also as the original important
convictions of the practice, and the misunderstood notions of expressivism as being too
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individualistic. Solidarity can be the outcome by following neo-expressivist theories that
rely on inquiry and discovery and the construction of meaning through and starting with
personal introspection. And perhaps most importantly, solidarity as sought after by the
application of these means, is the result when we acknowledge the self and social as
intertwined—when we see how our own unique experiences overlap and coincide with
those of others. The primary goal is the well-being of the individual, but furthermore, as a
collection of individuals who will come together through learning of each other’s
experiences. Not only then do we heal as individuals, but as a community. This is an
imperative point of neo-expressivism that we must bear in mind—particularly as it
pertains to its consideration for the current composition classroom.

Life is volatile, unpredictable, mercurial. But the work doesn’t have to stop at/with healing
in the classroom; it may continue as neo-expressivism maintains the potential and
possibilities of continuing this important work, and even healing, outside of the classroom.
It is not so unimaginable to consider, as Leann Carroll claims in her Rehearsing New Roles:
How College Students Develop as Writers, “A student, for example, may take her earlier
work on gender and communication and use this information to write a self-help column
for a teen magazine” (122). As I cover in Chapter 3, composition pedagogy can be about
possibilities; perhaps it should be about possibilities. And neo-expressivism, in sometimes
functioning without direct outcomes, relies on the ideas of possibilities—what can be
possible, who may be affected and in what ways—looking beyond the classroom and the
healing of and meaning-making between those in the classroom, but imagining the
outreach that extends to other areas of life. As Carroll also claims:
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Focusing on first-year writing courses as a point of transition, not a final destination
or a detour to fix literacy problems before students begin their journey, means that
many types of courses can be effective as long as they truly move beyond their
comfort zones and solve problems that are just beyond their reach. (123)
I would add that it’s also the responsibility of composition instructors, regardless of the
pedagogy they choose, to move beyond their comfort zones, and to assist students in this
process. Students already have so much that they bring with them to a writing course, if
we just allow them this opportunity, if we show an interest in them beyond the idea that
they are there merely for the acquisition of literacy.

After all, education should not just serve a purpose to prepare one for a life that lies ahead,
but to assist one in the life they are currently getting through. In Beat Not the Poor Desk:
Writing: What to teach, How to Teach it and Why, authors Marie Ponsot and Rosemary Deen
discuss how the work of the classroom moves beyond the walls of the classroom, and how
a cultivation of the self and a focus on uniqueness and individuality can burgeon into a
sense of community from which all may benefit. According to the authors:
[Students] can go on working at their skills and take them as far as they can. Their
development helps to quicken and carry on the development of their colleagues.
Each understands her work in her own terms; each is autonomous; each composes
the community. Practicing skills together, students are each becoming more
individual, realizing their identities. And that is, finally, what brings them to
consciousness. The unique and the common, the community, is abstracted from all
those unique powers and experiences of individuals. (191)
The convictions of neo-expressivism align with these ideas: Education should not just
begin and end in the classroom. Education should not just begin and end with the
individual. It should not just work for that moment, or just for the future as it pertains to
professionalization, but how one’s time in school may potentially impact and enrich their
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lives, and those of others, in various ways that merely begin in the present, in the
classroom—in making the most of these moments, as difficult as they may be. An
education should not only be an undertaking that will serve us in the future, for our futures,
as our futures are mapped out by the academy, but also, as history has proven, for the here
and now, so that we may be better equipped for whatever life holds.

Before formally concluding this dissertation, an axiomatic list will succinctly map out my
intentions for a neo-expressivist pedagogy and practice while confronting a set of
persisting misconceptions that afflict both the history and current state of
neo/expressivism:

Axiom 1: People are writers before they enter the academy and bring their literacy skills with
them; we must focus on such sufficiency, rather than deficiency:
Before people are students, they are writers. And even though it is most times within the
schooling environment where people begin to construct meaning through coherent
sentences, people likely pick up a writing utensil of some sort to attempt to make meaning
or to attempt to express themselves in some way, before the work of schooling begins. As
young as when I was a toddler, I grabbed anything I could get my pudgy hands on and write
with: crayons, pencils, lipstick; I even attempted to do so with mom’s foundation once. I
scribbled gibberish wherever I could get to next—books, papers, walls. An abstract form
lasted in red Crayola crayon on the wood-paneled walls of our den for over a decade—
compliments of yours truly.
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I actually have fuzzy memories of my toddler years—particular moments are clearer than
others. I remember once having a thought process as I took to vandalizing some object in
the house, the distinct thought that I was making / creating something. And while, as a
toddler, I probably couldn’t comprehend what that even meant, I believe this proves that
there was an innate desire to create or to make something—perhaps, in a rudimentary way,
to express myself. Expression through writing, then, is part of our instinctual humanness—
our desire to hear and be heard, to connect with others, and this is of course also shown in,
when I look back to my adolescent years, such forms as letter-writing, note-passing,
sending cards and postcards, and eventually in my teen years, through email and instant
messaging.

Today people are even more surrounded by opportunities to write and many hold a
penchant for the forms of writing now available as a means of communication: emailing,
texting, using social media, as opposed to conversation via telephone. Writing in the
twenty-first century holds more of a space in our lives than it did decades ago. And, in all
of the day-to-day genres of writing that people have become adept with, there appears to
be a general distaste for such commonplace forms of writing in the academic space. The
thing is, writing has little to nothing to do with academics until we enter the academy,
where writing, seemingly and sadly, takes on a whole new meaning—though it shouldn’t.

According to Sidney Dobrin, “The focus […] of composition studies has been one directed
not at writing but at subjects and the administration of those subjects. Composition studies
is more interested in issues of subjectivity and agency than in writing” (13). The work of
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the academy has all but forgotten the importance and the substance of a life in writing. The
academy has overlooked that students can write and, instead, would prefer to ignore the
talents and experience that these people bring to the schooling environment, which is an
ultimate neglect of the person and a disregard for their well-being, their education, and
their future.

Axiom 2: Writing is a form of expression and communication;
we seek to express ourselves through writing and to communicate such expressions to others,
thus achieving community and even solidarity:
As my previous examples have shown, the act of writing seeks to accomplish two
fundamental end results that may coincide: 1. To express oneself, and, 2. To communicate
with one another. But this is writing as we first know and understand it. This is writing for
life; writing for survival, in a way. This is writing as a necessary skill and tool. Yet, the
writing of the academy takes on new meaning and actions that confound and utterly
destroy the intentions for which writing first came into our lives.

Here I confront the issue of academic professionalization and the perpetuation of the dull,
cold, soulless writing that is academic writing: neat and tidy, but lacking in originality and
personality. Paula Mathieu has called attention to this discrepancy in the composition
classroom and claims that we must break from the scholarly and attempt a more humble
approach (Episode 22, 16:00) by incorporating a narrative bend (Episode 22, 18:50),
though this approach is seen as “less valuable” in the academy (Episode 22, 19:50). She
also notes the “turn to discipline and professionalism” that the academy has taken and adds
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that we must ask, “What else is writing good for?” (Episode 22, 17:00). Mathieu’s
discussion of narrative and the power of story-telling parallels the human desire to express
oneself and communicate to and with others. I would add that through such assignments,
we open channels of understanding and learning from one another through the acts of
expression and communication that are prevalent in our stories.

There is an important rhetorical device that I was unaware of in my younger schooling
years; it was not yet part of my vocabulary: Ethos. Ethos, I would come to learn and adopt
as the most powerful rhetorical component of the composition process. It was something
incorporated into our young daily school-writing lives, though it was not given to us by
name. When we were asked to keep journals and write brief stories about our families, our
friends, our weekends, and so on, we were employing ethos and we were expressing
ourselves and communicating these selves to those around us when we read each other’s
work. Yet this powerful tool completely disappeared in other English and writing classes
as I grew older and advanced in my schooling. It was only present once more when I
sought out those classes that operated on its intrinsic value.

One English teacher I had in seventh grade even compiled a journal of our work for
distribution throughout the school to showcase our writing, to show what we had to say:
what was important to us, what we liked, didn’t like. It was maybe around high school
where this became lost in the stringent preparation for “bigger things”—college and our
careers, we might presume. But, in the same vein of Mathieu, I look back and ask, “What
was this new and more strict, by-the-books writing good for?” What good were the book
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reports other than to prove I had read the book? What good were the shoddy grammar
lessons I had received when, today, in my 5th year of doctoral study I still get tripped up on
grammar, yet I’m allowed to write this dissertation? What did any of this professionalized
disciplinary writing really do for me? Honestly, I have no answers to these questions. But
the type of expressive and communicative pieces I wrote and took part in; the “more
humble” (as Mathieu claims) side of writing is what led me to desire a life in writing and in
helping others to evolve in the craft of writing. And that is everything.

Axiom 3: Life experience is a powerful component of persuasion;
it helps us to feel and to heal—through our own stories and through those of others:
Again, ethos makes it mark. But I suggest that we take the value of ethos and extend it
beyond the genres that automatically call for it. While personal experience clearly belongs
in narrative, the academy, through its professionalized curriculum, leaves no room and
holds no desire for the writer’s personal experience as part of the research-writing process.
This hypocritical representation of academic writing, and how it should look and function,
is at complete odds with the types of writing students are asked to read as part of the
curriculum. The academy clearly understands the significance of personal experience—
how alluring and persuasive it can be—in any genre of writing, yet this type of writing is
not suitable for its students.

The strengths that we locate through a writer’s use of personal experience, and that we ask
our students as well to locate, in published texts are strengths that can be emulated by
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students in adapting the use of personal experience in their own writing. According to
Patricia Boyd-Webb:
When students begin with their own experiences, they can feel empowered in
institutional settings that can often be alienating, and they can find a public voice
that gives them agency. Students begin to see the ways that various institutions and
various identities/identifications have shaped their actions (and inactions) and have
caused them to feel powerful or powerless in particular situations. (111)
The catch of course is that such writing must be allowed. And it should be allowed. What
Boyd proposes here also speaks to the humbleness that academic life must espouse, as
offered by Mathieu. This humbleness, then, must not be endemic to one area or sector of
the academy. While it is a necessary component on the part of professors and higher-ups
in decision-making roles, it is also an important component of composition pedagogy that
students as well should follow; and in the pursuit of meaning-making through mapping out
their own personal experiences in writing, this may be accomplished.

When Boyd-Webb mentions such aspects of discovery through personal writing as shaping
“actions/inactions,” and feeling “powerful/powerless,” we can identify such moments of
the writer’s realization—this moment of humility that also adds a touch of humanness and
makes the writer more accessible in their pursuit of discovery and, therefore, makes the
writer more credible and believable to the audience. We are persuaded by what this
person has to offer us—the truth that this writer has happened upon, this self-discovery,
this evolution of person.
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Axiom 4: Practice makes perfect / Process makes perfect;
the journey does indeed matter more than the destination
The old adage, “practice makes perfect,” has likely followed most of us through various
endeavors in our lives. We were likely gifted these rather unoriginal words of wisdom by
teachers, tutors, coaches, parents, and the like. And though the banal phrase probably
elicited more eye rolls than an ambitious desire to do just that, practice more, particularly
in our youth, there is a certain ingenious truth to the words that make up this platitude. If
we want to do something better, we should do it more, and we should focus on and work
on how we do it.

I attribute this concept, that of practicing to become better at something, anything, to the
idea of process—particularly process theory as part of composition studies. Process theory
heralds the process of writing in higher regard than the finished product. And so, as I see it,
the two (practice and process) go hand in hand. As Peter Elbow states, “[…] The ability to
write is unusually mysterious to most people. After all, life is full of difficult tasks: getting
up in the morning, playing the piano, learning to play baseball, learning history. But few of
them seem so acutely unrelated to effort or talent” (12). Elbow locates writing amongst the
other “difficult tasks” that consume our lives. And while we easily identify this list as
comprised of tasks that require our attention, ambition, and dedication, it’s curious to
consider that the academy’s focus on the final product of writing maintains more value
than the process that gets us there.
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We all understand that no one sits at a piano for the first time and composes a symphony.
No one steps out onto an ice rink and glides across with graceful precision. So, why is
writing treated as something that should just get done? The very nature of this conception,
that the product is what matters where academic writing is concerned, is particularly
troubling as, by maintaining this train of thought, we both go against the very tenets of
what really leads to success—mainly hard work, dedication, and time; and we perpetuate
an attitude toward writing that is not only damaging to the act of writing itself, but to the
writer’s feelings about writing—what writing should do and accomplish. Writing is set on
a backburner along with anything of substance a writer may have to say, express, or
contribute. We miss out on an entire world of what writing can lead to and what we may
learn as a result. Furthermore, and I would think this would be of importance to the
academy, we stymie any opportunity for writing to improve—for bad writing, or just
writing, to become good writing.

Axiom 5: History may repeat itself, but we don’t necessarily have to repeat history;
we must learn from history as neo/expessivism has shown us
History’s greatest gift to us is to offer moments that we may learn from. And in this
learning process, there will be useful moments that we carry with us, and not so useful
moments that we can look to, to see how we may do things differently and better. This is
the case in all aspects of our lives—education of course, as well. I have touched upon the
fact that many of the original components of expressivist pedagogy have made their way
into current composition classrooms, such as process theory and peer review, and this is
with good reason.
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This does not, however, mean that we should keep these practices exactly as they were 50
or 60 years ago; nor does this mean that we should outright abandon those practices that
didn’t work when they made their initial appearances decades ago in classrooms. Of the
late ‘60s Happenings movement, which aligns with the inception and ideas of expressivism,
Geoffery Sirc offers the following:
The desired effect of [a] kind of aesthetic, […] which puts everything under erasure,
was simply an increase in awareness, a heightened consciousness among
participants, a re-tuning of perception. Perhaps it was postwar commodity malaise,
but these artists felt the world needed re-enchanting; life had lost its sense of innate
wonder. These were artists who wanted to change the world, one sensibility at a
time. (127-128)
Sirc speaks of a moment in history where there is a response to this moment’s own history
that has precluded it—the Happenings movement as response to a world that needed “reenchanting,” perhaps due to postwar sentiments. Expressivism has offered the same
ideologies since this same moment in history that the Happenings movement occupied.
Education needed re-enchanting. And, truthfully, I would ask: When does it not?

Nevertheless, much of what the Happenings movement and expressivism offered in the late
‘60s rings of superfluous hippie elitism—work not serious enough for the academy and a
general disregard for the integrating of academics and art. But what if we were to look to
these moments more seriously to understand the value they may pose to our students
today? It’s inevitable that people will become disillusioned by the forces at play within
society—and even with the world in general. Many of us need that re-enchanting, that
heightened sense of consciousness and awareness, and I see these elements of Happenings
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/ expressivist pedagogy as crucial to the composition classroom in achieving such
awareness.

I don’t propose that we emulate any such pieces of history to an exact replication; times do
change, after all; but we need not repeat history, even when borrowing from it. This goes
for all aspects of history—even those we identify immediately as worthy of emulation—for
instance, process theory and peer review. These practices must be reconfigured not only
as decades or years pass—but as semesters pass—even as weeks pass. Stagnancy would
be a grave mistake. We must evolve as the times do, and we must keep in mind that we too
are learners in addition to educators.

August 1st, 2021
Well, all this time later and I’m officially wrapping up this dissertation. It has been quite
the ride. I’m already looking ahead to yet another semester beginning in a few weeks,
which will entail the chaos of running between three schools to teach five different classes,
and approximately 90 students. Since my last dissertation journal entry in January, many
of us have been vaccinated to protect ourselves from the COVID-19 virus. That brought a
temporary sense of relief; though that relief has been somewhat interrupted by the new
Delta variant—a strain more serious and more contagious. The plan is to return to the
classroom in a few weeks—a place many of us have not been to for a year and a half.
Things remain in the balance, however, with these new concerns.
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A new semester will bring the usual new fears, anxieties, and excitement as well. Feelings
of these natures have been heightened as of recent, of course. So much is yet to be figured
out—even in just the next few weeks. I have mixed feelings myself—with what I’m
comfortable doing at this uncertain time, though I long to see my students face-to-face after
that painful period of separation. We all deserve that personal connection we have been
deprived of for so long. I think about how neo-expressivist frameworks will get us through,
carry us into the unknown, help us to conquer another semester—in whatever way the
semester will be carried out. There will be a great need to hear of each other’s stories, to
listen to one another, to find some common ground—as we all have been through such a
turbulent and scary time—and we are not yet out of the woods.

bell hooks speaks of a moment that is eerily reminiscent of the times we are currently
living through:
Today […] we live in chaos, uncertain about the possibility of building and
sustaining community. The public figures who speak the most to us about a return
to old-fashioned values embody evils […]. They are most committed to maintaining
systems of domination—racism, sexism, class exploitation, and imperialism. […]
They teach us to believe that domination is “natural,” that it is right for the strong to
rule over the weak, the powerful over the powerless. What amazes me is that so
many people claim not to embrace these values and yet our collective rejection of
them cannot be complete since they prevail in our daily lives. (27-28)
These words capture the essence of the state of our world today so uncannily; is it just that
this is, in some ways, always the state of the world? There is so much out there that can
leave us feeling helpless, hopeless—so small in the face of issues so grand. It’s funny. I
catch myself sometimes with my words, with my explanations, with my support of neoexpressivism: How is that I, an overall skeptic, pretty much, of just about everything in
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general, has such an optimistic outlook? Of what the academy can be? Of maybe even what
the world can be? I guess the way I see it is, don’t we have to? Don’t we have to carry on
the hope of something better, even when things seem utterly grim? It may seem naïve or
Pollyanna-like, I realize, but it is what keeps me going—I assume what keeps most of us
going who have chosen a life in the academy. To think otherwise would equate to defeat.
Though up against so much, to persist is everything. To listen to one another, to attempt to
understand, to learn and expand our perspectives; these are things that are not so unheard
of—the striving toward goals that are not so far out of reach.
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